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Hyndburn Local Plan Reg18(2) Consultation Feb-Apr 2019
Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

829 Highways England is charged with operating, managing capacity, 
maintaining and improving England's motorway and major A roads 
which form the Strategy Road Network (SRN). It is an ambition to 
ensure that major roads are more dependable, durable, and most 
importantly - safe. The SRN in Hyndburn comprises of the M65 
motorway and the A56 trunk road. Junctions 6 and 7 of the M65 are 
within Hyndburn, while Junction 8 straddles the border of Hyndburn 
and neighbouring district of Burnley. While only small sections of the 
M65 and A56 run through Hyndburn, they are vital for the Borough and 
provide important connectivity to the economic centres of Preston and 
Manchester and onward connectivity to the wider SRN.

General 
Comment

Noted

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1033 General comments/suggested additional points in relation to flood risk 
and increasing aquatic biodiversity value in the Borough in relation to 
the following matters:
1. measures to address heavily modified water courses linked to 
development opportunities (e.g. de-culverting, removal of barriers, 
reconnections with flood plains, improved riparian planting etc)
2. measures to address pollution from urban and rural sources, 
including uses of sustainable drainage and new farming rules'
3.Measures to reduce flood risk in terms of interventions to "slow the 
flow" and utilise natural flood risk management.  This could include 
use of wetlands for water storage in peak flow, increase in tree cover 
in upland areas and use of "leaky" dams in open spaces.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Consider where best to integrate 
comments into the Publication version

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1034 We also note the aspiration to create a community recreation area / 
Country Park alongside an extension of Brookside Business Centre in 
the area of Green Belt to the west in Oswaldtwistle. This proposal and 
the improvement of the tow path between Whitebirk and Rishton may 
provide opportunities for environmental net gain and we would be keen 
to be involved in these schemes in so far as they relate to our remit.

Not Stated Noted

Mary

Aubrey

1050 Considers Green Belt is precious, irreplaceable and finite resource.Object Noted

Nigel

Aubrey

1061 Considers Green Belt is precious, irreplaceable and finite resource.Object Noted
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Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

E

Neville

1072 Considers Green Belt is precious, irreplaceable and finite resource.Object Noted

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

847 It would be helpful if the Core Strategy included more of a strategic 
narrative on the location and role of Huncoat as part of the East West 
Growth corridor. It would also be helpful to reference proximity to 
Junction 8 of the M65 and the importance of Junction 8 generally to 
East West growth aspirations. The proximity of Altham industrial Estate 
in relation to the Huncoat site is also something that could be 
emphasised demonstrating a cluster of economic/housing activity 
relating to a key motorway junction.

General 
Comment

Agree - make change

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

846 Lancashire County Council's Economic Development section supports 
the contents of the Core Strategy Review and Site Allocations DPD. In 
particular the Huncoat Site is recognised as a key strategic housing 
site within East Lancashire and is significant as part of the East West 
growth corridor referenced by Lancashire's Strategic Economic Plan. 
East-West growth is a key priority identified by the Northern 
Powerhouse Independent Economic Review.

Support Noted

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

844 LCC School Planning Team has been involved with earlier Core 
Strategy consultation (in 2018) and are further engaged with Hyndburn 
BC - the current (forecast surplus of primary pupil places across the 
district as a whole for January 2019 is 723 places; for secondary 
schools it is 797. LCC will use the housing delivery across the district 
and the pupil yield it produces to update annually its forecast position 
for the next 5 year period. It will continue to work with Hyndburn BC 
and its consultants on the Huncoat Garden Village masterplan as 
detailed in policies CS2 and CS29.

General 
Comment

Noted
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Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

830 Evidence informing the Local Plan comprises two key documents: 1) 
the East Lancs Highways and Transport Masterplan (2014) - the 
masterplan argues that it is vital to ensure the SRN in East Lancs is 
capable of supporting the demands which are placed upon it; and 2) 
Lancashire Cycling and Walking Strategy (2016-2026) - four key 
strategy themes of policy, place, people and promotion.

The impacts of planned growth must be carefully considered in light of 
the SRN and impacts on air quality and traffic noise for those living 
nearby. The Council should also ensure that communities have access 
to a choice of alternative sustainable travel options. Highways England 
welcomes the opportunity to work with Hyndburn and LCC to address 
these concerns and issues.

General 
Comment

Noted

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to Publication of the 
new Local Plan

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

781 It would be beneficial and logical if the Core Strategy & Site Allocations 
DPD were combined and prepared as a comprehensive document. 
Bringing them forward comprehensively will ensure that delivery of the 
Site Allocations element takes place.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

The Council will be publishing a 
revised Local Development Scheme 
later in 2019 which will confirm the 
future structure of DPDs making up 
the Local Plan

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1161 recommend inclusion of additional policy in the plan relating to need to 
engage with the statutory undertaker for water for development 
proposals on water catchment land which is relevant to the Borough. In 
particular wind energy proposals whcould be located to minimise 
impact on public water supply.
Recommended additional policy is provided.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Consider need for additional policy.

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1193 The Local Plan should give appropriate weight to the roles performed 
by the area's soils. They should be valued as a multi-functional 
resource which underpins our wellbeing and prosperity. Decisions 
about development should take full account of the impact on soils, 
their intrinsic character and the sustainability of the many ecosystem 
services they deliver. The plan should also safeguard the long term 
capability of the best and most versatile agricultural land (Grades 1, 2 
and 3a).

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Review policy framework on soils in 
Core Strategy and DM DPD
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Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Davina

Helm

Lancashire 
Constabulary 
Designing Out 
Crime Officers

681 Identify strategic links in the Core Strategy Review to National, 
Regional and Local policies in relation to crime and security measures, 
rationale being to keep people safe and feeling safe; Section 17 of the 
Crime and Disorder Act 1998, NPPF 2018; Home Office 'Modern 
Crime Prevention Strategy 2016'

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Consider whether SA adequately 
addresses this already or whether 
specific amendments to the Core 
Strategy would be beneficial

Kevin

Parkinson

1083 Considers Green Belt is precious, irreplaceable and finite resource.Object 1 Noted

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

668 Taylor Wimpey supports the aim of Strategic Objective 1 and suggest 
they can help in the provision of executive and family housing of high 
quality which can bring significant benefits to the local economy to 
support local economic growth. Housing supply plays a key role in the 
flexibility of the local labour market.

Strategic oSupport 6 Noted

Judith

Douglas

Judith Douglas 
Town Planning 
Limited

682 Support Strategic Objective 1  to boost activity rates and support 
higher wage employment to counteract exporting of wealth out of the 
Borough. Also supports the release of attractive sites for new housing 
development to provide aspirational homes that will stem the loss of 
higher income earners out of the Borough who are seeking higher 
quality housing.

Strategic oSupport 6 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

877 Support for overall Vision and particularly high importance given to 
Huncoat Garden Village.  Refer to population decline and despite 
adoption of CS in 2012 many underlying challenges remain.

VisionSupport 6 Noted

Sport England

1204 Sport England support the vision, but would welcome inclusion of 
additional aspirations around enabling healthier residents, placing 
active design at the core of new development, and ensuring access to 
recreational and sporting facilities

VisionSupport 6 Disagree - no change

Vision does make reference to 
'healthier residents' already. The 
Council wish to keep the Vision as 
concise as possible
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Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

843 We commend Hyndburn's intention to actively encourage sustainable 
travel; greater use of public transport, cycling and walking. The goal of 
Ensuring that all sections of the community, particularly the most 
vulnerable, have access to education, employment, health and public 
services is also to be commended. Whilst modal shifts to sustainable 
forms of transport are always to be encouraged and will benefit 
individuals and the wider population, we would recommend that 
attention is given to linking sites of employment and education to areas 
of high deprivation via the cycling and walking network. A focus on 
those more deprived communities should form part of the Core 
Strategy's objective to improve the quality of health of the residents of 
Hyndburn.

VisionGeneral 
Comment

6 Further consideration required

Davina

Helm

Lancashire 
Constabulary 
Designing Out 
Crime Officers

678 Propose additional wording to 'The Vision for Hyndburn': Hyndburn has 
grown in a sustainable way, with healthier residents, (safer 
communities) and is seen as a great place to settle.

VisionGeneral 
Comment

6 Agree - make change

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1022 2. Vision, Aims and Objectives
The vision refers to “environmental credentials” but does not directly 
refer to a healthy natural environment. We would welcome the 
inclusion of a statement that references the commitment to protecting 
and enhancing the natural environment.

VisionGeneral 
Comment

6 Further consideration required

Ian

Smith

Historic England

789 We support the proposed Vision especially the intention that by 2036 
Hyndburn will be a distinctive part of Lancashire recognised for the 
collective quality and attractiveness of its market towns and its 
landscape setting.

VisionSupport 6 Noted

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

710 LCC recommend that the approach of targeting the benefits and 
opportunities of new investment and economic growth towards 
deprived neighbourhoods is included in Strategic Objective 1. We also 
recommend that as the DM DPD is reviewed, consideration is given to 
adopting a policy simliar to Lancaster's DM28: Employment Skills - this 
aims to target the benefits of new investment and economic growth 
towards the local community through employment and training 
opportunities.

Strategic oGeneral 
Comment

7 Agree - make change

Make appropriate reference in SO1 
of Core Strategy. The Council will not 
be reviewing the DM DPD for some 
time as it has only recently been 
adopted in January 2018.
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Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Judith

Douglas

Judith Douglas 
Town Planning 
Limited

683 Support Strategic Objective 2 and suggest this would be best achieved 
by including releasing greenfield sites for development beyond current 
settlement boundaries.

Strategic oSupport 8 Noted

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

669 Taylor Wimpey strongly supports the aim of Strategic Objective 2, 
including through transformational change at Huncoat Garden Village. 
The council needs to do everything it can to boost the delivery of 
housing moving forward as it has previously under-delivered against 
its housing requirement set out in the Core Strategy 2012.

Strategic oSupport 8 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

878 General support for Strategic objectives, particularly Strategic 
Objective 2 that seeks to provide for a greater choice and quality of 
housing and explicitly supports the transformational change at Huncoat 
Garden Village.
However, supporting text makes no reference to Huncoat GV.
Relationship of Strategic Objective 2 and HGV should be spelt out 
explicity.

Strategic oGeneral 
Comment

8 Agree - make change

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1117 The Council has a persistent record of under provision of new housing 
compared against the objectively assessed need. It is therefore 
imperative that housing designations are made and that green belt 
release is revisited. The Council does not have a 5 year supply of 
housing if measured aginast the housing target set in the Core 
Strategy of 216 dwellings per annum.

Strategic oObject 8 Noted

Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

767 HBF supports recognition for a good choice of homes within Hyndburn 
and the role it can play in creating a sustainable, healthy and great 
place. Supports SO2 in looking to provide for a greater choice and 
quality of housing.

Strategic oSupport 8 Noted

Sport England

1205 Sport England support the strategic objectives but would like to see 
SO2 broadened to include the concept of 'active design'. Re-write 'To 
provide for a greater choice and quality of housing, designed and built 
to incorporate 'active design' to enable people to lead active lives, 
including through transformational change at the Huncoat Garden 
Village'. Sport England, in conjunction with Public Health England, 
have produced Active Design Guidance setting out 10 key design 
principles.

Strategic oGeneral 
Comment

8 Agree - make change

Make reference in SO2 and relevant 
parts of the Core Strategy to Active 
Design and the Active Design 
Guidance.
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Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

709 LCC recommend adopting the 10 Active Design principles under 
Strategic Objective 3: To improve the quality of health of the residents 
of Hyndburn, with a view to encouraging more physical activity for all in 
daily life. Active design principles can be applied within the following 
policy areas: Community Infrastructure; Housing; Environment (Natural 
& Built Environment); Environment (Design and Quality); Accessibility 
and Transport

Strategic oGeneral 
Comment

9 Agree - make change

Make reference to Active Design

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

670 Taylor Wimpey fully supports the aim of Strategic Objective 3 to 
improve the quality of health of residents and suggests the provision of 
better, high-quality housing can address this issue.

Strategic oSupport 9 Noted

Sport England

1206 Sport England support the strategic objectives but would like to see 
SO3 broadened to add reference to active Hyndburn residents. 
Suggested wording 'To improve and sustain the quality of health and 
enable the residents of Hyndburn to lead active lifestyles'. SO3 should 
not just be about providing new facilities but also include protecting, 
sustaining and improving those which the area already enjoys.

Strategic oGeneral 
Comment

9 Agree - make change

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

631 Lancashire Wildlife Trust is pleased to see reference to the West 
Pennine Moors being designated as a nationally important Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) in paragraph 2.19, and both Peel 
Park and Woodnook Vale being designated as locally important, but 
statutorily designated, Local Nature Reserves (LNR) in paragraphs 
2.16 and 2.19. Hyndburn Council should be commended for being the 
first local authority in Lancashire not only to meet, but to exceed, the 
governement guideline of 1 hectare of LNR for every 1,000 people in 
the borough.

Strategic oSupport 9 Noted

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1023 Suggest strengthening of Strategic Objective 4 to echo the “protected 
and enhanced” reference suggested for inclusion in the Aim (see Rep 
1022). This objective should also reference being prepared for 
reducing the causes and effects of climate change. These additions 
would support the section in paragraph 20 of the NPPF, which states 
that; “conservation and enhancement of the environment” and 
“measures to address climate change and mitigation and adaption” be 
included in strategic policies. 
Suggested wording for Strategic Objective 4:
“To create a valued urban and rural environment that is protected, 
enhanced and ready to face the causes and effects of climate change”

Strategic oNot Stated 9 Further consideration required
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Representations made to the Core Strategy Review consultation draft

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Ian

Smith

Historic England

790 Whilst we support the thrust of this Objective, the role of the Plan is not 
only to ‘create’ a valued urban and rural environment, but should also 
be about ensuring that the Borough’s existing environmental assets 
(which give its settlements and landscapes such a distinctive 
character) are
safeguarded and, where appropriate enhanced, and that where new 
development does take place it does so in a manner which helps to 
reinforce the local character. Consequently, it might be more 
appropriate to emend the Strategic Objective to more clearly articulate 
its purpose.
Suggest that Strategic objective 4 is amended to read: “To conserve 
and, where appropriate, enhance to Borough’s distinctive urban and
rural environment”

Strategic oObject 9 Agree - make change

Amend SO4 wording or supporting 
text to reflect comments

Nigel

Aubrey

1063 Strategic objective 5 (access to services and facilities): lack of 
reference in plan to impact of medical health or dental health on this.  
Reference to shortage of GP's/dentists  and new doctors/dentist , 
waiting times  - indicates that there will not be adequate GP & dentists 
capacity in Rishton to serve new development.
Also questions whether there is adequate primary and secondary 
school capacity.

Strategic Object 10 Further consideration required

Kevin

Parkinson

1085 Strategic objective 5 (access to services and facilities): lack of 
reference in plan to impact of medical health or dental health on this.  
Reference to shortage of GP's/dentists  and new doctors/dentist , 
waiting times  - indicates that there will not be adequate GP & dentists 
capacity in Rishton to serve new development.
Also questions whether there is adequate primary and secondary 
school capacity.

Strategic Object 10 Further consideration required

Mary

Aubrey

1052 Strategic objective 5 (access to services and facilities): lack of 
reference in plan to impact of medical health or dental health on this.  
Reference to shortage of GP's/dentists  and new doctors/dentist , 
waiting times  - indicates that there will not be adequate GP & dentists 
capacity in Rishton to serve new development.
Also questions whether there is adequate primary and secondary 
school capacity.

Strategic Object 10 Further consideration required
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Jeff

Scales

556 No reference to health and GP appointments tend to be major concern 
of residents

Strategic General 
Comment

10 Noted

The Infrastructure Delivery Plan to 
accompany the Publication Local 
Plan will consider health 
infrastructure and access to GP 
surgeries

Ian

Smith

Historic England

1074 Strategic objective 5 (access to services and facilities): lack of 
reference in plan to impact of medical health or dental health on this.  
Reference to shortage of GP's/dentists  and new doctors/dentist , 
waiting times  - indicates that there will not be adequate GP & dentists 
capacity in Rishton to serve new development.
Also questions whether there is adequate primary and secondary 
school capacity.

Strategic Object 10 Further consideration required

Jeff

Scales

555 No mention of regeneration to existing housing stock and existing 
areas. Financial benefits of new development should be used to 
address these issues (e.g. strategic use of planning gain linked to 
provision of affordable housing)

CS1General 
Comment

12 Further consideration required

Consider strengthening policy. Para. 
3 of Policy CS1 does refer to 
regeneration already. Affordable 
housing contributions proposed in 
Policy CS9 would relate to adopted 
DM DPD Policy DM12 and GN2 
where paragraph 5.5 refers to gap 
funding or refurbishment of long term 
vacant properties as potential 
investment routes

Dan

Ingram

Barton Willmore

855 The re-use of brownfield land is a reasonable move by the Council, 
however it should not prohibit other suitable sites coming forward 
elsewhere.
The Council should recognise the crucial role that greenfield sites can 
play in maintaining an adequate supply of housing; they can often be 
delivered quicker than brownfield sites, and are less likely to require 
expensive remediation, meaning they are better placed to provide 
other benefits such as affordable housing and other planning 
obligations. The prioritisation of previously developed land should not 
compromise the delivery of housing to meet local needs; accordingly, it 
important that the Council allocates greenfield as well as brownfield 
sites to ensure that a robust supply of housing is provided and which 
meets the needs of residents in the event that brownfield sites are 
slower to deliver than anticipated (as can typically be the case).

CS1General 
Comment

12 Noted
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Ann

Schofield

861 Objection to General Development Strategy  in relation to Huncoat on 
grounds summarised as:

Unless you wish Huncoat to become a commuter village it cannot 
stand the size of development planned.
Huncoat has the least facilities of all the other areas in the borough but 
is scheduled for the most development.
It is already congested traffic wise with more than it’s fair share of 
heavy goods vehicles from the industrial estates and the tip.
There would need to be a new school as the present one and the 
surrounding cannot take any further development in relation to the 
school.

CS1Object 12 Further consideration required

The final strategy and development 
quantum will be presented in the 
Publication Local Plan following 
completion of further evidence base 
work, the Huncoat Masterplan, and 
consideration of the findings of the 
Sustainability Appraisal

David

Morris

EC Squared 
(NW) Ltd

1048 support for identification of Rishton as a key growth point, but 
considers that growth should be directed at sustainable and 
deliverable sites close to existing facilities and transport links.

CS1Support 12 Noted

Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

864 The spatial development strategy set out in Hyndburn’s draft Core 
Strategy is consistent with the approach contained in the existing local 
plans for Blackburn with Darwen, which is expected to be continued in 
the emerging local plan (Issues and Options Consultation has just 
concluded on 1st April).

CS1General 
Comment

12 Noted

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1014 Long term brown field sites need careful consideration to ensure 
deliverability.  Allocation of undeliverable brownfield sites over 
sustainable greenfield sites is contrary to NPPF.

CS1Not Stated 12 Noted

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

632 Lancashire Wildlife Trust supports the inclusion of the natural 
environment in Policy CS1: The Spatial Development Strategy.

CS1Support 12 Noted

Mary

Aubrey

1058 Broad support for development of brownfield sites within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

CS1Support 12 Noted
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1013 detailed comments re Green Belt which is in need of review.  Sufficient 
amendments should be considered to accommodate future plans, not 
limited to just safeguarded land and ensure longevity of Green Belt 
(NPPF para 139).

CS1Not Stated 12 Noted

David

Morris

EC Squared 
(NW) Ltd

1045 Broad support for development strategy which seeks to provide 4320 
homes but wording in CS1 should be more positive, replacing 
"sufficient" with "minimum of". Strategy should be ambitious and 
increasing supply would better reflect NPPF.

CS1Not Stated 12 Further consideration required

David

Morris

EC Squared 
(NW) Ltd

1046 Proposed requirement is in excess of CLG figures and as per HENA 
study but below medium growth option set out in previous 
consultation.Encourages uplift to previous medium growth option 
figure.

CS1Not Stated 12 Further consideration required

David

Morris

EC Squared 
(NW) Ltd

1047 Concerns over priority given to redevelopment of brownfield sites; this 
should not prevent other suitable sites coming forward.  Role of 
greenfield sites should be recognised in maintaining supply, delivering 
housing and meeting identified needs and other associated benefits.  
Brownfield sites are often slower to deliver.

CS1Not Stated 12 Further consideration required

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1015 Flexibility of plans is key.  Housing trajectory is not yet drafted; care 
needed to ensure this will not delay or prejudice delivery of sustainable 
development over the plan period.

CS1Not Stated 12 Noted

Sport England

1207 SE generally supports the development strategy but would like to see 
active design supported and promoted. Suggests including reference 
in the Core Strategy to several different policies of relevance or a 
separate policy solely for active design. A model policy is contained on 
p53 of the Active Design Guidance published by Sport England and 
Public Health England.

CS1General 
Comment

12 Further consideration required

Christopher

McGough

McGough 
Planning 
Consultants Ltd

1094 It is important that planning policy encourages development first on 
previously developed land within Accrington before land in smaller 
settlements or green field land. With the clear exception of Huncoat 
Garden Village, Ribston considers the policy as set out achieves this 
aim. Any revisions to this policy that the Council seeks to bring 
forward  should not weaken the its locational aims.

CS1Support 12 Noted
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1102 Green Belt: Support the need for review of Green Belt boundaries. 
Actiond of Council in acknowledging that boundaries are tightly drawn 
and desire to meet future development requirements in full, even if this 
results in changes to the Green Belt boundaries represents a positively 
prepared approach  to planning.

CS1Not Stated 12 Noted

Derek

Glover

787 Preservation of Green Belt areas are of prime importance in the urban 
townships. Priority should be given to development of urban areas 
requiring demolition / rebuilding / reuse and / or conversion

CS1General 
Comment

12 Noted

Dan

Ingram

Barton Willmore

764 Client considers wording of CS1 strategy could be altered to present a 
more positive outlook, replacing the use of the word 'sufficient' with a 
'minimum of'. The housing strategy should be ambitious seeking to 
deliver in excess of the mimum requirement as the market dictates.

CS1General 
Comment

12 Further consideration required

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1157 Comments to highlight that disporportionate growth in small 
settlements can place strain on existing water and wastewater 
infrastructure.  Impacts will be more fully understood when more 
information becomes available about specific sites.  
Additional wording is recommended to to ensure (1) delivery of 
development is guided by strategies for infrastructure to ensure co-
ordination; and (2) the plan supports investment in infrastructure

CS1Not Stated 12 Further consideration required

Consider whether to include 
additional wording

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1118 Paragraph 3 of CS1 infers that sufficient land will be made available in 
the Borough to meet identified needs - the Council is currently unable 
to do this. Policy restrictions such as Green Belt ought to be revisited, 
the council presently has insufficient evidence to provide reassurance 
that the dwelling target can be met. Site 57 'land north of Blackburn 
Road Oswaldtwistle' can provide a large strategic designation. The 
need for green belt release is clear and the Council should make large 
strategic allocations as the most efficient way of promoting 
development, permitting a range of house-types to be delivered.

CS1General 
Comment

12 Further consideration required

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

689 Highways England would welcome the opportunity to work with 
Hyndburn BC to fully understand the potential cumulative impact of 
development on the M65 motorway, especially considering multiple 
sites proposed around and the approaches to M65 Junction 6 at 
Whitebirk. This is required to be able to identify appropriate and 
deliverable mitigation measures to offset the impacts of proposed 
growth on the safe and efficient operation of the SRN. These, along 
with sustainable transport measures should be included within the IDP 
referenced in para 7 of CS1.

CS1General 
Comment

12 Noted

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to Publication of the 
Local Plan in 2020
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Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

879 Support for overall Development Strategy for the Local Plan and 
designation of Huncoat Housing Zone which justifies higher proportion 
of housing delivery in Huncoat than current Core Strategy. Particular 
parts of policy supported:
1)- Inclusion of Huncoat in the highest tier of settlement hierarchy;
3) Priority to devellping brownfield land in urban areas in relation to 
development of former Huncoat Power station  (incl. railway sidings 
and former landfill) as a priority regardless of potential designation of 
HGV;
4) intention to amend Green Belt boundary to support strategic growth, 
need to ensure exceptional circumstances;
5) development of strategic housing site at Huncoat.  Former Huncoat 
Power station site should be allocated and developed in advance of 
Green Belt land. 
If Green Belt Land is needed a phased approach should be adopted to 
ensure previously developed land such as former Huncoat Power 
Station which is not in Green Belt, is developed first.

CS1Support 12 Noted

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1024 The sustainable approach and reference to protection and 
enhancement of environmental assets, alongside the commitment to 
prioritising brownfield sites, subject to remediation, are positive 
elements of this policy. Policy CS1 should make reference to new 
developments being expected to provide “environmental net gain”. 
Policy CS15 references net gain and its inclusion in CS1 would 
reinforce this policy so that developers are clear that they have an 
obligation to deliver measurable environmental improvements as part 
of any new scheme.

CS1Not Stated 12 Further consideration required

Judith

Douglas

Judith Douglas 
Town Planning 
Limited

684 Supports inclusion of Great Harwood as a 'Key Town' set out in Policy 
CS1. Support amendments to the Green Belt boundary to 
accommodate strategic allocations and to ensure that future 
employment and housing land requirements are met in full (including 
Green Belt release around Great Harwood). Acknowledges the 
strategic change since 2012 to include a strategic housing site at 
Huncoat, however we have concerns regarding the timing and delivery 
of the Huncoat Garden Village. Flexibility and a choice of sites in other 
parts of the Borough should be provided to enable other sites to come 
forward should Huncoat not deliver the 'significantly faster rate' of 
delivery aspired to.

CS1Support 12 Noted
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Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1101 Do not support a sequential approach requiring all brownfield sites to 
com forward ahead of greenfield sites. This would not be consistent 
with NPPF which has requirements including; guiding development to 
sustainable locations and ensuring a five year supply of deliverable 
sites. There is no specific requirement that all these should be 
brownfield.

CS1Not Stated 12 Further consideration required

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1100 Do not support CS1 2) in relation to rural areas. It is a blanket policy 
and not consistent with NPPF. Instead proposals should respond to 
local needs.  Policy should be flexible to allow for sites outside the 
urban boundary such as site 202 Cottams Farm, to contribute to 
housing delivery, especially when boroughis seeking a growth agenda.

CS1Not Stated 12 Further consideration required

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1099 There is support in principle for the identification of Clayton-le-Moor as 
a Principal Town in the proposed settlement hierarchy.

CS1Not Stated 12 Noted

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

832 Highways England recommends that a detailed and robust traffic 
modelling of M65 Junction 6 is undertaken by the Council to both test 
the impacts of the proposed site allocations in the vicinity of the 
junction (i.e. sites 106, 169, 88, 105, 228, 229 and 230) and 
identify/consider traffic mitigation requirements before formulating the 
Publication version Local Plan. The results of this work should be 
agreed with Highways England before the Plan is advanced any 
further, and we would be happy to support the Council with this work.

CS1General 
Comment

12 Further consideration required

Cosultation with Highways England 
on scope and process for completion 
of this work

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

671 Taylor Wimpey supports the development of a new Spatial 
Development Strategy, however suggest prioritisation of brownfield 
land should not compromise delivery of housing as it can be subject to 
a variety of constraints and therefore the council should seek sites that 
are viable and deliverable. Also support the acknowledgement that 
some release of the Green Belt is needed to meet development needs. 
The Council will need to provide robust evidence at Publication stage 
on inclusion of settlements within the hierarchy, and 'exceptional 
circumstances' for any green belt release.

CS1General 
Comment

12 Noted

The Council will only proceed to 
allocate sites where evidence is 
available to confirm they are suitable, 
available and achievable in line with 
NPPF
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Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

768 HBF consider part 3 could take a more positive tone rather than 
providing 'sufficient' land, amendment that looks to 'increase the 
supply of land within the Borough..'. This would better reflect the NPPF 
requirement to plan positively and to boost significantly the supply of 
housing. HBF also has concerns over reference to 'prioritise' 
brownfield land. NPPF para 117 refers to 'promoting' not 'prioritising' 
brownfield. Suggest replacing 'priority' with 'support'.

CS1General 
Comment

13 Further consideration required

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

712 Support the intention to focus investment and improvement in key 
regeneration areas, and returning long term vacant properties back 
into use. LCC recommend that as vacant properties are renovated the 
issue of adaptation for older residents is also considered and 
promoted where appropriate.

CS1Support 13 Further consideration required

Ian

Smith

Historic England

791 We Support the intention that priority will be given to returning long-
term vacant properties back into use.  Despite the number which were 
demolished in the 20th and beginning of the 21st centuries, the 
surviving mills from the period when Hyndburn was one of the 
country’s major centres of textile production, are one of the defining 
features of the Borough’s settlements. Work undertaken by Historic 
England showed that there were some 50 surviving mills in the 
Borough. Of this total, 6 were vacant and a further 10 only partially 
occupied or underused. Of the total estimated amount of floor space, 
some 61,000 square metres appears to be in vacant or under-used 
premises, equating to approximately 23% of the total floor space in 
mills across the Plan area.

CS1Support 13 Noted

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

757 Criteria 6 of this policy relates to protecting and enhancing green 
infrastructure, suggest this should be expanded to include the wider 
definition of green/blue infrastructure to better reflect the multi-faceted 
nature of waterway/canal corridors.

CS1General 
Comment

14 Agree - make change

Ian

Smith

Historic England

792 Subject to the change set out below, we support the requirement that 
existing environmental assets will be protected and enhanced and that 
new development will be expected to contribute to the local character 
and distinctiveness of the area. This will help to deliver the Strategic 
Objective 4

CS1Support 14 Further consideration required
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

793 NPPF Paragraph 8(c) identifies the environmental objective of 
sustainable development as ‘contributing to protecting and enhancing 
our natural, built and historic environment’. In terms of the Strategic 
Policies which every Local Plan has to have, Paragraph 20 sets out a 
requirement for a Strategic Policy for the ‘conservation and 
enhancement of the ‘natural, built and historic environment’.
For consistency, the Core Strategy should use the same terminology 
as national policy guidance. The final line should be amended to read, 
“… distinctiveness of the natural, built and historic environment in 
which it is situated”

CS1Object 14 Agree - make change

Ian

Smith

Historic England

794 ‘Existing environmental assets’ ought to encompass more than simply 
the Green Infrastructure network. In line with NPPF Paragraph 8(c), it 
must include the Borough’s natural, built and historic environmental 
assets as well. 
Amend accordingly.

CS1Object 14 Agree - make change

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

672 Support for Policy CS2 however the council may be over-relying on the 
Huncoat Garden Village to meet identified housing need within the 
borough and suggest a greater quantum of housing should be 
identified in alternative sustainable locations. If a more conservative 
delivery estimate at Huncoat is employed then if issues affecting 
delivery were to arise then sufficient sites elsewhere in the Borough 
would still be available to ensure housing delivery not adversely 
impacted.

CS2Support 18 Further consideration required

The Council will be seeking to 
provide a range of site types and 
sizes around the Borough to ensure 
the plan is flexible in line with the 
requirements of NPPF. Final 
contribution of Huncoat to be 
confirmed at Publication stage.

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

690 Highways England is aware that work is ongoing on the Huncoat 
Masterplan and would welcome further engagement and early sight of 
findings in terms of the potential transport impacts of proposed growth 
at proposed Huncoat Garden Village before this Local Plan is 
progerssed to the next stage.

CS2General 
Comment

18 Noted

Further engagement to take place 
with Highways England in relation to 
the Huncoat masterplan and 
Publication version Local Plan. 
Further evidence base work on 
Transport also still to be undertaken
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Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

909 Huncoat Garden Village – Policy CS2
Full detail of the development proposals are not yet known e.g. 
drainage proposals and water supply requirements.  Impact on UU 
infrastructure over a number of 5 year investment periods cannot be 
assessed.  As more detail becomes available, it may be necessary to 
co-ordinate the timing for the delivery of development with the timing 
for delivery of infrastructure. This development proposal is part of 
numerous site allocation and it will be necessary to demonstrate how 
the site delivers foul and surface water drainage as part of a site-wide 
strategy having regard to interconnecting phases of development. 
Whilst this will be addressed through additional masterplanning 
sessions, additions to Policy CS2 are recommended:

"New development will be expected provide evidence of early dialogue 
between developers and infrastructure providers to identify 
infrastructure needs arising from new development and ensuring that 
these are addressed through building design, utility networks and 
connections in time to serve the proposed development. This must 
include evidence of how the development is to be delivered as part of 
interconnecting phases, demonstrating linkages in accordance with the 
masterplan and providing evidence of unfettered access between 
adjoining parcels to prevent a piecemeal approach to infrastructure.

Once more details are known on development sites, for example, the 
approach to surface water management and proposed connection 
points to the sewer and clean water network, it may be necessary to 
coordinate the delivery of development with timing for the delivery of 
infrastructure improvements."

CS2Not Stated 18 Further consideration required

The Council and its masterplanning 
consultants will continue to engage 
with UU to resolve concerns and 
ensure relevant infrastructure 
considerations are taken into account

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

907 The plan makes reference to "garden village principles" and 
elaboration is needed on how the GV will differ fromany other housing 
development and how it will contribute to the Council'ssustainable 
approach and bring wider benefits.

Reference to improving, green, blue and grey infrastructure is positive.  
However there is no reference in the policy regarding the phasing of 
the infrastructure for the development. Inclusion of timescales as a 
means of control will reinforce the expectation on developers to 
contribute towards the delivery of infrastructure. It would be beneficial 
to have that commitment and obligation for developers captured in the 
policy to avoid a piecemeal approach.

CS2Not Stated 18 Further consideration required
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Dan

Ingram

Barton Willmore

765 Concern about production of a Design Code SPD for the Huncoat 
Garden Village about how long the document will take to produce and 
the implication that any delays could have on the housing delivery. The 
Garden Village is a key aspiration and a major part of the development 
strategy. The Design Code should be produced alongside the CSR 
rather than after it. Our Client's land interests (Higher Gate Road, 
Huncoat) could be delivered in isolation and should not be restricted in 
coming forward in the event a Design Code SPD is delayed post-
adoption of the Core Strategy.

CS2General 
Comment

18 Further consideration required

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

881 Concerned that wording of third bullet point in relation to delivery of 
infrastructure is vague.  Detailed concerns set out in relation to 
reference to use of legal agreements and  intention to use equalisation 
agreements.  Greater clarity needed on use of legal agreements and 
infrastructure requirements. Policy should allow for consideration of 
viability and caveat for if agreement cannot be reached on equalisation 
agreements.  
Support amendments to Green Belt boundary to facilitate HGV and 
looks forward to Council demonstrating necessary exceprional 
circumstances.  
Supports reference (para. 20-21) to landowners making fair 
contribution to new infrastructure but there is a lack of clarity and detail 
over how this will be calculated.  
Concern that there is a reliance on landowners to reach agreement 
and Council should take a lead on this. Delay should not be caused to 
development on previously developed sites.

CS2Not Stated 18 Further consideration required
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

795 The Grade II Listed Huncoat War Memorial lies in the Recreation 
Ground to the south-west of this site. The loss of this currently-
undeveloped area to its east and its subsequent development could 
harm elements which contribute to the setting of this memorial.
Paragraph 185 of the NPPF sets out a requirement for Local Plans to 
conserve heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their significance. 
When considering the impact of a proposed development upon the 
significance of a designated heritage asset, Paragraph 193 of the 
NPPF makes it clear that great weight should be given to the asset’s 
conservation and explains that significance can be harmed by 
development within its setting.
In order to demonstrate that the allocation of this area is not 
incompatible with the requirements of the NPPF, as part of the Stage 3 
Detailed Appraisal there needs to be an assessment of what 
contribution this currently-undeveloped area makes to those elements 
which contribute to the significance of this Listed Building and what 
effect the loss of this site and its subsequent development might have 
upon its significance.
In addition, there is a requirement in the 1990 Act that “special regard” 
should be had to the desirability of preserving Listed Buildings or their 
setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which 
they possess. Although this requirement only relates to the 
determination of planning applications, failure to take account of this 
requirement at this stage may mean that, when a Planning Application 
is submitted, even though a site is allocated for development in the 
Local Plan, the need to pay special regard to the desirability of 
preserving a Listed Building or its setting may mean that either, the site 
cannot actually be developed or the anticipated quantum of 
development is undeliverable.

Suggested changes:  As part of the Stage 3 Detailed
Appraisal:-
(a) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution which 
these sites makes to those elements which contribute towards the 
significance of this Listed Building and what impact their loss and 
subsequent development might have upon its significance.
(b) If it is considered that the development of these areas would harm 
elements which contribute to the significance of this Listed Building, 
then the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that harm might 
be removed or reduced.
(c) If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development 

CS2Object 18 Noted
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would still be likely to harm elements which contribute to the 
significance of
this Listed Building, then this site should not be allocated unless there 
are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm (as is required by 
NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

865 Blackburn with Darwen Council recognises the importance of the 
proposals at Huncoat within the overall spatial strategy for Hyndburn’s 
emerging Core Strategy. It is noted that the draft Core Strategy 
describes the proposals for Huncoat in the following manner:

“…garden village would be of significance not just to Hyndburn but 
also to the wider Pennine Lancashire sub-region, due to its strategic 
location on both the road and rail networks.”

There are already close working relationships between the two 
authorities under the duty to cooperate including the recently published 
joint evidence base (Housing and Economic Needs Assessment – 
HENA study). Dialogue will continue between the two authorities to 
ensure that development proposals both within Blackburn with Darwen 
and Hyndburn, including Huncoat, will deliver complementary growth 
for the two authorities.

CS2General 
Comment

18 Noted

Ann

Schofield

862 Objection to General Development Strategy  in relation to Huncoat on 
grounds summarised as:

Unless you wish Huncoat to become a commuter village it cannot 
stand the size of development planned.
Huncoat has the least facilities of all the other areas in the borough but 
is scheduled for the most development.
It is already congested traffic wise with more than it’s fair share of 
heavy goods vehicles from the industrial estates and the tip.
There would need to be a new school as the present one and the 
surrounding cannot take any further development in relation to the 
school.

CS2Object 18 Further consideration required

Points raised will be considered in 
part through the Masterplanning 
process underway, but also as part of 
preparing the Publication version of 
the Local Plan for Regulation 19 
consultation in 2020.

Dan

Ingram

Barton Willmore

856 We are supportive of the Council's proposals for Huncoat Garden 
Village, and the provision of between 1,000 and 2,000 new homes to 
be integrated into the existing settlement. However, the emerging 
Local Plan would benefit from a diagram demonstrating the precise 
extent of the allocation (and location of the Garden Village) in order to 
provide greater certainty moving forward.

CS2Support 18 Agree - make change
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

904 Detailed comments on policy CS2  Huncoat Garden Village.  Main 
points:
- timescales for the delivery of full garden village beyond plan period 
should be made clear.
- needs a realistic view of delivery and evidence for delivery rates and 
explanation of why formal recognition of GV impacts on delivery.
- Detailed queries arising from reference to "design review" in para. 
3.32

CS2Not Stated 18 Further consideration required

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

880 Fully Supports identification of Huncoat Garden Village as strategic 
Location for growth and inclusion of former Hucoat Power station in the 
designation.
General support fort range of housing to be delivered but consider it 
likely that housing at the upper end of range will need to be delivered 
to support delivery of necessary infrastructure.

CS2Support 18 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

882 Comments relate to third bullet point and release of Green Belt: It is 
not clear why the Green Belt boundary would not be amended to allow 
for both the delivery of HGV and the expansion of the strategic 
employment hubs.

CS3Not Stated 24 Agree - make change

Approach to be clarified at 
Publication stage with firmer plans on 
strategic sites known then

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

691 Highways England has concerns relating to the number of sites being 
proposed for development around and on the approaches to the M65 
J6, as well as the potential addition of sites to the north and south of 
J7. No transport evidence has yet been prepared to support the 
emerging Local Plan. PPG states that an assessment of transport 
implications should be undertaken at several stages of the plan, it 
should be an iterative evidence base process ultimately shaping the 
development rather than being collected retrospectively, and then 
trying to retrofit it to the development strategy.

CS3General 
Comment

24 Noted

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to Publication of the 
Local Plan in 2020. To date transport 
evidence relates to 'access' issues 
only due to the large number of site 
options still being considered. 
'Capacity' issues are to be addressed 
through forthcoming evidence work 
which will focus on a more limited 
number of site options.
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Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

866 Blackburn with Darwen Council notes the proposals for the provision 
for around 68 hectares of land to be provided for economic 
development purposes. This consists of the 58 hectares identified in 
the HENA study plus an additional 10 hectares to account for 
employment land losses set out in the previous employment land study 
undertaken for Hyndburn. There are already close working 
relationships between the two authorities under the duty to cooperate 
including the recently published joint evidence base (Housing and 
Economic Needs Assessment – HENA study). Dialogue will continue 
between the two authorities to ensure that development proposals both 
within Blackburn with Darwen and Hyndburn, including for employment 
development, will deliver complementary growth for the two authorities.

CS3General 
Comment

24 Noted

Paul

Worswick

653 Support for retention of Junction 7 as a strategic employment site but 
objection to the possibility of expansion and to the phrase; 'land is 
available...north and south of Junction 7 of the M65 (Clayton-le-Moors)' 
and would therefore object to any development as further narrows the 
Green Belt.

CS3Object 24 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation and 
preparing Publication Local Plan

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

905 Not clear if the statement in relation to Green Belt relates specifically to 
employment uses rather than other purposes which would contradict 
statements elsewhere in the document. This should be made clear.

CS3Not Stated 26 Agree - make change

Judith

Horgan

Stephen Ward 
Town Planning & 
Development 
Consultants Ltd

747 Angelo Beef Processors welcome the flexibility allowed by this policy 
provision.

CS4Support 26 Noted

Christopher

McGough

McGough 
Planning 
Consultants Ltd

1095 Client's site at Broad Oak is currently in operational use delivering 
quality manufactured products. The buildings are suited to the existing 
tenant, but if they become vacant, they are unlikely to be attractive to 
other commercial tenants. In that scenario, planning policy should be 
flexibile enough to allow planning application for alternative uses to 
succeed. 

Considers policy CS4 achieves the right balance and supports the 
policy as set out and also express stong support for the tests set out in 
paragraphs 3a, b & c, and paragraphs 4,5 & 6.

CS4Support 26 Noted
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Christopher

McGough

McGough 
Planning 
Consultants Ltd

1096 Support for the broad thrust of this policy insofar as it would allow 
housing development on the Broad Oak site in the event that 
continued employment use became unviable.

CS4General 
Comment

26 Noted

Nick

Pleasant

NJL Consulting

742 Believe an alternative approach to considering such uses at The Peel 
Centre whereby a more measured approach to dealing with existing 
units and minor additional floorspace/uses is adopted. Preference 
would be for the policy to note that future retailing can be suitable at 
The Peel Centre.e.g. a threshold-based approach whereby only 'new 
build' space in excess of a threshold (of 2,500sqm) would be 'tested' 
under town centre use policy. Therefore more limited development, 
reconfigurations and specified changes of use do not need to be 
supported by sequential and impact assessments. This would align 
with emerging policy CS32, DM3, NPPF and PPG recognising that 
retail and leisure development can require particular locations in order 
to serve specific and locationally driven demand.

CS5General 
Comment

29 Further consideration required

Any amendments to be consistent 
with the policy approach on retail 
impact thresholds set out in recently 
adopted DM DPD Policy DM3

Nick

Pleasant

NJL Consulting

741 Support broad direction of travel of Policy CS5: Centre Hierarchy, 
Strategy and Retail Provision and welcome recognition that The Peel 
Centre is in the retail hierarchy and can perform a mixed and varied 
retail and leisure role.

CS5Support 29 Noted

Robert

Barnes

Planning 
Prospects Ltd

646 Proposes additional text to be added to Policy CS5: Centre Hierarchy, 
Strategy and Retail Provision, clarifying the relationship of Policy CS1 
(Spatial Development Strategy) and the aims of the retail hierarchy set 
out in CS5 - specific wording recommended.

CS5Object 29 Further consideration required

Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

867 Blackburn with Darwen Council notes the intentions for the two sites at 
the Peel Centre and Oswaldtwistle Mills and the further information 
with respect to the Peel Centre within the area policies for Knuzden 
and Whitebirk. The general policy approach for these two sites is 
noted particularly the recognition that any further development needs 
to be ancillary uses to support the existing retailing and planned 
employment uses at the Peel Centre and at Frontier Park.

CS5General 
Comment

29 Noted
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Sport England

1208 SE welcome this policy however there should be reference to the 
Council's Playing Pitch Strategy as relevant evidence. Policy should 
also be re-worded to reference NPPF requirements on playing fields 
more clearly (set out in paragraph 97). Finally it should recognise the 
role of sport in contributing to a wide range of spatial planning issues: 
regeneration, health promotion, crime reduction, quality of life, 
engaging with colleagues in sports development, education and public 
health.

CS6General 
Comment

34 Agree - make change

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1158 General support for policies which focus on delivering high quality 
landscaping and green infrastructure and empahsises the 
multifunctional benefits of sustainable drainage systems/green 
infrastructure .  
Recommend that addiotional wording is included in the policy to 
require inclusin of multi functional green infrastructure where 
applicable.

CS6Support 34 Further consideration required

Consider suggested additional 
wording

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

758 The Trust considers that our waterways should be specially mentioned 
within the supporting text to the policy as important open space. These 
spaces can provide areas for social interaction, and can enable and 
support healthy lifestyles through providing access for walking, cycling 
and waterbourne sports. However it should be noted that the Trust 
would not support the canal network being designated as Local Green 
Space.

CS6General 
Comment

34 Agree - make change

Kevin

Parkinson

1087 There needs to be improved regulation in relation to the management 
scheme arrangements set up by developers for the safeguard of 
residents, particularly before they purchase the properties.

CS6Object 34 Further consideration required

The Council will consider the policy 
around future management and 
maintenance of private open space 
further before the Publication plan is 
released in 2020

Nigel

Aubrey

1064 There needs to be improved regulation in relation to the management 
scheme arrangements set up by developers for the safeguard of 
residents, particularly before they purchase the properties.

CS6Object 34 Further consideration required

The Council will consider the policy 
around future management and 
maintenance of private open space 
further before the Publication plan is 
released in 2020
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Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1195 The plan should avoid building on open space of public value as 
outlined in para 97 of the NPPF. It should also make provision for 
appropriate quantity and quality of green space to meet identified local 
needs as outlined in para 96 of the NPPF. Natural Englands ANGSt 
may be of use in assesing current levels of accessible space and 
planning improved provision.

CS6General 
Comment

34 Noted

The Council is conducting an Open 
Space Audit now and is integrating 
ANGSt into the work

Ian

Smith

Historic England

796 We support Criterion 1(b) which will help to safeguard the open spaces 
in the Borough. Many of these areas either contribute to the character 
of the Borough’s Conservation Areas or to the setting of the heritage 
assets around them.
We also support the intention to identify Local Green Spaces. One of 
the examples given in NPPF Paragraph 100(b) for area which might 
warrant Local Green Space designation are where sites hold a 
particular local significance because of their historic significance.
This Policy will, therefore, also assist in helping to conserve the 
significance of many of the Borough’s heritage assets.

CS6Support 34 Noted

Mary

Aubrey

1053 There needs to be improved regulation in relation to the management 
scheme arrangements set up by developers for the safeguard of 
residents, particularly before they purchase the properties.

CS6Object 34 Further consideration required

The Council will consider the policy 
around future management and 
maintenance of private open space 
further before the Publication plan is 
released in 2020

E

Neville

1075 There needs to be improved regulation in relation to the management 
scheme arrangements set up by developers for the safeguard of 
residents, particularly before they purchase the properties.

CS6Object 34 Further consideration required

The Council will consider the policy 
around future management and 
maintenance of private open space 
further before the Publication plan is 
released in 2020

Jeff

Scales

557 Needs better safeguarding and regulation of Open Space and Local 
Green Space in relation to the management schemes set up by 
developers.

CS6General 
Comment

34 Agree - make change

Provide further detail or guidance
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Sport England

1209 Policy seems weak at protecting existing facilities. It should be 
reworded in line with both SE Playing Fields Policy and para 97 of the 
NPPF. Positive approach to provision and enhancement required, and 
clear policy on protection from loss and criteria to be considered. 
Policy should also reference the Council's Playing Pitch Strategy and 
Built Sports Facilities Strategy.

CS7General 
Comment

36 Further consideration required

Consider whether DM DPD provides 
sufficient framework or not.

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1103 Planning policies for planning obligations should meet tests set out in 
NPPF. CS should also allow for viability to be taken into account to 
enable developments to come forward.

CS8Not Stated 37 Further consideration required

Sport England

1210 SE welcomes inclusion of a policy to secure development 
contributions, the policy should set out expectations associated with 
sport and recreation to be included in new development as well as 
those to be provided through S106. Reference to Playing Pitch 
Strategy and Built Sports Facilities Strategy may be relevant here.

CS8General 
Comment

37 Further consideration required

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

883 Para 1 of CS8 refers to 'reasonable' costs of new infrastructure: the 
wording is similar to NPPF para. 56  however policy would be clearer if 
it directly quoted the three tests taken from CIL regulations. The policy 
should also include additional wording to reflect para 57 of NPPF.
Lack of clarity over approach to delivery of infrastructure and planning 
obligations in relation to Huncoat Garden Village as set out in 
response to CS2 (rep 881).

CS8General 
Comment

37 Further consideration required

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1025 The identification of infrastructure requirements in site allocations with 
a specific obligation for delivery by developers is a welcome addition in 
this policy. The infrastructure plan should be regularly updated as new 
information becomes available to account for any changes in 
circumstances. We would welcome the opportunity for ourselves and 
other stakeholders to engage early with infrastructure plan changes. 
Early engagement with stakeholders will allow them to identify 
infrastructure schemes that may be eligible for, developer contributions 
to support their delivery.

CS8Not Stated 37 Noted

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

906 Bullet point at Strategic objective 2 refers to "making the best use of 
brownfield land ….".  Should be amended to reflect NPPF para's 122 & 
123 which do not relate solely to previously developed land.

Not Stated 39 Further consideration required
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Dan

Ingram

Barton Willmore

854 Housing provision of 216 dwellings per annum is below the 'medium' 
growth option set out in the previous Local Plan consultation which 
was identified as being the most sustainable option moving forward. 
We would therefore encourage the Council to uplift the housing 
requirement to align with the previous 'medium' growth option (246 

CS9General 
Comment

40 Further consideration required

The revised housing figure of 216dpa 
relates to the more recent evidence 
base prepared in the HENA study.

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

783 Affordable housing requirement should be based on robust and sound 
evidence. The viability study of 2016 is considered out of date and 
should be updated. There is no stipulation in Policy CS9 which allows 
for flexibility with the requirement where viability is marginal.

CS9Object 40 Further consideration required

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

784 No clarification is provided on whether the figures of 30dph and 40dph 
density set out in the policy are net or gross figures. If the figures are 
gross, Taylor Wimpey consider these to be too high and should be 
reconsidered. If the figures are net then they are considered 
appropriate to pursue in the stated locations.

CS9General 
Comment

40 Further consideration required

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1119 The adoption of the 'medium growth' strategy for housing places the 
Council in a position where a number of sizeable designations will be 
required. Deliverability of all sites must be assessed in detail 
particularly those in urban areas. It would seem prudent to have regard 
to the benefit of making larger allocations.

CS9General 
Comment

40 Noted

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1106 Support for recognition that affordable housing will only be sought 
where viable.  Policy should be expanded to allow for off-site provision 
of affordable housing/ in lieu contributions as per NPPF para. 62.

CS9Not Stated 40 Further consideration required

Ian

Smith

Historic England

797 Whilst NPPF Paragraph 117 sets out a requirement that plans should 
promote the effective use of land, in achieving appropriate densities, 
Paragraph 122 (d) makes it clear that account has to be taken of the 
desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing character. There may, in 
addition, be other places where the need to conserve a heritage asset 
may warrant a lower density than is set out in this Criterion.
Therefore, this Policy should include a provision that these densities 
may be varied where this is necessary either to maintain the character 
of the local area or safeguard the setting of a heritage asset.
Suggest that policy CS9, Criterion 4, line 3 is amended to read:-
“. .. per hectare elsewhere. Exceptions may be made where this is 
necessary either to maintain the character of the local area or to 
safeguard the setting of a heritage asset”

CS9Object 40 Further consideration required
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Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

868 Blackburn with Darwen Council support the approach to housing 
provision as it is consistent with the joint evidence base set out in the 
HENA study (jointly commissioned by Blackburn with Darwen and 
Hyndburn).

CS9Support 40 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

889 Supports setting out of densities in Site Allocations DPD as there is a 
potential conflict between densities of 30 to 40 dph and the Garden 
Village Principles set out for the HGV

CS9Not Stated 40 Noted

Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

857 HBF supports paragraph 2 of CS9 which seeks to maintain a rolling 5 
year supply of specific, deliverable sites througout the plan period.

CS9Support 40 Noted

Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

858 Reference 'to maximise the opportunities for the delivery of affordable 
housing' is an aspiration rather than a policy and could be interpreted 
more onerously than the remainder of paragraph 3. Reference to 
viability should be retained but included in the requirements set out in 
the second sentence. Amend policy to ensure that requirements are 
viable and homes will be delivered.

CS9Object 40 Further consideration required

Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

859 HBF supports efficient use of land and need for density policy. Policy 
could be more flexible though, taking into account local characteristics, 
market aspirations and viability in determining an appropriate density. 
Add the following text: 'densities below those set out above may be 
considered appropriate where local variations in housing need, local 
characteristics, site-specific circumstances or scheme viability indicate 
a different density is required in order to achieve local plan objectives'.

CS9General 
Comment

40 Further consideration required

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1104 Support for: acknowledgment that housing targets are considered a 
minmum; a figure above CLG methodology requirement to support 
growth; the need to develop high qulaity family homes and a good 
range of housing for workers.

CS9Support 40 Noted

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1105 Question whether the housing figure should be highter to reverse 
trends of out migration and provide greater opportunity for meeting 
affordable housing needs.

CS9Not Stated 40 Further consideration required
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Judith

Douglas

Judith Douglas 
Town Planning 
Limited

685 Supports the councils proposed housing figures of at leat 4320 
dwellings. Huncoat Garden Village contribution should be considered 
carefully since there are current uncertainties around levels and rates 
of provision. Suggests that consideration will need to be given to 
allocating sites in areas where development is more viable (i.e. not 
affected by low house values) to ensure aspiration of affordable homes 
provision is met.

CS9Support 40 Further consideration required

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

719 Minimum density of 30 dwellings per hectare may in some instances 
be undeliverable or not provide the quality of design or size of homes 
sought. Needs felxibility in the policy to allow developments of less 
than 30 in appropriate circumstances.

CS9Object 40 Further consideration required

Policy approach to density to be 
reviewed in light of changes to 
Planning Practice Guidance and

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1037 Minimum density of 30 dwellings per hectare may in some instances 
be undeliverable or not provide the quality of design or size of homes 
sought. Needs to be flexibility in the policy to allow developments of 
less than 30 in appropriate circumstances.

CS9Object 40 Further consideration required

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1017 In order to comply with requiremetns of NPPF regarding flexibility, 
plans should not be over reliant on strategic allocations or be overly 
prescriptive.  A balance needs to be struck recogninising role of 
market in delivering new homes.

CS9General 
Comment

40 Noted

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1016 It should be made clear whether density requirements relate to net or 
gross site areas

CS9General 
Comment

40 Further consideration required

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1041 Minimum density of 30 dwellings per hectare may in some instances 
be undeliverable or not provide the quality of design or size of homes 
sought. Needs to be flexibility in the policy to allow developments of 
less than 30 in appropriate circumstances.

CS9Object 40 Further consideration required

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

673 Taylor Wimpey supports level of housing provision identified within 
Policy CS9, noted this represents a consideration excess in relation to 
the identified Local Housing Need (LHN) figure.

CS9Support 40 Noted
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Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

782 CS9Support 40 Noted

Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

769 HBF note the housing requirement of 216dpa taken from the HENA 
study is below the medium housing growth option set out previously, it 
is therefore considered that there may be scope for an increase in the 
housing requirement.

CS9General 
Comment

40 Further consideration required

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

785 Support intention to review the requirement for self-build over the plan 
period if demand increases. Would not advocate a requirement on 
large strategic sites due to uncertainty around size and layout of plots.

CS9Support 40 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

888 fully supports alternative approach to calculation of housing 
requirement and that this is in excess of the number calculated through 
the Standard Method. The Council will need to ensure that this is fully 
evidenced and linked to the exceptional circumstances for amending 
the GB boundary.

CS9Support 40 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

887 considers that the wording of Paragraph 6.7 essentially waters down 
the objective of the NPPF by not making reference to ‘significantly 
boosting’ the supply of housing and recommend rewording as follows: 
“The NPPF seeks to ensure that a sufficient amount and variety of land 
can some forward in order to support the Government’s objective of 
significantly boosting the supply of new homes. Paragraph 60 
states…….”

CS9Not Stated 40 Agree - make change

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

886 part 3) Supports the provision of affordable housing as a percentage of 
market housing.  Council will need to demonstrate this is viable when 
considered against other requirement that have potential to impact on 
viability

CS9Not Stated 40 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

885 part 2) "will seek to maintain" … a five year supply is not as positively 
worded as NPPF para. 73 that LPAs should identify a minimum of five 
years' worth of housing land.

CS9Not Stated 40 Agree - make change
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Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

884 part 1) Support porvision for 4320 dwellings in plan period and 
reference to Huncoat GV making significant contribution to it. Delivery 
of housing at Huncoat should be at higher end of 1000-2000 new 
homes scale.

CS9Support 40 Noted

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

721 Support the inclusion of the 10% requirement of allocations to be on 
small sites of less than 1 hectare and suggest this is included within 
the policy.

CS9Support 42 Further consideration required

Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

770 HBF recommends a flexible approach is taken regarding housing mix 
which recognises that needs and demand will vary from area to area 
and site to site; ensures that the scheme is viable and provides an 
appropriate mix for the location.

CS10General 
Comment

45 Further consideration required

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

711 LCC request that policy CS10: Suitable Range of Housing is 
reconsidered on the basis that the requirement for adaptable homes 
only relates to affordable homes and that the percentage of adaptable 
homes required is below what is required to meet the needs of a wide 
range individuals in Hyndburn as they change throughout their life. We 
request that a policy change is considered that would require 100% of 
future housing is built to an adaptability standard of M4(2) or M4(3)- 
this reflects policies in other areas such as South Lakeland. Review of 
Hyndburn DM DPD Evidence Paper: Optional Housing Stds (August 
2017) could support this.

CS10General 
Comment

45 Further consideration required

Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

771 Not clear if part 1(B)(iii) of this policy is an aim or a requirement - 
needs to be clarified, Council should consider the format of the policy 
to help clarify it. If the Council wishes to adopt higher optional 
standards for accessibilty the criteria set out in the PPG must be 
applied to evidence it, including: likely future need, size, location, type 
and quality of dwellings needed, accessiblity and adaptability of 
existing stock, how needs vary across different housing tenures, and 
the overall viability. The HENA 2018 provides only limited evidence in 
this regard.

CS10General 
Comment

45 Agree - make change

The Council justified and 
demonstrated the need for this 
through its recent Development 
Management DPD EiP process. 
CS10 can be amended to clarify this. 
Viability evidence will be re-
considered as part of preparing the 
Regulation 19 Local Plan
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

800 Despite the number which were demolished in the 20th and beginning 
of the 21st centuries, the surviving mills from the period when 
Hyndburn was one of the major centres of textile production, are one 
of the defining features of the Borough’s settlements. Work undertaken 
by Historic England showed that there were some 50 surviving mills in 
the Borough. Of this total, 6 were vacant and a further 10 only partially 
occupied or
underused. Of the total estimated amount of floor space, some 61,000 
square metres appears to be in vacant or under-used premises, 
equating to approximately 23% of the total floor space in mills across 
the Plan area.
There is potential, therefore for the reuse of some of the vacant 
floorspace in historic mill buildings for residential development. Not all 
of these will necessarily be within the areas set out in Criteria 2(a) to 
2(d). This should be reflected in this Policy.

Suggested change to policy CS10 Criterion 2 add additional Criterion 
along the following lines:-
“(e) part of a scheme which would involve the reuse or adaptation of a 
historic mill building”

CS10Object 45 Further consideration required

Ian

Smith

Historic England

799 Subject to the change set out below, we welcome the requirement that 
new apartment developments will only be supported where they would 
maintain the character and of the area. This will help to ensure that the 
housing needs of the Borough are met in a manner which conserves 
the distinctive character of the local area.

CS10Support 45 Further consideration required

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

786 Consideration of the need for wheelchair user dwellings is 
acknowledged, however any requirement must be fully considered as 
part of any updated Viability Assessment to ensure it does not impact 
on the deliverability of schemes. An updated SHMA should be 
prepared to ensure conformity with the NPPF.

CS10General 
Comment

45 Further consideration required

The Council justified and 
demonstrated the need for this 
through its recent Development 
Management DPD EiP process. 
CS10 can be amended to clarify this. 
Viability evidence will be re-
considered as part of preparing the 
Regulation 19 Local Plan

Ian

Smith

Historic England

798 We welcome the requirement that the mix of housing will take into 
account the character of the area. This will help to ensure that the 
housing needs of the plan area are met in a manner which conserves 
the distinctive character of the local area.

CS10Support 45 Noted
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Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

674 Taylor Wimpey Broadly supports Policy CS1 which seeks to provide an 
appropriate range of housing. However, the 15-20% of market housing 
of 4+ bed size is considered relatively low in terms of Strategic 
Objective 1 (improving economic opportunities and support higher 
wage employment). Taylor Wimpey urges the Council to consider this 
further.

CS10General 
Comment

45 Further consideration required

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

890 Approach to range of housing is overly prescriptive with tension 
between the percentages in the table and determining mix on a site by 
site basis. Housing mix in the table may not remain up to date.
Not clear if requiremetns for M4(2) and M4(3) homes have been 
subject ot viablity appraisal.

CS10Not Stated 45 Further consideration required

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1018 The table at 1a of the policy is cconsidered to present a very inflexible 
apporach and shoul be omitted or its weight should be explained in 
additional text. It also contradicts statements in the supporting text of 
the document.

CS10Not Stated 45 Further consideration required

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1026 The policies within this section cover the aspects of environmental 
protection which we would hope to see included in a local plan. The 
ten key ambitions of the government’s 25 Year Environment Plan for 
the environment are captured within the following policies.
Specific additions are sought in relation to separate polices (see 
separate representations policies CS12, 13, 15 & 16)

Not Stated 52 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

891 Criterion 1b) is considered a very detailed policy for A Core Strategy.  
Not clear if avaialability of types of products listed has been 
considered.  Policy should be written to make clear this cannot be 
insisted upon. Criterion 1d) further clarity is needed regarding water 
recycling measures and impact on viability should be considered.

CS12Not Stated 53 Further consideration required

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1156 detailed representation which strongly encourages revision to the Core 
Strategy to split flood risk and surface water management issues into 
two separate policies  so that there will be a specific policy to cover 
surface water and foul drainage.  Specifc wording for the new separate 
policy is suggested.

CS12Not Stated 53 Further consideration required

Consider whether to split policies as 
suggested
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John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

633 Lancashire Wildlife Trust supports the inclusion of habitat related 
enhancements in Policy CS12: Sustainable Development and Climate 
Change.

CS12Support 53 Noted

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1187 The Plan should consider strategic impacts on water quality and 
resources (NPPF para 170), and address flood risk management. The 
relevant River Basin Management Plan should inform development 
proposed in Local Plans as they implement the EU Water Framework 
Directive and outline the main issues for the water environment and 
actions needed to tackle them. Link provided in representation.

CS12General 
Comment

53 Further consideration required

Policy CS12 provides the strategic 
overview of water quality and flood 
risk issues at present. Review to 
ensure all issues raised are covered. 
Relevant River Basin Management 
Plan to be reveiwed to ensure 
relevant recommendations are 
integrated into the Local Plan as well.

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1162 recommend additional wording to policy to require new development to 
encourage water efficiency measures/techniques to minimise water 
use  (e.g. rainwater recycling, green roofs, water buttts) as part of the 
design process whilst ensuring potential is minimised for urban diffuse 
pollution to affect surrounding water courses and water bodies.
Additional wording provided

CS12Not Stated 53 Further consideration required

Consider additional wording

Sport England

1211 SE would welcome revisions to this policy to acknowledge and deliver 
the concepts of active design in sustainable development to facilitate 
active lives for the Borough's residents as explained for policy CS1 
(repID 1207)

CS12General 
Comment

53 Further consideration required

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

675 Taylor Wimpey agree with the council at aiming to minimise negative 
impacts on the environment and suggest finding cost effective 
solutions that tackle or adapt to climate change, and make all 
developments as energy efficient as possible. The Council should not 
impose planning obligations on sites which cumulatively could 
undermine viaiblity and stifle growth.

CS12General 
Comment

53 Noted
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Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1027 Detailed comments seeking amendments to the policy and supporting 
text in relation to:
- rewording of 1c in relation to accurately reflect approach to 
development and flood risk;
- amending para 7.17 to reflect that guidance on site specific surface 
water drainage is now obtained form LLFA rather than EA;
- additional wording in para. 7.18 to make specific reference to de-
culverting of water courses where possible;
- para.7.20 and water efficiency - consideration tobe given to whether it 
is appropriate to adopt standards higher than current Building 
Regulations standards if evidence is available;
- rewording of 1h in relation to impacts of potetially polluting 
development;
- the need to update the SFRA and produce a level 2 SFRA if needed 
to ensure up to date evidence base.

CS12General 
Comment

53 Agree - make change

Text changes to be incorporated into 
the Publication version plan, and 
update of the SFRA to be 
investigated further

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1019 the supporting text at para. 7.21 is worded as policy  but not reflected 
in the policy itself.  It is questioned whether it has been viability tested.

CS12Not Stated 53 Further consideration required

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1197 The Local Plan should consider climate change adaption and 
recognise the role of the natural environment to deliver measures to 
reduce the effects of climate change, for example tree planting to 
moderate heat island effects. In addition factors which may lead to 
exacerbate climate change (through more greenhouse gases) should 
be avoided (e.g. pollution, habitat fragmentation, loss of biodiversity) 
and the natural environment's resilience to change should be 
protected. GI and resiliant ecological networks play an important role in 
aiding climate change adaptation.

CS12General 
Comment

53 Noted

Melanie

Lindsley

The Coal 
Authority

754 The Coal Authority supports the notification within this policy which 
requires consideration of land instability issues associated with past 
coal mining activity and requires appropriate remediation and 
mitigation measures to be carried out where necessary.

CS12Support 53 Noted

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

693 We welcome proposed development being located within sustainable 
locations, accessible to goods and services, and by a choice of modes 
of travel. Where development is being proposed in less sustainable 
locations, appropriate investment should be made to make the location 
more accessible by all modes of transport.

CS12General 
Comment

53 Noted

Policy CS21 supports Policy CS12 
on this basis
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Melanie

Lindsley

The Coal 
Authority

755 The Coal Authority supports the notfication within the supporting text 
that Hyndburn has a legacy of past coal mining activity and that land 
stability issues can be triggered by development activities.

CS12Support 57 Noted

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

634 Lancashire Wildlife Trust supports Policy CS13: Green Infrastructure.CS13Support 58 Noted

Ian

Smith

Historic England

801 We support this Policy. Several elements of the Green Infrastructure 
network are either heritage assets in their own right or contribute to the 
setting of other heritage assets within their vicinity. This Policy should 
also help to ensure, therefore, that the historic environment of the 
Borough is also protected and enhanced.

CS13Support 58 Noted

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

759 Consider this should be expanded to include the wider definition of 
green/blue infrastructure, especially as the canal is specifically noted 
and is a crucial corridor linking urban and rural areas. Reference to 
research on happiness and life satisfaction impacts of waterways 
(Simetrica Report) provided which could be referenced from paragraph 
7.28-7.29

CS13General 
Comment

58 Agree - make change

Sport England

1212 SE support this policy but would welcome specific mention of the value 
of playing fields, sporting and other recreational sites to the GI 
network, as well as reference to para 97 of the NPPF and the PPS & 
BSFS in the evidence base

CS13Support 58 Agree - make change

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1185 Green Infrastucture is relevant to both urban and rural contexts and a 
strategic approach to green infrastructure should be support by a 
green infrastructure strategy. We encourage a specific policy in the 
Local Plan or alternatively integrate an apporach into other policies 
around biodiversity, green space, flood risk, and climate change, 
reflecting the multifunctional benefits of green infrastructure.

CS13General 
Comment

58 Agree - no change

The Council has provided draft Policy 
CS13 in the Core Strategy to outline 
the strategic approach to GI. A 
number of pieces of evidence base 
work are also underway to feed into 
the GI strategy and network (e.g. 
Habitats Surveys, Open Space Audit, 
Woodland mapping, Playing Pitch 
Strategy).
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Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1028 It would be helpful for developers and neighbouring LPAs to see the 
existing and planned green infrastructure on the proposal map. Clear 
mapping of green infrastructure would provide protection for these 
areas and also assist decision makers in determining how they could 
be extended and enhanced for maximum benefit for the environment 
and the community.

CS13General 
Comment

58 Further consideration required

Ian

Smith

Historic England

802 The landscapes of the borough are one of the defining features of the 
Plan area and make a huge contribution to the character and setting of 
its settlements. This Policy will help to ensure that development 
proposals do not harm this key element of Hyndburn’s character.

CS14Support 59 Noted

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1196 NE expects the Plan to include strategic policies to protect and 
enhance valued landscapes, as well as criteria based policies to guide 
development, as set out in NPPF.

CS14General 
Comment

59 Noted

Draft policy CS14 and adopted policy 
DM18

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

629 Policy CS15 does not take sufficient account of ‘priority species’ 
(protected under S41 of the NERC Act 2006). Para 7.45 does not 
match the mitigation hierarchy (i.e. compensation and enhancement 
elements). Shortfalls could be addressed in DM19 of the DM DPD.

CS15Object 61 Agree - make change

The Council is not updating the DM 
DPD but can make amendments to 
Policy CS15 to ensure policy gaps 
are filled

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1029 The commitment to net gain is positive, but the plan needs reference 
to how this can be quantified. This could be by developing your own 
approach to net gain delivery (e.g. as done by Lichfield, South 
Cambridge) or the Core Strategy should include a means to allow any 
new national guidance / advice on the delivery of net gain to be used 
when it becomes available.  Developing a means of measuring net 
gain so that improvements can be quantitatively measured means that 
mitigation strategies or compensation payment for developments to 
secure net gain can be more easily identified.

CS15Not Stated 61 Further consideration required

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

628 Important to work with LERN to identify how the Nature Recovery 
Network can be made to work best, and most efficiently for Hyndburn 
and adjacent authorities for cross boundary issues and opportunities.

CS15General 
Comment

61 Noted

The Council will continue to work 
with LERN prior to Publication of the 
Local Plan in 2020
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Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1192 To strengthen the plan further, specific reference could be made to 
para 175c of NPPF and identifying blanket bog (deep peat 40cm or 
deeper) in Hyndburn as being irreplaceable habitat (potential areas 
currently not mapped in Hyndburn).

CS15General 
Comment

61 Further consideration required

Consider whether to do investigative 
work or just refer in policy to ensure 
that habitat is recognised and will be 
protected where future areas are 
identified.

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1191 Local Biodiversity Action Plans identify local action needed to deliver 
UK targets for habitats and species, species of local importance, and 
can provide a useful blueprint for biodiversity enhancement in any 
particular area. Ecological networks are coherent systems of natural 
habitats a key principle of which is to maintain connectivity (to enable 
free movement and dispersal). Where a plan contains irreplaceable 
habitats (e.g. ancient woodland/veteran trees) the should be 
appropraite policies in place to ensure their protection. NE provides 
links to standing advice on irreplaceable habitats and protected 
species.

CS15General 
Comment

61 Further consideration required

Consider referencing standing advice 
from policy

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1186 The plan should set out a strategic approach to protect, enhance and 
manage biodiversity and geodiversity. Natural England recommends 
inclusion of a measurable net gain policy and the use of a biodiversity 
metric calculation so it is aligned with the Government's 25 Year 
Environment Plan and the NPPF. Links provided in representation. 
Para 174 of the NPPF should be referenced in policy. NE would also 
like to see details of specific habitat types that would be most 
appropriate for enhancement, placing the emphasis on increased size, 
quality and quantity or priority habitats within core areas, corridors or 
stepping stones that improves connectivity.

CS15General 
Comment

61 Further consideration required

Consider amendments to Policy 
CS15 to reference 'measurable' net 
gain.

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

892 Considers that the policy is overly onerous in some respects.  
Criterion 1a) should be amended to state that ecological resources 
should be protected where possible and their loss suitably mitigated for 
where not.
Considers that there could be a tension between the requirement in 
criteria b of bullet point one for there to be a net gain in ecological 
resources and the higher densities of development sought in Policy 
CS9 and the housing mix set out in Policy CS10. Development  that 
include larger dwellings, that are landscape led, will often result in a 
lower density of development. It is also not clear whether the impact of 
ensuring a net-gain in ecological resources has been included within 
an overall viability appraisal.

CS15Not Stated 61 Further consideration required

The Council will re-consider viability 
issues of the plan and evidence prior 
to Publication in 2020
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Warren

Melia

1129 Detailed comments submitted in relation to the potential for installing 
solar arrays on roofs of terraced housing around the Borough, 
generating energy and guaranteeing jobs, and on large industrial 
buildings such as at Frontier Park.

CS16General 
Comment

64 Further consideration required

Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

869 Blackburn with Darwen Council note the intended approach 
considering areas of search based on the existing evidence base 
commissioned jointly with Blackburn with Darwen Council. The study 
was published in 2012 and the Council would be happy to discuss 
further whether there is a need to refresh the study in light of any 
additional updated national policy guidance.

CS16General 
Comment

64 Further consideration required

Ian

Smith

Historic England

803 Whilst we support the thrust of this Policy, as worded, in areas of 
search, proposals will be accepted provided that measures are taken 
to avoid or minimise the negative impacts. So long as the proposals 
take some measures to avoid harm and where appropriate, mitigation 
is provided, then, theoretically, such schemes could receive approval. 
In an area where the landscape character is such a fundamental 
component of the area’s character, it is essential that the Policy makes 
it clear that where there is harm, such schemes will not be approved 
unless the wider benefits outweigh that harm. 
Suggest CS16, Criterion 1 is amended to read:-
“..will be supported where there are no unacceptable adverse effects 
upon the environment or local communities arising from the 
construction and operation of the development”

CS16Object 64 Further consideration required

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1031 CS16 2) The Environment agency should be included among those 
that developers mus engage with in relation to renewable energy 
schemes as development may require permits or consent.  Early 
engagement on hydro schemes is particularly sought.

CS16General 
Comment

64 Further consideration required

Andy

McLaren

Lichfields

676 Taylor Wimpey supports Policy CS17 High Quality Design and 
Heritage, however any policy regarding design must not be overly 
onerous and should not stifle innovation or viability.

CS17General 
Comment

65 Noted

Davina

Helm

Lancashire 
Constabulary 
Designing Out 
Crime Officers

679 Propose additonal wording to the paragraph, with reference to crime 
and designing out crime.

CS17General 
Comment

65 Agree - make change
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Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

893 Supports the intention of the policy but considers that the third point 
should be deleted or reworded.  It is likely that all proposals will be 
considered in a manner consistent with the NPPF.

CS17Not Stated 65 Further consideration required

Consider modifications in 
consultation with the Council's 
Conservation Officer and taking into 
account recently adopted DM DPD 
Policy DM22 and DM23
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

804 General
The Borough’s heritage assets make an important contribution to the 
distinctive character of its towns and villages, to the economy, and to 
the quality of life of its communities. It is important, therefore, that the 
plan sets out a robust Policy framework for the effective management 
of this resource.
NPPF Paragraph 17 sets out a requirement that development plans 
include Strategic Policies to address each local planning authority’s 
priorities for development and other use of land in its area. Paragraph 
20 makes it clear that Local Plans should include Strategic Policies 
that address the conservation and enhancement of the historic 
environment. 
Given this clear advice, it is not considered that the proposed Policy 
provides an appropriate framework to address the particular strategic 
priorities of the plan area insofar as the historic environment is 
concerned. Indeed, as written it could apply to any local planning 
authority in the country.
It would be helpful if this overarching Policy identified the elements of 
Hyndburn’s historic environment which are of especial importance to 
the character and distinctiveness of the area and which might, as a 
result, warrant particular attention in determining the appropriateness 
of applications.
In view of the fact that the Core Strategy Review proposes to include a 
separate Strategic Policy for all the individual topics set out in NPPF 
Paragraph 20(d) with the exception of the historic environment, for 
consistency, Design and the Historic Environment should be separated 
into two Strategic Policies.

Detailed comments
Criterion 2
· It is not just the ‘design’ of new development which could harm the 
significance of a heritage asset. Changing the original use of a building 
could also have an adverse impact upon its significance
· Given that the NPPF uses the term ‘conserve’, it would be more 
appropriate to use the same terminology in this Policy.
· The Glossary to the NPPF makes it clear that ‘conservation’ is the 
process of maintaining and managing change to a heritage asset in a 
way that sustains and, ‘where appropriate’, enhances its significance. 
This ought to be reflected in this Criterion.
· NPPF Paragraph 184 requires heritage assets to be conserved in a 
manner ‘appropriate’ (not proportionate) to their significance.

CS17Object 65 Further consideration required

Consider modifications in 
consultation with the Council's 
Conservation Officer and taking into 
account recently adopted DM DPD 
Policy DM22 and DM23
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Criterion 3
· This Criterion only addresses designated heritage assets. There is no 
mention of the approach that should be taken to non-designated 
heritage assets.
Paragraph 185 of the NPPF requires Local Plan to set out a positive 
strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic 
environment, ‘including heritage assets most at risk through neglect, 
decay or other threats’. At present, there is no mention of Heritage at 
Risk in this Strategic Policy.

Suggested Changes:
(a) Split Policy CS17 into two Policies, one dealing with Design and 
one dealing with the historic environment.
(b) Delete Criterion 2 and 3 and replace with:-
“1. The Borough’s heritage assets will be conserved in a manner 
appropriate to their significance. Developments which will help in the 
management, conservation, understanding and enjoyment of the 
Borough’s historic environment, especially for those assets which are 
at risk, will be encouraged. Particular attention will be paid to the 
conservation of those elements which contribute most to Hyndburn’s 
distinctive
character and sense of place These include:-
· The legacy of buildings associated with the Borough’s role as one of 
the leading centres of textile manufacture including the mills, 
warehouses, weaving sheds, reservoirs, chimneys, cotton exchanges, 
and terraced housing together with the associated public parks, town 
Halls, libraries and other public buildings.
· The buildings, bridges, locks and other and structures associated 
with the Leeds- Liverpool Canal especially the former chemical works
associated with bleaching, dyeing and Calico printing 
· Buildings constructed from the distinctive “Accrington NORI" bricks
· The remaining groups of handloom weavers cottages in the rural 
settlements 
· The legacy of 18th and 19th century Methodist and other non-
conformist chapels.

2 Proposals affecting a designated heritage asset (or an 
archaeological site of national importance) should conserve those 
elements which contribute to its significance. Harm to such elements 
will be permitted only where this is clearly justified and outweighed by 
the public benefits
of the proposal. Substantial harm or total loss to the significance of a 
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designated heritage asset (or an archaeological site of national
importance) will be permitted only in those circumstances set out in the 
NPPF.
3 Proposals which would remove, harm or undermine the significance 
of a non-designated heritage asset will only be permitted where the 
benefits are considered sufficient to outweigh the harm having regard 
to the scale of any harm and the significance of the asset.
4. The Council … etc

Sport England

1213 Policy should make reference to Active Design as per other SE 
representations, either here or via a separate policy as set out under 
RepID 1207

CS17General 
Comment

65 Further consideration required

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1159 Recommendation to included additional wording in revised policy so 
that drainage is considered at a much earlier stage in the design 
process and which will contribute to well designed places

CS17Not Stated 65 Further consideration required

Consider additional wording

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

894 Consders the policy is not positively worded and does not allow other 
material considerations to outweigh harm in decision making. There is 
lack of clarity over "other nuisances"

CS18Not Stated 69 Further consideration required

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

842 We would like to commend Policy CS18 Environmental Amenity and 
Air Quality in its demonstration of the intention to mitigate the impacts 
of traffic volume on air quality. However, the referenced policy DM29 
Environmental Amenity, contains no specific measures to address air 
quality from new developments. Whilst the policy relates to the location 
of new developments in proximity to other polluting developments, it 
does not attempt to address how the new development itself will 
contribute to air pollution through increased car use, or any mitigation 
requirements that might be implemented to address this.

CS18General 
Comment

69 Further consideration required

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1160 UU's position is that it would be more appropriate to identify sites for 
housing which are not close to sensitive uses e.g. waste water 
treatment works.  Refer to the "agent of change" principle (NPPF 
para.182) which aims to ensure that existing uses do not have 
unreasonable restrictions placed on them as a result of new 
development being permitted.
Additional wording suggested to reflect this.

CS18Not Stated 69 Further consideration required

Consider additional wording.
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Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

694 Support for Policy CS18: Environmental Amenity and Air Quality. 
Developments should identify opportunities to improve air quality or 
mitigate impacts through the design and management of the 
development or associated infrastructure.

CS18Support 69 Noted

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1188 Natural England expects the plan to address the impacts of air quality 
on the natural environment. In particular, traffic impacts associated 
with new development where this impacts on European Sites and 
SSSIs. The effects on local roads of proposed development and 
impacts on vulnerable sites from air quality effects can be assessed 
using traffic projections and the 200m distance criterion following local 
air quality modelling where required. Designated sites at risk from local 
impacts are those within 200m of a road with increased traffic 
expected.

CS18General 
Comment

69 Further consideration required

Consider amendment to policy to 
specifically reference natural 
environment in terms of air quality. 
Also review propsoed sites and 
protected sites in terms of 200m 
distance criterion.

Ian

Smith

Historic England

806 The Leeds and Liverpool Canal and its associated buildings and 
structures are a defining feature of the towns and countryside of the 
northern part of the Plan area. There should be a requirement as part 
of this Policy to retain and, where appropriate, reuse any historic 
buildings and, where new buildings are proposed, that they reinforce 
the canal-side character.

Suggested change: Policy CS19 add the following additional sub-
Criteria:-
“f. Retain and, where appropriate, reuse existing historic canal-side 
buildings.
g. New development should retain or reinforce the canal-side 
character of the local area”

CS19Object 70 Agree - make change

Ian

Smith

Historic England

805 Subject to the change set out below, we support this Policy The Leeds 
and Liverpool Canal and its associated buildings and structures are a 
defining feature of the towns and countryside of the northern part of 
the Plan area.

CS19Support 70 Further consideration required
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Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

760 The trust fully support the provision of a standalone policy relating to 
our waterways which specifically deals with all development adjacent 
to the Leeds and Liverpool Canal asset. However suggest  that 
'development should be of an appropriate scale and mass' should be 
added to either existing criteria or added as a new one. Also that 
'development should not harm the structural integrity of the waterway 
infrastructure' (give recognition to ground stability issues). Reference 
to renewable energy and the role that waterways can play should be 
made. Finally, policy could be expanded to include reference to the 
potential for surface water discharge to be accepted (with prior consent 
from CRT and subject to completion of a commercial agreement).

CS19Support 70 Further consideration required

Sport England

1214 CS19Support 70 Noted

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

852 Please update 'Canals and Rivers Trust' to reflect registered name 
'Canal & River Trust'

CS19General 
Comment

71 Agree - make change

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

853 Paragraph could be expanded by adding that 'service yards/bin 
stores/main access roads etc should not be located adjacent to the 
waterway'

CS19General 
Comment

71 Agree - make change

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

851 Paragraph could be expanded to include a signpost to CRT website 
where the information on planning and design and 'creating successful 
waterside places' is provided. Expand text to read 'The canal provides 
a variety of economic, social, health and wellbeing and environmental 
benefits and in Hyndburn and Lancashire it links urban and rural 
communities with the wider landscape'

CS19General 
Comment

71 Further consideration required

Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

870 Blackburn with Darwen Council is supportive of the need to consider 
potential improvements to the M65. This is consistent with existing 
proposals to improve the general connectivity afforded by the M65 
including junction improvements.

CS20General 
Comment

74 Noted
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Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

695 In recent years there has been investment to improve J6 and J7 of the 
M65. Hyndburn evidence indicates that J8 is also in need of 
improvement if it is to safely and effectively manage traffic generated 
from planned developments. Although J8 is in Burnley it is a key 
connecting junction between Pennine Lancashire and Greater 
Manchester. A key element of the Core Strategy also relates to the 
development of Huncoat Garden Village. The potential of an extension 
of Altham Business Park would also increase traffic. Highways 
England would welcome the opportunity to work with Hyndburn BC to 
ensure a robust transport evidence base. Given Blackburn with 
Darwen is at Issues and Options stage and share a housing market 
area there is strong likelihood that development in these respective 
areas will lead to a high degree of local trips between housing and 
employment uses along the M65.

CS20General 
Comment

74 Noted

The Council will be undertaking 
further evidence base work on 
Transport matters and will consult 
Highways England on this prior to 
work being commenced.

Diane

Clarke

Network Rail

575 Network Rail would welcome the opportunity to work with Hyndburn 
BC and Lancs CC to explore opportunities for the development of 
Huncoat Garden Village and associated rail infrastructure needed.

CS21General 
Comment

76 Noted

Further consultation to take place 
with Network Rail specfically around 
the Huncoat Garden Villabe 
proposals

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

895 General support for the policy, but is not clear whether the requirement 
for electric vehicle charging (criteria c of bullet point one) has 
considered either the viability or the additional energy requirements of 
such a requirement. Criterion e of bullet point one should be amended 
to reflect the fact that highway improvements can be secured through 
planning condition as well as legal agreements.

CS21Not Stated 76 Further consideration required

Davina

Helm

Lancashire 
Constabulary 
Designing Out 
Crime Officers

680 In relation to proposing car park provision across the Borough, text 
proposed around principles and security standards - include reference 
to the 'Park Mark Safer Parking Scheme'

CS21General 
Comment

76 Agree - make change

Sport England

1215 SE support this policy however it could be stronger in that it could 
promote active design which facilitates more active travel enable 
people to become more active in their everyday lives, enhancing 
walking routes in and around towns to attract people to do more 
walking and cycling. See also RepID 1207

CS21General 
Comment

76 Further consideration required
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Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1194 The plan should seek to link existing rights of way where possible, and 
provide for new access opportunities.

CS21General 
Comment

76 Further consideration required

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

696 Support for Policy CS21: Sustainable and safe transportCS21Support 76 Noted

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

697 Support for Policy CS22: Cycle and Footpath NetworksCS22Support 78 Noted

Sport England

1216 SE support this policy but it should have a wider remit to require new 
developments to incorporate cycle, footpath and bridleway links and 
extensions into their own proposals. Greater accessibility to a range of 
community resources and assets could result, and to just access the 
countryside.

CS22General 
Comment

78 Agree - make change

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

896 It is not considered necessary for proposed developments to fund the 
improvement and maintenance of existing footpaths. Any financial 
contributions must be ‘CIL compliant’. It is unclear why a development 
would be unacceptable in principle on planning grounds for not making 
a financial contribution to the maintenance of existing footpaths, which 
is a service that should be delivered by the Council.

CS22Not Stated 78 Further consideration required

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1107 consider that balnket approaches of CS23 1)&2) are unduly restrictive, 
not consistent with NPPF and should be re-worded accordingly

CS23Object 81 Further consideration required

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1108 Support in principle for CS23 part 4) to ensure permanence of Green 
Belt boundaries. However safeguarded sites should be able to come 
forward when needed, not just beyond plan period. Policy should be 
reworded to reflect this flexibility.

CS23Support 81 Further consideration required

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1120 We are in agreement that significant green belt release around 
Accrington and its associated townships should be considered in this 
Local Plan in the context of permanence of green belt boundaries and 
safeguarding land.

CS23Support 81 Noted
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Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1032 Suggest that it may be of use to have a paragraph for each of the local 
plan that identifies the key environmental constraints present in that 
area. This could be added alongside the existing references to 
opportunities for green infrastructure.

General 
Comment

83 Further consideration required

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1043 Potential for more housing to be delivered at Accrington and other 
areas, should Huncoat development stall due to size of proposal and 
need for masterplanning and infrastructure. Should additional sites be 
identified beyond minimum numbers to ensure housing delivery keeps 
pace with Housing Delivery Test and provides five year supply of 
housing.

CS24Object 84 Further consideration required

Christopher

McGough

McGough 
Planning 
Consultants Ltd

1097 In relation to policy CS24, client welcomes the apportionment  of 950 
new homes for the area (which includes Broad Oak), but as Accrington 
Central is Hyndburn’s most sutainable settlement (by a considerable 
margin), this figure should be expressed as a minimum and not a 
maximum as is presently the case. In paragraph 1, the words “up to 
950 homes” should be replaced with “at least 950 homes”.

CS24General 
Comment

84 Further consideration required

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1020 All policies state that, "the Council will seek to identify land  for delivery 
of up to ….dwellings".  This is inappropriate  and does not match 
wording in rest of document.
The policies should refer to the delivery of around or a minimum 
number of homes.

CS24-CS3Not Stated 84 Further consideration required

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1109 Policy wording effectively places a cap on new housing stating 'up to' 
350 homes. This does not reflect the overall housing delivery target for 
the Borough which does not place a cap - states an 'at least' figure. 
Clayton-le-Moors' role as part of a Principal Town, its facilities, 
accessibility and public transport, and plans for strategic employment 
hubs lend itself to highler housing growth. A strict blanket approach to 
all sites within green belt being retained is not supported.

CS27Object 89 Further consideration required

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1039 Potential for more housing to be delivered at Clayton le Moors and 
other areas, should Huncoat development stall due to size of proposal 
and need for masterplanning and infrastructure. Should additional sites 
be identified beyond minimum numbers to ensure housing delivery 
keeps pace with Housing Delivery Test and provides five year supply 
of housing.

CS27Object 89 Further consideration required
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Patricia

Ralph

715 Plan to build 360 new homes in Clayton-le-Moors over plan period 
2016-2036, however disagree building homes on Green Belt land 
which has been allocated as brownfield sites for 451 homes have been 
identified.

CS27General 
Comment

89 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation. Some 
sites identified at Reg18(2) stage 
may prove to be undeliverable 
following further investigation

Judith

Horgan

Stephen Ward 
Town Planning & 
Development 
Consultants Ltd

748 Requested that the new Core Strategy make specific reference to land 
in and around the abattoir (Factory site) and its potential to 
accommodate warehousing/storage/distribution uses and/or mixed use 
development including significant residential elements.

CS28General 
Comment

92 Further consideration required

Trevor

Hobday

Trevor Hobday 
Associates

655 Intention is to focus new development within the existing urban 
boundary, high number of brownfield sites allocated which may not be 
viable. Proposes extending the urban boundary of Great Harwood to 
the west as sites here are immediatley available to develop and are 
viable and thereby can meet 5 year housing land supply.

CS28Object 92 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation and 
preparing Publication Local Plan

Mark

Hope

639 Concern over delivery of 460 homes in Great Harwood upto 2036 as 
number of homes stated not suitable for existing transport links and no 
secondary school. Objects to figure and proposes to reduce homes 
target to 250-300

CS28Object 92 Further consideration required

To be confirmed at Publication stage 
of the plan once Growth Option and 
Spatial Option are confirmed and 
supply of suitable, available, 
achievable sites is also confirmed

Judith

Douglas

Judith Douglas 
Town Planning 
Limited

686 Supports the Council's aspiration to identify land for the delivery of 460 
homes in Great Harwood - this should though be expressed as a target 
not a ceiling. Release of Green Belt land around Great Harwood is 
likely to create sites which have good viability and could deliver 
affordable housing and provide the suitalbe sites for 'aspirational 
homes' the Council is aiming for. Weight should be given to this in the 
selection of sites.

CS28Support 92 Further consideration required

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

898 Former Huncoat Power Station: The CS DPD and SA DPD do not 
commit to removing current CS employment allocation.  RE-iterates 
that the employment allocation is no longer viable and the site should 
be allocated for residential development.

CS29Not Stated 94 Further consideration required

The Council will clarify this position in 
the Regulation 19 Publication Local 
Plan following completion of the 
Huncoat Masterplan
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Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1042 Proposal to deliver 1,500 homes during the Plan Period is aspirational, 
but needs to be considered that development of this scale requires 
masterplanning and significant new infrastructure, such that 
development in early phases of plan is unlikely.
Plan needs to provide flexilbility to allow other locations to take up any 
slack in the housing delivery figures resultant from delays to the 
delivery at Huncoat. Potentially a need to over allocate housing land in 
other parts of the Borough to ensure that five year land supply is 
maintained on a rolling basis and Housing Delivery Test is passed.

CS29General 
Comment

94 Noted

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

897 Bullet point one is vague.  Council should identify land for delivery of 
home rather than "seek to identify".  Plan would be more robust if it 
identified all land for development in the HGV rather than just the 
homes likely to be deliivered in the plan period.

CS29Not Stated 94 Further consideration required

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

900 Reference should be made to the importance of the former Huncoat 
Power Station as a potential development site in addition to its 
importance as a key part of the wider HGV.  Concerns over the role of 
an equalisation agreement.  If agreement is not reached, this should 
not prevent the development of the former Huncoat Power Station from 
coming forward.

CS29Not Stated 94 Further consideration required

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

720 Proposal to deliver 1,500 homes during the plan period is aspirational, 
however plan needs to provide flexibility to allow other locations to 
take up any slack in the housing delivery figures resultant from delays 
to delivery at Huncoat.

CS29General 
Comment

94 Further consideration required

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

899 Plan should be clear whether references to seeking improvements to 
the Peel Park Nature Reserve and to other parts of the countryside 
(such as the Leeds and Liverpool Canal and Hambledon Hill) relates to 
additional financial contributions, and if so this should be included in 
the viability appraisal.

CS29Not Stated 94 Further consideration required

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1038 Proposal to deliver 1,500 homes during the Plan Period is aspirational, 
but needs to be considered that development of this scale requires 
masterplanning and significant new infrastructure, such that 
development in early phases of plan is unlikely.
Plan needs to provide flexilbility to allow other locations to take up any 
slack in the housing delivery figures resultant from delays to the 
delivery at Huncoat. Potentially a need to over allocate housing land in 
other parts of the Borough to ensure that five year land supply is 
maintained on a rolling basis and Housing Delivery Test is passed.

CS29General 
Comment

94 Noted
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Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

692 We note that the range of number of homes specified in this policy is 
not the same as set out in CS2: Huncoat Garden Village and suggest 
that this needs to be addressed in the next iteration of the plan.

CS29General 
Comment

94 Noted

There are a number of reasons for 
this: the fact that the Huncoat 
masterplan was still at an 'options' 
stage when the Regulation 18(2) 
Local Plan was published; the figure 
of total housing in Policy CS2 may 
extend beyond the Local Plan period 
of 2036 (see footnote 28); and the 
Huncoat area set out in Policy CS29 
includes additional land outside of 
the anticipated Huncoat Garden 
Village boundary.

Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

871 Blackburn with Darwen Council recognises the importance of the 
proposals at Huncoat within the overall spatial strategy for Hyndburn’s 
emerging Core Strategy. It is noted that the draft Core Strategy 
describes the proposals for Huncoat in the following manner:

“…garden village would be of significance not just to Hyndburn but 
also to the wider Pennine Lancashire sub-region, due to its strategic 
location on both the road and rail networks.”

There are already close working relationships between the two 
authorities under the duty to cooperate including the recently published 
joint evidence base (Housing and Economic Needs Assessment – 
HENA study). Dialogue will continue between the two authorities to 
ensure that development proposals both within Blackburn with Darwen 
and Hyndburn, including Huncoat, will deliver complementary growth 
for the two authorities.

CS29General 
Comment

94 Noted
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Nigel

Aubrey

1065 Provision for 400 new homes in Rishton is considered excessive  and 
is a significant concern as this is the biggest plot in comparison to any 
of the other site references for an already overstretch  population of 
9000 residents in Rishton already.
 
The plan fails to take into account the significant traffic problems which 
Rishton experiences at peak times which will be exacerbated by new 
housing. Great Harwood is considered to have a much stronger level 
of public amenities, particularly in relation to medical health services 
and dental services as opposed to services which are under 
considerable pressure in Rishton.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required

E

Neville

1073 Lack of reference throughout plan to community regeneration plan for 
Rishton, which is needed to address economic, social and 
environmental decline and regeneration of housing stock.  Financial 
benefits of new housing should address these issues.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required

E

Neville

1076 Provision for 400 new homes in Rishton is considered excessive  and 
is a significant concern as this is the biggest plot in comparison to any 
of the other site references for an already overstretch  population of 
9000 residents in Rishton already.
 
The plan fails to take into account the significant traffic problems which 
Rishton experiences at peak times which will be exacerbated by new 
housing. Great Harwood is considered to have a much stronger level 
of public amenities, particularly in relation to medical health services 
and dental services as opposed to services which are under 
considerable pressure in Rishton.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required

Warren

Melia

1130 The proposed level of new housing, in conjunction with growth planned 
in Great Harwood and Clayton-le-Moors, is too great for local primary 
and secondary schools to cope - insufficient spaces.

CS30Not Stated 96 Further consideration required

Impact of planned growth on schools 
will be looked at as part of the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
supporting the Core Strategy 
Publication version

Kevin

Parkinson

1084 Lack of reference throughout plan to community regeneration plan for 
Rishton, which is needed to address economic, social and 
environmental decline and regeneration of housing stock.  Financial 
benefits of new housing should address these issues.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required
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Kevin

Parkinson

1086 Provision for 400 new homes in Rishton is considered excessive  and 
is a significant concern as this is the biggest plot in comparison to any 
of the other site references for an already overstretch  population of 
9000 residents in Rishton already.
 
The plan fails to take into account the significant traffic problems which 
Rishton experiences at peak times which will be exacerbated by new 
housing. Great Harwood is considered to have a much stronger level 
of public amenities, particularly in relation to medical health services 
and dental services as opposed to services which are under 
considerable pressure in Rishton.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required

Jeff

Scales

558 Allocation for new housing in Rishton is too high compared with other 
areas (particularly Great Harwood). Traffic problems and public 
amenties in Rishton a key factor

CS30General 
Comment

96 Further consideration required

To be confirmed at Publication stage 
of the plan once Growth Option and 
Spatial Option are confirmed and 
supply of suitable, available, 
achievable sites is also confirmed

Nigel

Aubrey

1062 Lack of reference throughout plan to community regeneration plan for 
Rishton, which is needed to address economic, social and 
environmental decline and regeneration of housing stock.  Financial 
benefits of new housing should address these issues.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required

Derek

Evans

779 The addition of 490 new homes in Rishton, with a potential 1000-2000 
persons and possibly 500 vehicles will put an over demanding burden 
on existing services (schools, roads, health) Bus services are good but 
train stopping service is poor.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required

To be confirmed at Publication stage 
of the plan once Growth Option and 
Spatial Option are confirmed and 
supply of suitable, available, 
achievable sites is also confirmed

Mary

Aubrey

1051 Lack of reference throughout plan to community regeneration plan for 
Rishton, which is needed to address economic, social and 
environmental decline and regeneration of housing stock.  Financial 
benefits of new housing should address these issues.

CS30Object 96 Further consideration required
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Mary

Aubrey

1054 Provision for 400 new homes in Rishton is considered excessive  and 
is a significant concern as this is the biggest plot in comparison to any 
of the other site references for an already overstretch  population of 
9000 residents in Rishton already.
 
The plan fails to take into account the significant traffic problems which 
Rishton experiences at peak times which will be exacerbated by new 
housing. Great Harwood is considered to have a much stronger level 
of public amenities, particularly in relation to medical health services 
and dental services as opposed to services which are under 
considerable pressure in Rishton.

CS30Object 96 Noted

Robert

Barnes

Planning 
Prospects Ltd

647 Proposes additonal text to be added to Policy CS31: Oswaldtwistle to 
clarify its role in the growth strategy of the Principal Town of Accrington 
in Policy CS1 (Spatial Development Strategy) - specific wording 
recommended.

CS31Object 99 Further consideration required

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1121 Given the restrictions attached to the release of Green Belt land west 
of Brookside Business Centre, and questions over its 
deliverability/viability, the Council should give notable weight to the 
potential significance of land north of Blackburn Road (site 57) as a 
strategic site for the area (potential to contribute 350+ dwellings).

CS31General 
Comment

99 Further consideration required

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1021 Reference at point 2 to redevelopement of the whole site and removal 
from Green Belt is inappropraite; it is a PDL site in terms of NPPF and 
its redevelopment in these terms would give greater degree of control.

CS31Not Stated 99 Further consideration required
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Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

872 Blackburn with Darwen Council notes the approach outlined for 
Knuzden and Whitebirk. The intentions for Whitebirk are noted and will 
feature in any future duty to cooperate discussions. The role of the 
Peel Centre is also noted and the recognition that any additional 
development at the site must complement the role of town and local 
centres in Blackburn with Darwen and Hyndburn. 

The current Policy DM3 in the adopted Development Management 
DPD includes the need for developments in edge/out of centre 
locations to include retail impact assessments subject to specific 
thresholds set out in the policy. This provides an important policy test 
that any future development at the Peel Centre will need to judged 
against, notwithstanding the additional draft policy wording set out in 
Policy CS32.

CS32General 
Comment

102 Noted

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

833 Highways England has concerns over how the release of further Green 
Belt land around J6 could be accommodated by the roundabout at 
Whitebirk

CS32General 
Comment

102 Noted

Further transport evidence to be 
undertaken will help to address this 
concern and understand future 
capacity of the network

Nick

Pleasant

NJL Consulting

743 Direction of travel is welcomed, but further amendments to the policy 
would ensure The Peel Centre can meet established demand for 
improved local facilities in Knuzden & Whitebirk. Concerned with the 
words 'predominantly' and '40%'  as this seems to be arbitrary without 
clear justification. The threshold may need to be changed or clarified 
and refined in terms of definition to allow non-retail uses, and food 
retail, as the purpose may be to just limit open non-food A1 retail use. 
Policy should have more flex.

CS32General 
Comment

102 Further consideration required

Nick

Pleasant

NJL Consulting

745 A further line should be added to the policy which recognises the role 
of the Peel Centre in the hierarchy, and therefore that additional 
development up to the 2,500sqm threshold and certain changes of use 
should not be subject to the town centre use tests (i.e. the 'sequential' 
and 'impact' tests) as identified for emerging Policy CS5 as well.

CS32General 
Comment

102 Further consideration required
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Joanne

Harding

The Home 
Builders 
Federation

860 The HBF would expect the Local Plan to contain a monitoring 
framework and appropriate targets and triggers and appropriate 
remedial actions which should be taken if targets or triggers are not 
met. Housing triggers could inlude the lack of a 5YHLS which is below 
anticipated housing trajectory, potential actions to include working with 
developers, producing masterplans, allocating further sites, reducing 
Local Plan requirements or preparing a new Local Plan.

General 
Comment

104 Agree - make change

Further details on a monitoring 
framework will be produced in the 
Publication version of the Local Plan
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Helen

Holland

Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough 
Council

873 Blackburn with Darwen Council has no specific comments to make on 
the Site Allocations DPD. Dialogue will continue between the two 
authorities to ensure that development proposals both within Blackburn 
with Darwen and Hyndburn will deliver complementary growth for the two 
authorities.

General 
Comment

Noted

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1164 Sets out UU's expectations to site selections, namely:  locate 
development in areas where infrastructure is avaialble with capacity/ co-
ordinate delivery of developemnt with delivery of infrastructure; give 
particular consideration to infrastructure requiremetns where these do 
not currently exist or will need upgrading in relation to greenfield sites; 
and give preference to sites which have sustainable alternatives 
available to combined sewer for discharge of surface water e.g with 
close proximity to defined physical features such as watercourse - this 
should be done in liaison with LLFA.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1163 Comments relating to desire to continue the constructive communication 
with the Council to date in preparing Site Allocations emphasising strong 
connection between development and infrastructure planning.  
Information provided about UU assetts in relation to proposes sites.  
Encourages use of pre-application service to identify impacts of 
development at early stage in process.

General 
Comment

Noted

Lynne & Dennis

Webster

1126 Object in general to any greenfield sites/open green spaces being used 
for housing development

Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1123 Due to the current housing supply situation in the Borough, and issues 
around viability on brownfield sites, it is considered that a partial 
redefining or urban boundaries in the Borough will prove unavoidable.

General 
Comment

Noted

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1122 To disregard sites based on their greenfield location outside of 
recognised settlement boundaries will fundamentally hamper the 
Council's ability to demonstrate a sound supply of housing for the entire 
plan period.

General 
Comment

Noted

The Council will allocate sufficient 
sites in the plan that are 
demonstrated to be suitable, 
available and achievable 
(deliverable)
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Elaine and David

Stanton

541 Develop brownfield sites. Regenerate existing sub-standard housing 
(provide grants). Improve infrastructure

General 
Comment

Noted

These policy aims are set out in 
policy CS1 and are reflected in the 
Site Assessment process being used 
to select preferred sites for allocation

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1035 We note that these comments provided previously have been used in 
the assessment of each site in the consultation document. As such, we 
have no further comments to add at this time and we look forward to 
reviewing specific sites that are taken forward as preferred allocations at 
the next stage of the Local Plan process.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

996 Detailed comments on individual sites in Knuzden, Oswaldtwistle and 
Clayton le Moors and Altham which impact on assement of housing 
potential. Overall potential is considered to be reduced from 3437 to 
1014 in Knuzden & Oswaldtwistle and 2094 to 525 in Clayton le Moors 
and Altham. Comments on individual sites are recorded separately.

Not Stated Noted

Jackie

Smith

548 Plenty of derelict areas in Great Harwood that should take priority in 
development.

General 
Comment

Noted

This policy aim is set out in policy 
CS1 and is reflected in the Site 
Assessment process being used to 
select preferred sites for allocation

Michelle

Rawcliffe

554 Brownfield sites, estate regeneration, underused or surplus public sector 
land, or other authorities providing land should take preference for 
development before locating on Green Belt land in the Borough.

General 
Comment

Agree - no change

These policy aims are set out in 
policy CS1 and are reflected in the 
Site Assessment process being used 
to select preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1165 Detailed comments in relation to surface water management and 
exisitng combined sewer system. Preference is expressed for brownfield 
sites in favour of greenfield as the former are likely to result in reduction 
of surface water discharge to public combined sewer network and 
associated reduction in risk of sewer flooding, with potential for assciated 
environmental benefits.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Neil

Iredale

Homes England

583 Homes England has no land holdings affected by the consultation, 
however it is keen to continue to work with the Council to help it fulfil its 
housing growth ambitions.

General 
Comment

Noted
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

965 The viability criterion of the site assessment methodology has used 
simple categorisation and it is questioned whether this will be updated. 
The Viabilty Study undertaken to inform the plan will be almost 5 years 
old when the examination stage is reached.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Requirement to update plan viability 
study to be investigated prior to 
Publication

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

845 The School Planning Team and Hyndburn BC have shared detailed 
information setting out the potential areas of development across the 
district, enabling visualisation of the relationship of sites to existing 
primary and secondary schools. At this point not all sites will be taken 
forward, however it allows understanding how a development, or 
combination of developments will impact on specific schools. There is 
currently a significant number of surplus places across the district, 
however specific schools affected may be operating at their capacity. 
The School Planning Team will liaise with Hyndburn BC planning officers 
further as updated information emerges following this consultation, will 
review and report back the potential impact sites will have across the 
education provision for Publication stage in 2020.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to be 
undertaken with LCC Schools 
Planning as preferred sites for 
allocation are identified

Cheryl

Duffy

821 considers that all brownfield sites would best meet future development 
requirement in Clayton le Moors/Altham, such as 117, 142, 178, 143, 
144, 134, 133, 201 & 172 etc. not any greenfield sites

Not Stated Noted

This policy aim is set out in policy 
CS1 and is reflected in the Site 
Assessment process being used to 
select preferred sites for allocation

Jeanette

Lord

Allsprings 
Development 
LTD

777 Development company has further land in Great Harwood in the vicinity 
of Allsprings Drive that it would like the Council to assess and consider 
more fully in meeting growth potential in Great Harwood.

General 
Comment

Noted

Maureen

Kenyon

773 Brownfield sites would contribute to meeting future development needs 
rather than reducing already limited green spaces.
Sites should not result in traffic joining Whalley Road below the Hare and 
Hounds to the north.

General 
Comment

Noted

This policy aim is set out in policy 
CS1 and is reflected in the Site 
Assessment process being used to 
select preferred sites for allocation

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

763 Draft site allocations relevant to Canal & River Trust relate to 5 sites in 
Rishton (Site No's. 38, 92, 102, 104 and146). CRT would be happy to 
comment further on specific sites if they are taken forward.

General 
Comment

7 Noted

CRT will be consulted on future 
stages of the plan
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Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

762 Draft site allocations relevant to Canal & River Trust relate to 11 sites in 
Clayton-le-Moors (Site No's. 20, 49, 60, 95, 133, 144, 172, 201, 210, 211 
and 218). CRT would be happy to comment on specific sites further if 
they are taken forward.

General 
Comment

7 Noted

CRT will be consulted on future 
stages of the plan

Tim

Bettany-Simmons

Canal and River 
Trust

761 Draft site allocations relevant to Canal & River Trust relate to 3 sites in 
Church (Site No's. 107, 156 and 203). CRT would be happy to comment 
on specific sites further if they are taken forward.

General 
Comment

7 Noted

CRT will be consulted on future 
stages of the plan

Melanie

Lindsley

The Coal 
Authority

756 The Coal Authority is pleased to see that as part of the site assessment 
criteria consideration of coal and mineral workings is included and also 
minerals safeguarding as part of the process.

Support 15 Noted

Brendan

Duffy

817 considers that all brownfield sites would best meet future development 
requirement in Clayton le Moors/Altham, such as 173, 174, 175, 95, 172, 
25, 26, 27, 8, 171, 133, 201, 144, 143, 134, 178, 117 and 142

Not Stated 42 Noted

This policy aim is set out in policy 
CS1 and is reflected in the Site 
Assessment process being used to 
select preferred sites for allocation

Judith

Horgan

Stephen Ward 
Town Planning & 
Development 
Consultants Ltd

751 Request that ABP's site (the former foundry lands) at Heys Street, Great 
Harwood be included as a potential development site. Present buildings 
on this site are likely to hhave to be demolished to facilitate future 
development on the site.

General 
Comment

Disagree - no change

The Former Foundry lands site 
submitted under the Call for Sites 
process (CFS-049) falls below the 
site size threshold being considered 
in the new Local Plan. The Council 
listed this site, along with others that 
were screened out from the Site 
Allocations process, in Appendix 2 of 
its Site Allocations DPD Reg18 
Consultation Draft. This does not 
preclude the site from coming 
forward for development but the 
Council will not consider it further for 
a formal allocation in the new Local 
Plan.
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Rep I Name Response ReasonsSite Ref. Page Ref Proposed Council Response

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

964 The preference for brownfield and/or urban sites should be a more 
balanced approach, allowing for sustainable sites elsewhere to come 
forward.

Not Stated Noted

Policy CS1 refers to priority to 
brownfield sites (para. 3) and 
objectives of sustainable 
development (para. 8)

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1166 Detailed docmments in relation to potential sites in Huncoat Garden 
Village where growth needs to be planned carefully as the area contains 
little UU infrastructure. Sets out a need for early dialogue to identify 
infrastructure requirements and the preparation of infrastructure phasing 
and delivey strategy (as per separate representations to CS2 - REP ID 
909). This should include a co-ordinated approach to clean water and 
drainage between phases and developers; the  approach to surface and 
foul water drainage to avoid peacemeal approach; inclusion of 
sustainable drainage sytems which include multifunctional benefits; 
avoidance of ransom situations; and consideration fo surface water 
management (as per separate CS rep).  
Infrastructure strategy should also reflect required works at waste water 
pumping station.  Easements impact on sites 136 and 220.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1190 NE expects sufficient evidence to be provided through the SA and HRA 
to ensure that sites of least environmental value are selected through the 
site selection process. Land allocations should avoid designated sites 
and landscapes and should consider the direct and indirect effects of 
devleopment on land within the setting of designated landscapes.

General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Consider how to complete 
appropriate landscape assessments 
in absence of NE input into this.

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1184 The Local Plan should be screened under Regulation 105 of the 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 - Habitats 
Regulations Assessment. Outcomes of any assessment should inform 
key decision making on strategic options and development sites. It may 
be necessary to outline avoidance and/or mitigation measures at the 
plan level and also to provide policies for strategic or cross boundary 
appproaches.

General 
Comment

Noted

The Council has appointed Land Use 
Consultants to undertake HRA in 
conjunction with Sustainability 
Appraisal work already undertaken 
on the Local Plan. The HRA will be 
prepared in advance of the 
Regulation 19 Publication plan being 
finished.
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Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1183 Natural England advises that Hyndburn SSSIs include the West Pennine 
Moors (WPM) and Harper Clough and Smalley Delph Quarries and 
these should be highlighted on the Proposals Map for the area so they 
can be protected and enhanced (where possible). Representations 
provides more information on the reason for SSSI designation. Key 
considerations for the WPM are recreational disturbance, hydrological 
impacts and air quality. Key considerations for Harper Clough and 
Smalley Delph Quarries are hydrological impacts.

General 
Comment

Agree - minor modification

Policy CS15 of the Core Strategy 
Review provides the policy 
framework to ensure protection of 
resources. Policy could be 
strengthened though to refer to 
enhancement (where possible). 
DM18 of the adopted DM DPD 
provides further relevant 
development plan policy. The 
Proposals Map will show SSSI areas.

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1182 Natural England has published a set of mapped Impact Risk Zones 
(IRZs) for Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs). These should be 
used by LPAs to determine consultation requirements and potential 
impacts of proposed developments. Further information is on the Natural 
England website - the IRZs are also available on the Magic Map online 
tool.

General 
Comment

Noted

SSSI IRZs were taken into account in 
the Stage 2 Site Screening process 
under criteria 2.2.

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

978 Site 3 Rhoden Road 
undevelopable without sites 164 & 75, no link to adopted highway, 
severely limited by flood risk and mature tree coverage.
Revised capacity should be 0.

3General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Simon

Thomas

704 Strongly objects on the basis of: traffic congestion currently being a 
problem and that proposed developments will only worsen this issue; 
noise pollution; environmental ruination; Hyndburn has many vacant 
houses that could be developed; and forecast population decline. A 
complete re-think is needed regarding housing need.

3Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

979 Site 5 Land off Brookside Lane/Nook Lane
development should be limited to PDL land. Impact on openess of Green 
Belt to be assessed in line with NPPF para. 145(g)

5Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1179 Site is in an area where network is likely to require improvements to 
accommodate development of this size.  Site may be on fringe/limits of 
water supply/sewerage infrastructure networks with limited capacity to 
support future growth and could result in need to upsize to support 
growth.  A co-ordinated/phased approach to development/infrastructure 
provision is needed.

5Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Alison

Whybrow-Parker

848 Object on various grounds including impacts on Green Belt, local 
amenities/services, traffic and wildlife (including bat population)

6Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

997 site 8 Enfield Quarry
former quarry and current landfill site is considered undevelopable. 
Revised capacity should be 0

8Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1173 UU has records of wastewater network issues in the area and have 
preference for development to be located in alternative location as a 
range of sites are being considered at this stage.

15Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

966 Site 15 Land west of Moss Lane Knuzden 
Detailed responses in relation to the specific assessment criteria for the 
site. In summary, it is considered that there are no known constraints to 
development of the site.

15Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

952 Site 16 Coach Road Meadow, Coach Road, Oswaldtwistle
This site the boundary of the Church Canalside Conservation Area. The 
railway Viaduct which runs along the northern edge of this site is a grade 
II Listed Building. The loss of this currently-undeveloped area and its 
subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to their 
significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

16Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

980 Site 16 Coach Road Meadow 
site not linked to adopted highway. Revised capacity should be 0.

16Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1177 Site is isolated in relation to wastewater network and requires significant 
assessment assessment to obtain point of connection.  Sites on south 
west of Great Harwood are on fringe/limits of water supply/sewerage 
infrastructure networks with limited capacity to support future growth and 
could result in need to upsize to support growth.  A co-ordinated/phased 
approach to development/infrastructure provision is needed.

19Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Jackie

Smith

550 Development would spoil an area of beauty.19Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

967 Site 20 Land to the north of Burnley Road, adj to Leeds & Liverpool Canal
Detailed responses in relation to the specific assessment criteria for the 
site. In summary, it is considered that there are no known constraints to 
development of the site.

20Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

601 Site 21 includes Local Wildlife Site Number 9, Evidenced Local Wildlife 
Site Number 21 and deciduous woodland which is listed on the Priority 
Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

21Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Sport England

1198 Allocation of this site would need to demonstrate how it complies with the 
NPPF and Sport England's Playing Fields Policy (i.e. loss or prejudice of 
use of land meeting one or more of five specific exceptions). The site 
includes a playing field (or land used as such in the last 10 years). Any 
allocation would need to be assessed in line with paragraphs 96-97 of 
the NPPF. The Council's last PPS (2011-2016) omitted this site - the new 
PPS underway should asses this site and whether there is a need for 
futher pitches to be brought back into use. The site lies adjacent to 
Mount Carmel RC School so the site could provide facilities for both the 
school and local community.

21Object Further consideration required

The Council's PPS underway will 
help inform a final decision on this 
site

Gerard

Bolton

734 Sites within the urban boundary should be seriously considered before 
any sites in the Green Belt - this and other sites in the urban area 
highlighted are sufficient to achieve the Core Strategy Growth

22General 
Comment

Noted

Lisa

Barnes

588 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

22Support Noted

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

602 Site 22 includes Evidenced Local Wildlife Site Number 67 and deciduous 
woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects 
unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from development and 
are enhanced through positive management that is made a condition of 
planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) 
Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If 
developed, net gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 
171 and 174.

22Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1044 Detailed submission in support of allocation of site 24 Land North of 
Sandy Lane Accrington for residential purposes. Includes assessment of 
crtieria identified as having red  outcomes in the Council's assessment in 
relation to ecological networks, priority species/habitats, accessibility by 
public transport - train and concludes that some should be re-
categorised as amber and can be suitably mitigated.    The site would 
deliver high quality homes improving the housing offer in the Borough 
with good access to services in a quality environment and support the 
strategic objectives of the Core Strategy.

24Support Noted

Ian

Smith

Historic England

915 Site 24 Land north of Sandy Lane
Development of this area could impact upon elements which contribute 
to the Grade II Listed High Riley which lies 490 metres to the east of this 
site.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.  Stage 3 detailed 
appraisal needs to assess these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See actual rep for full detail

24Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Philip

Vincent-Barwood

The 
PROSPECTS 
Foundation

1146 Objection based on the following grounds: land is Countryside Area 
designation; intrusion into open countryside; negative visual impacts; 
access via Sandy Lane raised multiple issues (viability, deliverability, 
infrastructure, public safety and heritage). Representation also provides 
information correcting a number of the assessment criteria (11in all 
stating that their assessments should be red)

24Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

916 Site 30 Perseverance Mill/Lower Grange Mill
This site adjoins the boundary of the Accrington Town Centre 
Conservation Area and the Christ Church Conservation Area. The 
redevelopment of this site could also impact upon the setting of the 
Magistrates Court and Police Station and the adjacent Fire Station all of 
which are Grade II Listed Buildings.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

30Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

981 site 32 Mill at Dunnyshop
Market concerns, site in active use. Revised  capacity should be 0.

32Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

922 Site 33 Wood Street, Alleytroyds, Church
This site lies within the Church Canalside Conservation Area. The 
railway Viaduct which runs through this site is a grade II Listed Building. 
Several of the buildings on this site including 45 Market Street, the 
former Conservative Club Market Street, the pair of houses at Railway 
Sawmill have been identified by the Council as Locally Listed Buildings.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on conservation area.
Suggested change that if allocated, the Locally Listed Buildings should 
be retained and reused and that proposals should ensure that those 
elements which contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area 
and the Listed Viaduct are not harmed.

See rep for full details

33Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

953 Site 37 Stonebridge Mill, Mill St, Oswaldtwistle
This site adjoins the boundary of the Rhyddings Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of the Conservation area are not harmed 
by development.

See full rep for details

37Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Mary

Aubrey

1055 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

38Support Noted

Nigel

Aubrey

1066 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

38Support Noted

Jeff

Scales

559 Supportive of development on this site., within the existing urban 
boundary - and prioritisation of brownfield sites

38Support Noted

E

Neville

1077 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

38Support Noted

Kevin

Parkinson

1088 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

38Support Noted

David

Burns

544 Owner of a substantial part of the site would support some form of 
development

38Support Noted

Peter

Wilkinson

724 Site is brownfield land and should be first choice.39Support Noted
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John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

603 Site 41 includes part of Woodnook Vale Local Nature Reserve and 
Priestly Clough and East Lancashire Railway Biological Heritage Site. 
LWT objects unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from 
development and are enhanced through positive management that is 
made a condition of planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should 
be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) 
Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be delivered in line with 
NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

41Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Peter

Wilkinson

725 Site is brownfield land and should be first choice.41Support Noted

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

1040 Detailed submission in support of allocation of site 48 Ringstonhalgh 
Farm Clayton le Moors for residential purposes. Includes assessment of 
crtieria identified as having red or amber outcomes in the Council's 
assessment in relation to ecological networks, priority species/habitats, 
accessibility by public transport - train, highways access and Green Belt 
criterion - merging of settlements.  Submission concludes that some 
should be re-categorised and in majority of cases the constraints can be 
mitigated.  Site is in single ownership and is considered to make weak 
overall contribution to Green Belt. The site would deliver high quality 
homes with good access to services in a quality environment and 
support the strategic objectives of the Core Strategy.

42Support Further consideration required

Gerard

Bolton

735 Sites within the urban boundary should be seriously considered before 
any sites in the Green Belt - this and other sites in the urban area 
highlighted are sufficient to achieve the Core Strategy Growth

42Support Noted

Lisa

Barnes

589 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

42Support Noted

Lisa

Barnes

590 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

43Support Noted
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

941 Site 44 St Lawrence Mill, Mill Street, Great Harwod
This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Harwood Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of the Conservation area are not harmed 
by development.

See full rep for details

44Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Lisa

Barnes

591 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

44Support Noted

Ian

Smith

Historic England

917 Site 45 Black Abbey Street/Abbey Street
This site includes 103 Abbey Street which is a Grade II Listed Building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the building should be retaied and 
reused as part of redevelopment and that proposals should harm 
elements which contribute to significance of the building.

See rep for full details

45Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

910 Site 46 Hillside, Higher Gate Road
The Grade II Listed Huncoat War Memorial lies in the Recreation Ground 
to the north of this site. The loss of this currently-undeveloped area and 
its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to 
the setting of this memorial.  
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.  Stage 3 detailed 
appraisal needs to assess these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See actual rep for full detail

46Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Dan

Ingram

Barton Willmore

766 Client has land interests at Higher Gate Road and welcomes the 
identification in the Site Allocations DPD. Any allocation of the site 
should remain suitably flexible to ensure a greater or lesser number of 
different mixes and tenures can be provided to meet local needs. A full 
site assessment in line with the Council's criteria method is given 
providing further information on the site (attached - to be referenced). 
Representation concludes that there are no overriding reasons why the 
site should not be allocated.

46Support Further consideration required

Sport England

1202 Allocation of this site would need to demonstrate how it complies with the 
NPPF (para 96-97) and Sport England's Playing Fields Policy (i.e. loss or 
prejudice of use of land meeting one or more of five specific exceptions). 
The site includes a playing field (or land used as such in the last 5 
years) - there is currently no reference to this in the site assessment. Any 
allocation would need to be assessed in line with paragraphs 96-97 of 
the NPPF. The Council's last PPS (2011-2016) identified this site as 
having potential for devoting to formal pitch use. Development of the site 
would likely lead to a total loss - sufficient evidence would be required to 
demonstrate it is no longer required in the Council's new PPS.

47Object Further consideration required

The Council's new PPS will advise 
on pitch requirements and capacity 
and help inform a decision on this 
site.
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

998 site 48 Ringstonhalgh Farm
strategic gap function of site may limit development. Revised capacity 
should be 100.

48Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Julia

Threlfall-Dayus

656 Objections relating to United Utlities pipeline that intersects the site and 
information by UU that this rendered the site unsuitable for housing. Also 
Green Belt land which provides a wildlife corridor, and land near the river 
is Ancient Meadow Land.

48Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Bernard

Mcanenny

651 Objections relating to potential traffic congestion, increased strain on 
services in Clayton le Moors that are already overstretched (particularly 
Clayton Medical Centre), local school is at maximum capacity and site is 
habitat for many species.

48Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

N

O'Rourke

1153 objection to site which is considered wholly unsuitable for development 
on the following grounds:
- local infrastructure could not take 250 dwellings
- land is a wildlife haven
- Hare and Hounds junction is a sticking point for futher development, it 
cannot take any more traffic and breaches air quality recommendations 
daily.

49Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

999 site 49 Hoghton Barn Farm
location not considered sustainable and site not linked to development. 
Revised capacity should be 0

49Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

604 Site 49 includes Ancient and Semi-Natural Woodland, Evidenced Local 
Wildlife Site Number 37, Evidenced Local Wildlife Site Number 51 and 
deciduous woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. 
LWT objects unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from 
development and are enhanced through positive management that is 
made a condition of planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should 
be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) 
Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be delivered in line with 
NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

49Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

930 Site 49 Houghton Barn Farm
The Bridge over Leeds-Liverpool Canal at the southwestern corner of 
this site is a Grade II Listed Building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and the 1990 Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on the asset and desirability of preserving listed buildings 
etc.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

49Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Peter

Wilkinson

726 Site is brownfield land and should be first choice.50Support Noted

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

605 Site 50 includes Priestly Clough and East Lancashire Railway Biological 
Heritage Site and deciduous woodland which is listed on the Priority 
Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

50Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Lisa

Barnes

593 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

52Support Noted

Judith

Horgan

Stephen Ward 
Town Planning & 
Development 
Consultants Ltd

749 Welcome the inclusion of site, however request that housing to be 
included as a potential proposed use. Costs associated with the site 
relating to the potential need to divert a brook, coal risk assessment 
studies and ground remediation works mean that employment/retail uses 
may be unlikely to be viable.

52General 
Comment

Agree - make change
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Gerard

Bolton

736 Sites within the urban boundary should be seriously considered before 
any sites in the Green Belt - this and other sites in the urban area 
highlighted are sufficient to achieve the Core Strategy Growth

52Support Noted

Judith

Horgan

Stephen Ward 
Town Planning & 
Development 
Consultants Ltd

750 Welcome the inclusion of site, however request that mixed use to be 
included as a potential proposed use to include warehousing/ 
distribution/ storage as has been previously dismissed. Mixed use would 
comply with emerging Policy CS4.

53Support Agree - make change

Gerard

Bolton

737 Sites within the urban boundary should be seriously considered before 
any sites in the Green Belt - this and other sites in the urban area 
highlighted are sufficient to achieve the Core Strategy Growth

53Support Noted

Lisa

Barnes

594 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

53Support Noted

Gerard

Bolton

738 Sites within the urban boundary should be seriously considered before 
any sites in the Green Belt - this and other sites in the urban area 
highlighted are sufficient to achieve the Core Strategy Growth

55Support Noted

Lisa

Barnes

592 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

55Support Noted

Ian

Smith

Historic England

942 Site 55 land to north of Britannia  Street
This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Harwood Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of the Conservation area are not harmed 
by development.

See full rep for details

55Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Alison

Whybrow-Parker

850 Object on various grounds including impacts on Green Belt, local 
amenities/services, traffic and wildlife (including bat population)

56Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1000 site 56 land off Whalley Road 
site may constitute strategic gap. Revised capacity should be 0

56Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Hindle

714 Objections relating to Whalley Road can't cope with present volume of 
traffic, site is Green Belt and potential flooding issues around the 
Hyndburn Bridge pub.

56Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Darren

Muir

Cass Associates

824 detailed representation of support for removal of site 56 Land at Whalley 
Road Clayton le Moors from the Green Belt and for its allocation for 
housing. Main points in support:
- the site is an opportunity to meet identified housing need
- site is surrpounded by housing, urban infrastructure, gof club, cricket 
club and road network
- the allocation would have no significant impact on purposes of 
including land in Green Belt
- encroachment into countryside applies to any location at urban edge
- the site is a highly sustainable location with accessible to everyday 
services and facilities and sustainable transport options with the 
opprotunity to improve
- there are no constraints to prevent development of the site; matters 
which need further investigation are not considered impediments, such 
as ecology, access and capacity of utilities.  

See report attached to representation for full details

56Support Noted

Geoff

Knowles

545 Vehicle access will be a problem (only access via Rushy Field) and high 
power cables go across the area.

56General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

954 Site 57 Land north of Blackburn Road
This site lies adjacent to and partly within the Church Canalside 
Conservation Area and its development could also affect the setting of 
the Grade II Listed Lower Aspen Farmhouse, Aspen Cottage and the 
Canal Bridge to the east. The loss of this currently-undeveloped area 
and its
subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to their 
significance.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

57Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

982 site 57 land north of Blackburn Road
net area shoul dbe reduced to consider impact on allotments and 
existing uses.  Single access point limits deliverable numbers. Revised 
capacity should be 250.

57Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Darren

Muir

Cass Associates

823 detailed representation of support for removal of site 57 Land North of 
Blackburn Road from the Green Belt and for its allocation for housing. 
Main points in support:
- the site is an opportunity to meet identified housing need
- site is surrpounded by housing, urban infrastructure, gof club, cricket 
club and road network
- the allocation would have no significant impact on purposes of 
including land in Green Belt
- encroachment into countryside applies to any location at urban edge
- the site is a highly sustainable location with accessible to everyday 
services and facilities and sustainable transport options with the 
opprotunity to improve
- there are no constraints to prevent development of the site; matters 
which need furtehr investigation are not considered impediments, such 
as ecology, access and capacity of utilities.  

See report attached to representation for full details

57Support Noted

Joshua

Hellawell

PWA Planning

1124 Significant weight should be given to the significant contribution that site 
57 could play in local housing supply. Delivery of dwellings could take 
place without unacceptable impacts or compromising the functionality of 
the Green Belt (nor conflict significantly with the purposes of Green Belt). 
The site boundary could be amended or reduced to take account of 
sensitive ecological receptors identified. Landscape impacts would be 
minimal.

57Support Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

911 Site 59 Land South of Burnley Lane
The Grade II Listed Huncoat War Memorial lies in the Recreation Ground 
to the west of this site. The loss of this currently-undeveloped area and 
its subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to 
the setting of this memorial.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.  Stage 3 detailed 
appraisal needs to assess these matters. 
 
Detailed changes suggested relating: a) to need to carry out the 
appraisal at stage 3 as set out above; b) setting out any measures in 
plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this site should 
not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the 
harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See actual rep for full detail

59Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

606 Site 60 includes Altham Clough Wood Biological Heritage Site, Ancient 
and Semi-Natural Woodland and deciduous woodland which is listed on 
the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

60Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Yvonne

Cannings

547 Objections relating to Green Belt, bat presence, other wildlife/flora, high 
pressure gas main running through field, poor vehicular access and 
increased traffic to an already congested area.

63Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Lisa

Barnes

586 Objections relating to Green Belt land provides beauty and wildlife, Great 
Harwood needs to be kept as a market town, services already 
overstretched and area liable to flooding.

63Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jeanette

Lord

Allsprings 
Development 
LTD

775 Support for site 63 which lends itself to sensitive development of 
affordable bungalows for ageing and disabled population which could in 
turn release more family homes.

63Support Noted
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John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

607 Site 63 includes Allsprings Drive Fields Biological Heritage Site and 
lowland fen which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects 
unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from development and 
are enhanced through positive management that is made a condition of 
planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) 
Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If 
developed, net gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 
171 and 174.

63Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Kelly

Barlow

584 Objection relating to Green Belt land, site is marshland and too wet, 
increase in traffic and noise, potential rise in crime, loss of views, 
schools  and health centres already overstretched struggling as serving 
at maximum capacity.

63Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Michelle

Rawcliffe

553 Objections relating to Green Belt land, extra congestion on local roads 
and destruction of the character of the area. The area is one of natural 
beauty and supports a rich diverse habitat for local wildlife. Impact on 
views from properties nearby and market value of homes.

63Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Mark

Hope

641 Objection to site as it is within the Green Belt. Also: 3A.8 - mature 
protected trees provide environmental and ecological benefits and visual 
amenity for residents; 3A.13 - contiguous to lowland fell so site should be 
designated S41 - also bats seen frequently flying, birds, waterfowl, deer; 
3C.1 - requires secondary access - where from; 3C.2 - route to Clayton-
le-Moors already highlighy congested, local residents divert through 
Rishton increasing congestion and air pollution there

63Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Samir and D

Ramathan

649 Objections relating to Green Belt land which provides open space for 
nearby residents and is also the site is a haven for wildlife.

63Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

E

Neville

1078 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

66Support Noted

Nigel

Aubrey

1067 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

66Support Noted

Warren

Melia

1131 Concerns are raised in relation to development of this site based on 
potential highways impacts (specifically on school parent drop-offs) and 
ecological impacts now that the site is returning to nature.

66Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Jeff

Scales

560 Supportive of development on this site., within the existing urban 
boundary - and prioritisation of brownfield sites

66Support Noted

Kevin

Parkinson

1089 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected. Albert Mill derelict site should be first 
priority.

66Support Noted

Mary

Aubrey

1056 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

66Support Noted

Warren

Melia

1132 Development of this site should consider adopting of the un-adopted 
road off Henry Street and connecting it up with the bottom of Petre 
Crescent / Meadowhead Drive. This would benefit the proposed site 92 
at Shearbrook Farm as well.

68General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jeff

Scales

562 Open to housing development on the site, although would also like to 
see provision of a greenspace if development of this specific site goes 
ahead.

68Support Noted

Mary

Aubrey

1057 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected. Albert Mill site suggested as first priority.

69Support Noted

Jeff

Scales

561 Supportive of development on this site., within the existing urban 
boundary - and prioritisation of brownfield sites

69Support Noted

Nigel

Aubrey

1068 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected. Albert Mill site suggested as first priority.

69Support Noted

E

Neville

1079 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected. Albert Mill site suggested as first priority.

69Support Noted
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Kevin

Parkinson

1090 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

69Support Noted

Warren

Melia

1133 Development of this site should join up Walmsley Road and Walmsley 
Avenue. A one-way system should also be introduced down Mary Street 
(off the High Street) to avoid traffic turning onto High Street from Mary 
Street which is a hazardous junction.

69General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Robert

Barnes

Planning 
Prospects Ltd

648 Indicative capacities should not be carried forward into a site allocation 
as may be seen as overly restrictive - the actual capacity of the site is 
considered greater than stated. Site is 1 of just 2 sites in Oswaldtwistle 
that has no significant negative outcomes. Representation is from the 
site agent and provides further detailed information against numerous of 
the site assessment criteria to clarify matters: existing use of the site; 
proposed uses; efficient use of land; current condition of the site; visual 
impact / landscape character; heritage assets; ecological networks; 
tree/woodlands/habitats; priority species/habitats; highways access; 
availability and achievability.

74Support Further consideration required

Ian

Smith

Historic England

955 Site 74 Land South of Rhyddings Street and north of Stone Bridge
The northern part of this site lies within the Rhyddings Conservation 
Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on conservation area and listed buildings and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings. Suggest that buildins which make a positive 
contirbution to the conservation area should be retained.
Suggested change that as part of stage 3 appraisal: a) identify and retain 
buildings which make positive contribution to conservation area; and b) 
proposals should ensure that those elements which contribute to the 
significance of the Conservation Area are not harmed.

See rep for full details

74Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Simon

Thomas

705 Strongly objects on the basis of: traffic congestion currently being a 
problem and that proposed developments will only worsen this issue; 
noise pollution; environmental ruination; Hyndburn has many vacant 
houses that could be developed; and forecast population decline. A 
complete re-think is needed regarding housing need.

75Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

983 Former Chemical works, Brookside Lane/Nook Lane
development should be limited to PDL land. Impact on openess of Green 
Belt to be assessed in line with NPPF para. 145(g)

76Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1180 Site is in an area where network is likely to require improvements to 
accommodate development of this size.  Site may be on fringe/limits of 
water supply/sewerage infrastructure networks with limited capacity to 
support future growth and could result in need to upsize to support 
growth.  A co-ordinated/phased approach to development/infrastructure 
provision is needed.

76General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

968 Site 77, 7 Garsden Ave Knuzden
site is remote from highway and capacity should be 0

77Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

912 Site 78 Land south east of Moorfield Avenue
Huncoat Hall and the attached barn to the east of this site are Grade II 
Listed Buildings. The loss of this currently undeveloped area and its 
subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to their 
significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.  Stage 3 detailed 
appraisal needs to assess these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See actual rep for full detail

78Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

913 Land south east of Moorfield Avenue, adjoining A56
Huncoat Hall and the attached barn to the east of this site are Grade II 
Listed Buildings. The loss of this currently undeveloped area and its 
subsequent development could harm elements which contribute to their 
significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.  Stage 3 detailed 
appraisal needs to assess these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See actual rep for full detail

79Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

840 Highways England is aware that asbestos may be present in Site 80 
(waste tip associated with the former Huncoat Power Station site, and 
adjacent to M65) that will require careful assessment and subsequent 
management.

80General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

901 The four stage process appears logical and sufficiently robust to inform 
site allocations.  There are specific concerns about the assessment 
outcomes in relation to site 80 Former Huncoat Power Station.
The site should  be regarded as previously developed.  Development for 
residential and/or mixed use has potential to make significant positive 
impact on Huncoat and Hyndburn and future development requirements.

80General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

608 Site 80 includes Evidenced Local Wildlife Site Number 32, Evidenced 
Local Wildlife Site Number 33, and deciduous woodland which is listed 
on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats 
are avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through 
positive management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

80Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

902 Comments relate to the assessment of site 80 Former Huncoat power 
station.
- the whole of the site should be regarded as previously developed
- the main part of the site is not in Green Belt
- refutes the statement that this is a ‘former’ brownfield site that has been 
extensively colonised. Presence of vegetation does not make it a 
greenfield site.
The majority of assessment outcomes are agreed with but several 
require adjustment as set out in the representation (contaminated land, 
trees/woodland, priority species, accessibility to centres, highways 
access, schools infrastructure, regeneration, developer interest, 
ownership constraints).
Furtehr information is being gathered for a variety of factors which will be 
shared with the council.

80Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

635 The land to west of Brookside includes Brookside Reservoirs Local 
Wildlife Site (Evidenced), deciduous woodland which is listed on the 
Priority Habitat Inventory, and a larger area of broadleaved woodland 
planted through ELWOOD. Not listed under SA16 for the site therefore 
may not have been taken into account. Lancashire Wildlife Trust objects 
to the allocation of the Local Wildlife Site, Priority Habitat Inventory 
woodland and the ELWOOD funded plantations within the development 
footprint unless they are avoided/excluded from development and are 
enhanced through positive management that is made a condition of 
planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy and net gains in 
biodiversity/nature must be applied.

82Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

956 Site 82 Land to west of Brookside
Knuzden Hall and Knuzden Hall Farmhouse 300 metres to the north of 
this site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The development of this area 
could harm elements which contribute to their significance.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

82Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

609 Site 82 land to west of Brookside includes Brookside Reservoirs, which 
are known to be of ecological interest, deciduous woodland which is 
listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory, and a larger area of broadleaved 
woodland planted through ELWOOD, the East Lancashire Woodland 
Project, with funding through the East Lancashire Partnership and the 
Forestry Commission. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

82Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1181 Site is in an area where network is likely to require improvements to 
accommodate development of this size.  Site may be on fringe/limits of 
water supply/sewerage infrastructure networks with limited capacity to 
support future growth and could result in need to upsize to support 
growth.  A co-ordinated/phased approach to development/infrastructure 
provision is needed.

82Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

984 site 82 Land to west of Brookside
Site remote form highway, not assessed for contribution to Green Belt; 
removal of site would necessitate significant and unnecessary changes 
to boundary. Revised capacity should be 0.

82Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Wood and 
National Grid

578 Proposed site is crossed by a National Grid high voltage electricity 
transmission overhead line - plan provided and advice on statutory 
clearances and development near overhead lines.

82General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ann

Schofield

863 Objects to site 83 on grounds which can be summarised as:
- Residents were previously advised that access to Lynwood Roadcould 
not be widened due to proximity of services which would be costly to 
change.
- site is rear of bungalows chich are opposite the school;
- development would exacerbate traffic problems especially at school 
time;
- Access onto Lynwod Road would be a problem;
Additional traffic would be a danger to children and aggravate residents 
who have problems with school parking.

83Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Daniel

Taylor

1111 Supports release of this land as it provides a suitable site for aspirational 
and desirable residential development

84Support Noted

Jackie

Smith

551 Development would spoil an area of beauty.84Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jeffrey

Ellis

1144 Access to/from the site would be dangerous due to poor site lines (either 
from Hindle Fold Lane or a new road adjacent to the Dog and Otter). 
Congestion already severe to the M65. Junior and secondary schools 
are at capacity. The land is Green Belt. The field contains a large soak 
away for surface water from adjacent properties, development would 
exacerbate flooding problems downstream.

84Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Judith

Douglas

Judith Douglas 
Town Planning 
Limited

827 Site is suitable for high quality aspirational housing in an attractive 
setting. Site is likely to deliver affordable housing due to viability. Criteria 
3C.1 Highways is scored red due to Hindle Fold Lane being unsuitable 
for additional traffic. However site 84 could be developed alongside 85 
as its in the same ownership, enabling access from Tan House Lane. 

A detailed supporting statement is attached to the representation 
providing an independent site assessment setting out factors of planning 
and development significance: developable area, site is not within a 
Conservation Area, has no listed buildings or other heritage assets within 
or in close proximity to the site. No nature conservation designations and 
no significant wildlife value. Site is entirely within Flood Risk Zone 1, no 
known contamination affecting the site. In a sustainable location to with 
good access to a wide range of local services and vehicular access 
would be readily available to the site off Hindle Fold Lane and Upper 
Cliffe.

84Support Noted

Jeffrey

Ellis

1145 Access to/from the site would be dangerous due to poor site lines (either 
from Hindle Fold Lane or a new road adjacent to the Dog and Otter). 
Congestion already severe to the M65. Junior and secondary schools 
are at capacity. The land is Green Belt. The field contains a large soak 
away for surface water from adjacent properties, development would 
exacerbate flooding problems downstream.

85Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Daniel

Taylor

1112 Supports release of this land as it provides a suitable site for aspirational 
and desirable residential development

85Support Noted

Judith

Douglas

Judith Douglas 
Town Planning 
Limited

828 Site is suitable for high quality aspirational housing in an attractive 
setting. Site is likely to deliver affordable housing due to viability. Access 
to site 85 from Tan House Lane could also be used to access site 84 in 
conjunction as its in the same ownership. 

A detailed supporting statement is attached to the representation 
providing an independent site assessment setting out factors of planning 
and development significance. Support comments relating to site 
developable area of approx 4.75ha., the site is visually contained by 
exisitng development.  The site is not located within an AQMA or area of 
poor air quality. Although it lies within the Green Belt, assessment 
revealed the site only made a 'moderate' contribution to the purposes of 
the Green Belt.

85Support Noted
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Allan

Humphreys

1154 detailed comments clarifying ownership of the site85General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Consider whether comments impact 
upon assessment of availability

Jackie

Smith

552 Development would spoil an area of beauty.85Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Stephen

Ireland

543 Objections relating to the site being identified as Public Open Space and 
an ecological compensation area in the recent planning application for 
Great Harwood Rovers (plan provided). The site is within the Green Belt, 
and concerns also raised about car parking and potential traffic problems.

87Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Samir and D

Ramathan

650 Objections relating to Green Belt land which provides open space for 
nearby residents and is also the site is a haven for wildlife.

87Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Lisa

Barnes

587 Objections relating to Green Belt land provides beauty and wildlife, Great 
Harwood needs to be kept as a market town, services already 
overstretched and area liable to flooding.

87Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

610 Site 87 includes Allsprings Drive Fields Biological Heritage Site and 
lowland fen which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects 
unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from development and 
are enhanced through positive management that is made a condition of 
planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) 
Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If 
developed, net gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 
171 and 174.

87Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jeanette

Lord

Allsprings 
Development 
LTD

776 Support for site 87 which lends itself to sensitive development of 
affordable bungalows for ageing and disabled population which could in 
turn release more family homes.

87Support Noted
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Darren

Muir

Cass Associates

826 detailed representation of support for removal of site 87 Land at 
Harwood Lane Grerat Harwood from the Green Belt and for its allocation 
for housing. Main points in support:
- the site is an opportunity to meet identified housing need
- site is surrpounded by housing, urban infrastructure, gof club, cricket 
club and road network
- the allocation would have no significant impact on purposes of 
including land in Green Belt
- encroachment into countryside applies to any location at urban edge
- the site is a highly sustainable location with accessible to everyday 
services and facilities and sustainable transport options with the 
opprotunity to improve
- there are no constraints to prevent development of the site; matters 
which need further investigation are not considered impediments, such 
as ecology, access and capacity of utilities.  

See report attached to representation for full details

87Support Noted

Nick

Pleasant

NJL Consulting

746 The emerging plan should recognise the future retail and mixed use 
potential at The Peel Centre - it currently states only mixed use in the 
Site Assessment for the site, despite the Core Strategy statements on 
the centre being a retail site. The documents should be fully aligned, a 
boundary should be set for the Peel Centre against which a policy 
approach is provided limiting detailed assessments for future 
applications (in line with comments submitted to the Core Strategy 
document)

88General 
Comment

Agree - make change

Ian

Smith

Historic England

945 Site 88 The Peel Centre Whitebirk Drive
Whitebirk Moss Farmhouse and Whitebirk North Farmhouse to the east 
of this site are Grade II Listed Buildings.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

88Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

835 Concern of multiple sites proposed around and on the approaches to 
J6 - likely access arrangements onto the roundabout (sites 106, 169, 88, 
105, 228, 229 and 230) and the possibility that multiple sites beyond 
these could share the same connection onto the roundabout, which 
already has five arms (two carrying M65 exit slips).

88General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

611 Site 90 contains lowland fen which is listed on the Priority Habitat 
Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded 
from development and are enhanced through positive management that 
is made a condition of planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy 
should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and 
d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be delivered in line with 
NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

90Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

David

Morris

EC Squared 
(NW) Ltd

1049 support for designation of Site 92 at Shear Brook farm for residential 
purposes.  It is considered sustainable, adjacent to existing settlement, 
accessible, close to public transport and other services and is a logical 
rounding off/extension of existing settlement.  Current contribution to 
Green Belt is weak. Existing woodland area can be protected.
Welcomes Council's assessment of the site and provdes own 
information/ assessment and indicative masterplan to demonstrate 
acheivability, suitability and deliverability of site which will contribute to 
Borough's housing requirment.

92Support Noted

Warren

Melia

1134 This site is as far from anywhere in Rishton as you could possibly get. 
Existing access is limited to canal-side farm track. If development was to 
take place, consider a new pedestrian/cycle bridge over the canal. Site 
should also be developed in conjunction with site 68 to give direct 
access up Henry Street.

92Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Graham

Davidson

716 Strongly disagree with any more development in this area as it is has 
tenanted for almost 40 years by my family, the premises has strong 
family ties and provides a home for 2 people; the holding is farmed; 
horses are bred and kept here; there is a  registered livestock production 
unit for Beef and Lamb; value has been added over the years to make it 
a working smallholding; significant wildlife and flora within the area 
(protected area); already traffic problems accessing Station Rd and 
Walmsley Avenue; significant shortage of schools, doctors and dentists; 
and identified as sight of beauty along the canal which would be a 
significant loss to the community.

92Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Jeff

Scales

563 Concern regarding narrow single access to site and potential extra traffic 
on Petre Crescent estate which would be caused.

92Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1168 Site includes Great Harwood Service Reservoir and asset protection 
measures will be required.  Detailed comments regarding impacts of 
develoment on: the asset; water quality; water transportation network; 
vehicular access to the asset; or on customers.

93Not Stated Further consideration required

Further information required to 
establish UU requirements

Jackie

Smith

549 Site is haven for wildlife and any development would harm such species93Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Darren

Muir

Cass Associates

825 detailed representation of support for removal of site 93 Land Old 
Blackburn Old Road Great Harwood from the Green Belt and for its 
allocation for housing. Main points in support:
- the site is an opportunity to meet identified housing need
- site is surrpounded by housing, urban infrastructure, gof club, cricket 
club and road network
- the allocation would have no significant impact on purposes of 
including land in Green Belt
- encroachment into countryside applies to any location at urban edge
- the site is a highly sustainable location with accessible to everyday 
services and facilities and sustainable transport options with the 
opprotunity to improve
- there are no constraints to prevent development of the site; matters 
which need further investigation are not considered impediments, such 
as ecology, access and capacity of utilities.  

See report attached to representation for full details

93Support Noted

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

612 Site 94 includes Evidenced Local Wildlife Site Number 50 and deciduous 
woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects 
unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from development and 
are enhanced through positive management that is made a condition of 
planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) 
Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If 
developed, net gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 
171 and 174.

94Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

918 Site 94 Broad Oak Industrial Estate
This site adjoins the boundary of the Christ Church Conservation Area
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

94Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

S

Walsh

571 Objects as percieves unacceptable adverse impact on the character and 
appearance of this area of countryside.

94Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Christopher

McGough

McGough 
Planning 
Consultants Ltd

1098 Detailed response which generally welcomes most of the site 
assessment conclusions in ealtion to site 94 Broad Oak but raises 
specific concerns at the outcomes for specific criteria for which further 
information is provided:
Ribston welcomes most of the site appraisal’s conclusions; however, 
they have a concerns about a number of the identified criteria. These are 
set out below (using the Council’s reference for each of  the relevant 
criteria):

 -3A.2  Current condition of site 
 -3A.4 Flood risk (fluvial) 
 -3A.5 Flood Risk (Other) - 
 -3A.10 Heritage assets 
 -3A.11 Ecological Networks
 -3A.12 Trees / woodlands / hedgerows  
 -3A.13 Priority species / habitats  
 -3C.5 Open space/GI network .
 -3C.4 Drainage 
 -3D.3 Hazardous installations 
 -3D.9 Existing employment sites 
 -3E.4 Ownership constraints

94Not Stated Further consideration required
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

931 Site 95 Land South of Burnley Road Altham
Moor Side House to the east of this site is a Grade II Listed Building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

95Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1002 Site 95 Land South of Burnley Road Altham
Active travellers site. Revised capacity should be 0.

95Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

957 Site 96 Land to the rear and side of Broadfield
Rough Heys Farmhouse and barns and Rough Heys Farm Cottage to 
the east of this site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss of this largely-
undeveloped area and its subsequent development could harm elements 
which contribute to their significance.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

96Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Sport England

1199 Allocation of this site would need to demonstrate how it complies with the 
NPPF (para 96-97) and Sport England's Playing Fields Policy (i.e. loss or 
prejudice of use of land meeting one or more of five specific exceptions). 
The site lies close to Accrington Cricket Club site. The cricket club site 
also provides football, a pavilion and changing facilities. Any 
development on site 97 could prejudice the sports that take place at the 
cricket club.

97Object Further consideration required

Clarify with SE how does the 
Highams Playing Field proposals 
impact on these comments?

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

613 Site 98 includes Local Wildlife Site Number 23, Evidenced Local Wildlife 
Site Number 31, and deciduous woodland which is listed on the Priority 
Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

98Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

932 Site 100 Land between Blackburn Rd, Dunkenhalgh Way and M65
There is a Listed grotto or plant house in garden of Henfield House to the 
north of this site.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

100Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

D

Mercer

Residents of 
Blackburn Road

728 Objections relating to added air/noise pollution, increased traffic and 
meadow supports a host of wildlife (including bats). Ensure all alternative 
actions have been plores including brownfield land and intensification of 
existing sites.

100Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1003 site 100 Land between Blackburn Road, Dunkenhalgh Way and M65
Noise constraints significantly constrain development. Revised capacity 
should be 30.

100Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1004 Site 101 Land north of Blackburn Road, adjoining Hyndburn Brook
Mature trees constrain delivery, site may be a strategi gap and is 
unrelated residential development. Revised capacity should be 0.

101Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Paul

Worswick

780 Object to any development on grounds of narrowing the Green Belt gap 
between Clayton-le-Moors and Rishton. Topography problematic and 
issue regarding flood risk.

101Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

933 Site 101 Land north of Blackburn Road, adjoining Hyndburn Brook
Holt Mill Cottages and Holt Mill House to the west of this site are Grade II 
Listed Buildings. The development of this area could also, potentially, 
impact upon the setting of the Grade II Listed Dunkenhalgh Hotel and its 
stable block to the south.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and the 1990 Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on the asset and desirability of preserving listed buildings 
etc.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

101Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

614 Site 102 includes Shaw Brook and Mill Wood Biological Heritage Site, 
deciduous woodland and lowland dry acid grassland, both of which are 
listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and 
habitats are avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced 
through positive management that is made a condition of planning 
approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, 
b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net 
gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

102Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Melia

1135 Concerns raised over safe access/egress to the site. Junction of Wharf 
Street/Derby Street onto Hermitage street highlighted as dangerous. 
Active traffic management required particularly in context of recent 
Parker Street development on the other side.

102Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Airey

636 Objections relating to potential traffic problems, added air and noise 
pollution, ecology issues, flooding risk and development on Green Belt 
when alternative sites are readily available.

102Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Lynne & Dennis

Webster

1128 Objection based on noise and air pollution from traffic, impact on 
ecology, increased risk of flooding, and use of a Green Belt site when 
previously developed land is readily available.

102Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Christopher

Pollard

1113 Object due to increased traffic, lack of facilities to support population 
increase, visual and ecological impact, disruption of building work, 
reducing size of Cut Wood Park, and impact on open ended cul-de-sacs 
(Derwent, Ulverston, Windermere, Grasmere).

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

S

Kershaw

732 Objections relating to current infrastructure will struggle to cope, services 
are already overstretched (particularly doctors), green belt land should 
be protected and wildlife is abundant in this area, noise and air pollution.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

P

Smithson

729 Development of site would have a disastrous effect on the habitat of 
various species in this area of Green Belt land (including bats). 
Difficulties already exist in getting doctors appointments, increased 
population will cause greater problems. Significant access problems on 
Cut Lane and Somerset Road (and child safety concerns if widened).

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Airey

637 Objections relating to potential traffic problems, added air and noise 
pollution, ecology issues, flooding risk and development on Green Belt 
when alternative sites are readily available. Also Cut lane (a private 
footpath) access would have to be made wider for development traffic 
resulting in loss of parkland and danger to children using the play area.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Kevin

Parkinson

1093 Object to development of site 103 (Cut Lane) and disagrees with many 
aspects of the Council's assessment. Main issues can be summarised:
- current services under pressure
- unsuitablilty of Cut Lane for access and associated impacts on 
recreational users, park, trees, wildlife
- increased traffic in Rishton
- need to address current peak traffic congestion problems

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Emma

Clark

546 Significant impact on Green Belt and wildlife which inhabit in the area. 
Concern over significant increase in traffic (adjacent to a green flag park).

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Helen

Croasdale

717 Objects in favour of numerous industrial and brownfield sites being 
available - focus should be on regenerating rather than encroaching 
countryside and agricultural land. The number of dwellings proposed 
(389) will impact upon small town character and not sufficient 
infrastructure to cope. Approach roads already choked with parked cars. 
Access not possible without impacting on the local park. Please do not 
allow us to lost the limited green space that surrounds our town.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Elaine and David

Stanton

542 Objections relating to Green Belt land, environmental protection, access 
to countryside, impact on Cutwood Park (access) and existing Barratts 
estate, potential traffic issues, drainage/flood impacts.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Mary

Aubrey

1059 Object to development of site 103 (Cut Lane) and disagrees with many 
aspects of the Council's assessment. Main issues can be summarised:
- current services under pressure
- unsuitablilty of Cut Lane for access and associated impacts on 
recreational users, park, trees, wildlife
- increased traffic in Rishton
- need to address current peak traffic congestion problems

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jeff

Scales

564 Objection regarding highway capacity issues, narrow access along Cut 
Lane, heavily used by walkers. Tight junction around park entrance with 
poor visibility

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Kathleen

Norris

677 Objections relating to development on the Green Belt and Harwood 
Road is already subject to heavy traffic and would only worsen with new 
development.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Nigel

Aubrey

1070 Object to development of site 103 (Cut Lane) and disagrees with many 
aspects of the Council's assessment. Main issues can be summarised:
- current services under pressure
- unsuitablilty of Cut Lane for access and associated impacts on 
recreational users, park, trees, wildlife
- increased traffic in Rishton
- need to address current peak traffic congestion problems

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

959 Site 103 Land to the north east of Cut Lane
The Bridge over Leeds-Liverpool Canal to the north is a Grade II Listed 
Building. The loss of this currentlyundeveloped area and its subsequent 
development could harm elements which contribute to its significance.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

E

Neville

1082 Object to development of site 103 (Cut Lane) and disagrees with many 
aspects of the Council's assessment. Main issues can be summarised:
- current services under pressure
- unsuitablilty of Cut Lane for access and associated impacts on 
recreational users, park, trees, wildlife
- increased traffic in Rishton
- need to address current peak traffic congestion problems

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Kerry

Pollard

1143 Objection based on the following concerns: increased traffic into Rishton, 
lack of facilities in the town, visual impact and impact on ecology, 
reducting of appeal of living in the area, reduction of size of Cut Wood 
Park, and potential impact on open ended cul-de-sacs on Derwent, 
Ulverston, Windermere and Grasmere.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Jacci

Beesley

663 Concern over current traffic congestion in Rishton along Harwood Road 
and Blackburn Road and associated pollution, which will only worsen 
with additional housing development. Site is a breeding ground and 
home for a variety of wildlife and therefore removal of land would result 
in loss of habitat. Area can become extremely boggy, any development 
would effect trees, hedgerows and grassland which are vital in land 
stabilisation and water saturation. Waste already a major issue in a 
number of surrounding areas to the site, this will only heighten with an 
increase in size of the community.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Pollard

1116 Object due to increased traffic, lack of facilities to support population 
increase, visual and ecological impact, disruption of building work, 
reducing size of Cut Wood Park, and impact on open ended cul-de-sacs 
(Derwent, Ulverston, Windermere, Grasmere).

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jack

Hargreaves

657 3A factors - Site includes Lancashire Woodland Ecological Network and 
Lancashire Wildlife Trust concerned about loss of these habitats (e.g. 
lapwing). Also this site is within the Green Belt and brownfield sites 
should be developed first. 3B - Access from Cut Lane (new road) for new 
development would result in losing part of Cut Wood Park. Safety of 
people using the park facilities would be compromised. Access from 
Harwood Road cause traffic problems and pedestrian hazards near 
schools. 3C - Not sufficient service capacity in Rishton to cope with the 
demand of new housing development (Particularly medical centre 
overstretched)..

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Lynne & Dennis

Webster

1127 Objection based on land ownership constraints, loss of parkland for 
access, felling of trees/hedgerows, noise and air pollution from traffic, 
increased risk for children using play area, increased risk of flooding, 
and use of a Green Belt site when previously developed land is readily 
available.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Lynda

Calverley

576 Objection relating to Green Belt land, valued visual amenity, habitat for 
wildlife / hedgerow loss, trees lost for access, concern for increase in 
traffic and pedestrian safety, and that development would disrupt nearby 
residents.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Colin

Kay

577 Objects relating to grounds of safety, health, access/egress onto 
surrounding busy and dangerous roads, air quality and noise.

103Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Warren

Melia

1136 Concerns raised over additional land required to widen Cut Lane, lack of 
adoption of the current Cut Lane. Single point of access to such a large 
development would cause problems on Blackburn Road. Vehicles travel 
at speed from Junction 6 into Rishton and the Cut Lane entrance is 
almost invisible. Traffic management would be essential.

103Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Elaine and David

Stanton

540 Protection of Green Belt reassurance is required for Rishton as has been 
provided in Great Harwood

103General 
Comment

Further consideration required

To be confirmed at Publication stage 
of the plan once Growth Option and 
Spatial Option are confirmed and 
supply of suitable, available, 
achievable sites is also confirmed

Ian

Smith

Historic England

960 Site 104 Land north of Parker St
Tottleworth Bridge, to the west of this site is a Grade II Listed Building, 
and the Tottleworth Conservation Area 250 metres to the north-east. The 
loss of this currentlyundeveloped area and its subsequent development 
could harm elements which contribute to their significance.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

104Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Melia

1137 Concerns raised over impact of the development (alongside existing 
developments) on Tottleworth Bridge, and the cumulative highways 
impact of planned/proposed developments onto Hermitage Street.

104Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jeff

Scales

565 Concerned about the increased traffic, although if site was to be 
developed investment for children's play space or landscaped 
greenspace is key.

104General 
Comment

Noted

See Policy CS6 and adopted Policy 
DM11
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Jack

Hargreaves

660 Site has direct access to the M65.105Support Noted

Derek

Evans

638 Objects as area will be susceptible to high levels of air and noise 
pollution making it unsuitable for development. Planning permission for 
development should be refused where it does not mitigate air pollution.

105Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Pollard

1115 Preference for any brownfield land to be used for future developments, 
however Site 105 would be a potential alternative to meet the number of 
homes required, keeping majority of traffic outside of Rishton.

105General 
Comment

Noted

Warren

Melia

1138 The gap between the two sets of houses on Blackburn Road is there due 
to the hillside/fields tending to flood down the waterway into the 
lake/reservoir.

105General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Kerry

Pollard

1142 Any brownfield land preferable for future developments in Rishton, but 
failing this site 105 would meet the number of houses required with easy 
access to M65 (leaving majority of traffic outside Rishton).

105General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

836 Concern of multiple sites proposed around and on the approaches to 
J6 - likely access arrangements onto the roundabout (sites 106, 169, 88, 
105, 228, 229 and 230) and the possibility that multiple sites beyond 
these could share the same connection onto the roundabout, which 
already has five arms (two carrying M65 exit slips).

105General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ibrar

Ali

582 Objection relating to Green Belt land used for a variety of wildlife uses 
and that development would take away visual amenity of residents.

105Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Christopher

Pollard

1114 Preference for any brownfield land to be used for future developments, 
however Site 105 would be a potential alternative to meet the number of 
homes required, keeping majority of traffic outside of Rishton.

105General 
Comment

Noted

Jeff

Scales

566 Objects to Green Belt development as substantial expansion of Rishton 
boundary

105Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

701 Concern of multiple sites proposed around and on the approaches to 
J6 - likely access arrangements onto the roundabout (sites 106, 169, 88, 
105, 228, 229 and 230) and the possibility that multiple sites beyond 
these could share the same connection onto the roundabout, which 
already has five arms (two carrying M65 exit slips).

106General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Wood and 
National Grid

579 Proposed site is crossed by a National Grid high voltage electricity 
transmission overhead line - plan provided and advice on statutory 
clearances and development near overhead lines.

106General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

969 site 106 Whitebirk Moss
Assessment states "no suitable access", site should be discounted. 
Revised capacity should be 0.

106Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

698 Site No.106 for approx 260 dwellings on land accessed directly from the 
roundabout is an unsuitable location for housing, particularly in terms of 
noise and air quality.

106Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

946 Site 106 Whitebirk Moss
Some 460 metres to the east of this site are Parker's Farmhouse (a 
Grade II* Listed Building) and Rose Cottage (a Grade II Listed Building). 
The loss of this currentlyundeveloped area and its subsequent 
development could harm elements which contribute to their significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on conservation area and listed buildings and ddesirability 
fo preserving listed buildings.  Special reference is made to the grade II* 
listed building which is of highest significance. Stage 3 detailed appraisal 
needs to assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full detail

106Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1167 Some of the land is required for a future capital scheme as part of the 
next AMP 2020-2025. Details not clear at this stage and continued 
dialogue with the Council is needed.

107General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Continue dialogue to ascertain 
potential of site.
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

923 Site 107 Land between M65, Dunkenhalgh Way and (Leeds/Liverpool 
Canal)
This site adjoins and, at its south-eastern corner, lies within the Church 
Canalside Conservation Area. The loss of this currently-undeveloped 
area and its subsequent development could harm elements which 
contribute to the significance of this area. The development of this site 
could
also harm the setting of the Grade II Listed Church Kirk Bridge and the 
Grade II* Listed Church of St James.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on conservation area and listed buildings.  Special 
reference is made to the grade II* listed building which is of highest 
significance. Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full detail

107Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

615 Site 108 includes Local Wildlife Site Number 11, Evidenced Local 
Wildlife Site Number 50 and deciduous woodland which is listed on the 
Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

108Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

S

Walsh

572 Objects as percieves unacceptable adverse impact on the character and 
appearance of this area of countryside.

108Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

919 Site 108 Devine Fisheries
This proposed access road to this site from the A680 would run through 
a heavily-wooded area which lies within the Christ Church Conservation 
Area. The creation of an access road sufficient to serve 122 dwellings 
could harm elements which contribute to the character of this part of the
Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and 1990 Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and duty to pay “special 
attention” to “the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or 
appearance” of its Conservation Areas.

Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site to conservation area and 
impact of proposed access road; b) setting out any measures in plan to 
remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this site should not be 
allocated unless there are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm 
(NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).
See full rep for details

108Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

S

Walsh

573 Objects as percieves unacceptable adverse impact on the character and 
appearance of this area of countryside.

110Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

616 Site 111 includes Local Wildlife Site Number 7, Evidenced Local Wildlife 
Site Number 5, Walmden Clough Biological Heritage Site and deciduous 
woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects 
unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from development and 
are enhanced through positive management that is made a condition of 
planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) 
Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If 
developed, net gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 
171 and 174.

111Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

S

Walsh

574 Objects as percieves unacceptable adverse impact on the character and 
appearance of this area of countryside.

111Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

943 Site 116 Barnmeadow Lane & Back Queen Street
This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Harwood Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of the Conservation area are not harmed 
by development.

See full rep for details

116Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1005 Site 117 Lower Barnes St 
site already included in five year housing land supply. Revised capacity 
should be 0.

117Not Stated Noted

Site is included in the five year 
supply but does not yet have 
planning permission. Progress to be 
monitored and will be removed from 
further consideration if planning 
status changes.

Sport England

1203 Allocation of this site would need to demonstrate how it complies with the 
NPPF (para 96-97) and Sport England's Playing Fields Policy (i.e. loss or 
prejudice of use of land meeting one or more of five specific exceptions). 
The site includes a school and playing field (or land used as such in the 
last 5 years) - there is currently no reference to this in the site 
assessment (just agricultural and school building). Any allocation would 
need to be assessed in line with paragraphs 96-97 of the NPPF. 
Assessment should make reference to school playing field.

123Object Agree - make change

Add reference to school playing field 
on assessment and update site 
boundary to remove school building 
and associated playing field.

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

970 Site 123 
Land South of Stanhill Road
Site has outline planning permission and is included within 5 year supply. 
Revised capacity should be 0.

123Not Stated Further consideration required

Part of site has outline planning 
permission for residential 
development. Site boundary to be 
amended to exclude land with 
permission.

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1169 UU has records of wastewater network issues in the area and have 
preference for development to be located in alternative location as a 
range of sites are being considered at this stage.

123Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA
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Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1170 UU has records of wastewater network issues in the area and have 
preference for development to be located in alternative location as a 
range of sites are being considered at this stage.

124Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Geoff

Grundy

Local 
trusteesTrinity 
URC and 
Methodist Church

539 Requesting removal of church from site allocations DPD.129General 
Comment

Agree - make change

Ian

Smith

Historic England

944 Site 129 Land between Holgate Street and King Street
This site adjoins the boundary of the Great Harwood Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of the Conservation area are not harmed 
by development.

See full rep for details

129Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1006 site 133 Site off Oak St
criterion 3E.2 records owner unwillingness.  Revised capacity should be 
0.

133Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

934 Site 133 Site off Oak Street
The Canal warehouses with attached office and house, on west side of 
Leeds-Liverpool Canal is a Grade II Listed Building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that the Listed 
building should be retained and elements which contribute to 
significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

133Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1007 site 134 land rear of Collingwod and J7 business park
Site remote from adopted highway. Revised capacity should be 0.

134Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Paul

Worswick

654 This site forms open space requirements for housing at Brantwood and 
Collingwood and should be therefore considered as a Local Green 
Space to afford it protection against future development. Site also 
contains land contaminants and if development went ahead costly 
remediation would be needed. Vehicular access significant problem.

134Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Bernard

Mcanenny

652 Objections relating to proposed site having poor access, contaminated 
waste, major sewer pipe through the site, increased strain on services in 
Clayton le Moors that are already overstretched, local school is at 
maximum capacity and site is habitat for many species. Would also 
require demolition of private residential properties.

134Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

N

O'Rourke

1152 objection to site which is considered wholly unsuitable for development 
on the following grounds:
-site is inaccessible, requires demolition of properties to access it which 
is bizarre;
- land has buried contaminated waste;
- current raod network is wholly inadequate and overstretched;
- local infrastructre cannot take any more cars and houses;
- Hare and Hounds junction is currently at bursting point.

134Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Melia

1139 Too remote a site for housing, this should be used for business use due 
to proximity to Junction 7 and the bus stop outside. Potential asbestos in 
the existing building.

135General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jack

Hargreaves

661 Supports development of this site.135Support Noted
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John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

617 Site 135 includes Shaw Brook and Mill Wood Biological Heritage Site, 
deciduous woodland and lowland dry acid grassland, both of which are 
listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and 
habitats are avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced 
through positive management that is made a condition of planning 
approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, 
b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net 
gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

135Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jeff

Scales

567 Supports development of site due to current problems it generates. 
Despite numerous challenges, site has potential to link to a more 
substantial development up the hill towards the reservoir.

135Support Noted

Ian

Smith

Historic England

961 Site 135 Holt Mill, Hermitage St
Holt Mill Cottages and Holt Mill House to the west of this site are Grade II 
Listed Buildings.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

135Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

914 Site 136 Former Huncoat Colliery, Altham Lane
High Brake Hall on the south-eastern edge of this site is a Grade II Listed 
Building. The loss of this currently undeveloped area and its subsequent 
development could harm elements which contribute to its significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See actual rep for full detail

136Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

618 Site 136 includes Local Wildlife Site Number 23, Evidenced Local 
Wildlife Site Number 31 and deciduous woodland which is listed on the 
Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

136Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Sport England

1200 Allocation of this site would need to demonstrate how it complies with the 
NPPF (para 96-97) and Sport England's Playing Fields Policy (i.e. loss or 
prejudice of use of land meeting one or more of five specific exceptions). 
The site lies adjacent to Accrington Cricket Club site. The cricket club 
site also provides football, a pavilion and changing facilities. Any 
development on site 138 could prejudice the sports that take place at the 
cricket club as it appears to provide ancillary use to the sporting activities 
(car parking). Potential capacity of site reduced. LA is also advised to 
consider risk of ball strike from the cricket pitch as well.

138Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Gerard

Bolton

739 Sites within the urban boundary should be seriously considered before 
any sites in the Green Belt - this and other sites in the urban area 
highlighted are sufficient to achieve the Core Strategy Growth

139Support Noted
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Lisa

Barnes

595 Supports development for site as brownfield/derelict and would enhance 
area.

139Support Noted

Gerard

Bolton

740 Sites within the urban boundary should be seriously considered before 
any sites in the Green Belt - this and other sites in the urban area 
highlighted are sufficient to achieve the Core Strategy Growth

140Support Noted

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1008 site 142 Land off Riverside View
Ransomed/remote from adopted highway. Revised capacity should be 0.

142Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Stuart

Booth

JWPC Ltd

722 Proposed allocation at Riverside View, off Lower Barnes Street, Clayton-
le-Moors. Site is owned by Beck Homes Ltd. Representee has submitted 
Site Assessment completed in line with the Council's methodology for 
this site. Site is within the urban area adjacent to existing residential 
properties.

142Support Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

935 Site 143 Site at St James St, off Barnes St
This site adjoins the boundary of the Mercer Park Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of the Conservation area are not harmed 
by development.

See full rep for details

143Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1009 site 143 Site at St James St, off Barnes St
Part is unwilling to develop. Include area with pp only. Revised capacity 
should be 6.

143Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1010 site 144 Site at Hazel Ave
Unwillingness to develop in part, remainder constrained by access. 
Revised capacity should be 0.

144Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Kevin

Parkinson

1091 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

145Support Noted

E

Neville

1080 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

145Support Noted

Nigel

Aubrey

1071 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

145Support Noted

Jack

Hargreaves

662 Supports development of this site.145Support Noted

Mary

Aubrey

1060 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

145Support Noted

Jeff

Scales

568 Favours any development around reservoir site, with the exception of 
Nurture which should remain in the area.

145Support Noted

Ken

Griggs

1125 Objection to development on this site based on concerns of overlooking, 
loss of light, lack of local amenities, and parking/congestion issues.

145Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

619 Site 145 includes Shaw Brook and Mill Wood Biological Heritage Site 
and deciduous woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. 
LWT objects unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from 
development and are enhanced through positive management that is 
made a condition of planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should 
be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) 
Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be delivered in line with 
NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

145Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Melia

1140 This site is away from the problematic traffic bottlenecks and is for a 
relatively low number of dwellings so there is no problem with this site.

145Support Noted

Jeff

Scales

569 Concerned about the loss of an employment site.146Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

E

Neville

1081 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

146Support Noted

Kevin

Parkinson

1092 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

146Support Noted

Nigel

Aubrey

1069 Broad support for development of this brownfield site within urban 
boundary.  Brownfield sites should be prioritised over Green Belt, 
countryside should be protected.

146Support Noted

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

971 site 147 Land south of Warcock Green Farm
Site is landlocked but could be accessed through site 123 which has 
same owner.

147Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1171 UU has records of wastewater network issues in the area and have 
preference for development to be located in alternative location as a 
range of sites are being considered at this stage.

147Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA
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Simon

Thomas

707 Strongly objects on the basis of: traffic congestion currently being a 
problem and that proposed developments will only worsen this issue; 
noise pollution; environmental ruination; Hyndburn has many vacant 
houses that could be developed; and forecast population decline. A 
complete re-think is needed regarding housing need.

148Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

985 site 148 Rhoden Road
Site overlaps site 3 and is undeliverable without site 164, needs 
comprehensive masterplan.  Severely limited by mature trees and flood 
risk. Revised capacity should be 0.

148Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

920 Site 150 Chapel Stree garage site, Abbey Street.
This site adjoins the boundary of the Christ Church Conservation Area. 
The redevelopment of this site could also impact upon the setting of the 
Magistrates Court and Police Station and the adjacent Fire Station all of 
which are Grade II Listed Buildings.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

150Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

921 Site 151 Land off Yorkshire St Woodnook
This site lies opposite the Christ Church Conservation Area. The loss of 
this currently-undeveloped site and its subsequent development could 
harm elements which contribute to the significance of this area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets and considering impact of 
development on conservation area.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to 
assess these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full detail

151Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

620 Site 152 includes the Blackburn to Colne Railway and West Accrington 
Recreation Corridor, Lonsdale Street to Crossland Street and deciduous 
woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects 
unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from development and 
are enhanced through positive management that is made a condition of 
planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) 
Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If 
developed, net gains must be delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 
171 and 174.

152Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

924 Site 156 Aero Mill, Kershaw Street
This site lies within the Church Canalside Conservation Area. The former 
Church Kirk Mill has been identified by the Council as a Locally Listed 
Building. In addition, a survey of the Lancashire Textile Mills by Historic 
England in 2017 concluded that the buildings were of ‘High Significance’ 
(i.e. that they were important at regional level).
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Listed Building 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on conservation area and listed buildings.
Suggested change that if allocated, the mill buildings should be retained 
and reused and that proposals should ensure that those elements which 
contribute to the significance of the Conservation Area are not harmed.

See rep for full details

156Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

925 Site 157 Land opposite 27-41 Church St
This site lies within the Church Canalside Conservation Area. The loss of 
this currently-undeveloped area and its subsequent development could 
harm elements which contribute to the significance of this area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on conservation area and duty to pay “special attention” to 
“the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance” 
of its Conservation Areas. Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

157Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

926 Site 158 Land at Commercial St 
This site lies adjacent to the Church Canalside Conservation Area. The 
loss of this currently-undeveloped area and its subsequent development 
could harm elements which contribute to the significance of this area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF  regarding 
conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of development on 
conservation area and its setting.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to 
assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

158Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

972 site 159 Land at Abbott Clough Avenue
site undevelopable due to mature trees on eastern side and flood zone 
on western side.  Revised capacity should be 0.

159Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

973 site 160 St Ives Road/Cornwall Ave
Site should be discounted due to loss of mature trees, flood zone and 
ecological impact.  Revised capacity should be 0.

160Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

986 site 161 Land east of Thwaites Road
site already in 5 year housing land supply. Revised capacity should be 0.

161Not Stated Agree - make change

Site has full planning permission and 
is under construction so will be 
removed from further consideration 
for allocation.

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

987 site 162 64 New Lane 
questions whether site falls below threshold for allocation.  Revised 
capacity should be 0.

162Not Stated Disagree - no change

Site size and capacity are above 
threshold of 0.15ha/5 dwellings for 
assessment as part of site allocation 
process

Ian

Smith

Historic England

958 Site 163 Immanuel Vicarage, New Lane
The Church of Immanuel, to the north of this site, is a Grade II Listed 
Building. The loss of this largely-undeveloped area and its subsequent 
development could harm elements which contribute to its significance

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

163Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

988 site 163 Immanuel Vicarage
Impact on mature trees. Revised capacity should be 0.

163Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Simon

Thomas

708 Strongly objects on the basis of: traffic congestion currently being a 
problem and that proposed developments will only worsen this issue; 
noise pollution; environmental ruination; Hyndburn has many vacant 
houses that could be developed; and forecast population decline. A 
complete re-think is needed regarding housing need.

164Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

989 site 164 Land off Rhoden Road
Site already has outline planning permission for 34 dwellings. Revised 
capacity whould be 0.

164Not Stated Agree - make change

Site has planning permission so will 
be removed from further 
consideration for allocation.

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

990 site 165 Land off Merlin Drive
POS for exiting housing. Site is limited because of flood risk and tree 
coverage.
Revised capacity should be 0.

165Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

991 site 166 north and east of John Street
questions whether site falls below threshold for allocation.  Revised 
capacity should be 0.

166Not Stated Disagree - no change

Site size and capacity are above 
threshold of 0.15ha/5 dwellings for 
assessment as part of site allocation 
process

Ian

Smith

Historic England

947 Site 169 land at Whitebirk between A6119 and L&L canal
The Red Lion Inn to the south of this site is a Grade II Listed Building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

169Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

834 Concern of multiple sites proposed around and on the approaches to 
J6 - likely access arrangements onto the roundabout (sites 106, 169, 88, 
105, 228, 229 and 230) and the possibility that multiple sites beyond 
these could share the same connection onto the roundabout, which 
already has five arms (two carrying M65 exit slips).

169General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

936 Site 173 Land between Syke Side Drive and Burnley Rd
This site lies opposite the St James Conservation Area. The loss of this 
currently-undeveloped area and its subsequent development could harm 
elements which contribute to its significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF  regarding 
conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of development on 
conservation area and its setting.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to 
assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

173Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

937 Site 178 Land off Sparth Road (adj Royal Oak PH)
This site adjoins the boundary of the Mercer Park Conservation Area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, the plan should ensure that elements 
which contribute to significance of the Conservation area are not harmed 
by development.

See full rep for details

178Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Melia

1141 Concerns raised over practicality of access, and loss of key rights of way.192Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Jeff

Scales

570 Concerned about the access road and additional traffic pressure in the 
area.

192Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

927 Site 194 land on Maden Street (east of Edward Street)
This site lies adjacent to the Church Canalside Conservation Area. The 
loss of this currently-undeveloped area and its subsequent development 
could harm elements which contribute to the significance of this area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF  regarding 
conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of development on 
conservation area and its setting.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to 
assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

194Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian

Smith

Historic England

928 Site 195 land on Maden Street (west of Edward St)
This site lies within the Church Canalside Conservation Area. The loss of 
this currently-undeveloped area and its subsequent development could 
harm elements which contribute to the significance of this area.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on conservation area and duty to pay “special attention” to 
“the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance” 
of its Conservation Areas. Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters.
Detailed suggested relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

195Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

992 Site 196 land between Hartley St and Hodgson St
questions whether site falls below threshold for allocation.  It is POS for 
existing housing and open space review is required - town/village green 
implications.  Revised capacity should be 0.

196Not Stated Further consideration required

Site size and capacity are above 
threshold of 0.15ha/5 dwellings for 
assessment as part of site allocation 
process.  Open space issues need 
further consideration.

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

993 Site 197 Brookside View Play area
Questions whether site falls below threshold for allocation.  It is POS for 
existing housing and open space review is required - town/village green 
implications.  Revised capacity should be 0.

197Not Stated Further consideration required

Site size and capacity are above 
threshold of 0.15ha/5 dwellings for 
assessment as part of site allocation 
process.  Open space issues need 
further consideration.

Ian

Smith

Historic England

938 Site 201 Site off Oak St
The stable block at the southern end of this site adjacent to the Leeds-
Liverpool Canal is a Grade II Listed Building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF regarding 
conserving heritage assets and considering impact of development on 
their significance and setting.
Suggested change that if allocated, plan should ensure that the Listed 
building should be retained and elements which contribute to 
significance of heritage assets are not harmed.

See full rep for details

201Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1011 site 201 Clayton Triangle
Title (ownership) appears fragmented. Revised capacity should be 0.

201Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

David

Ashworth

1147 Objection based on the following reasons: the land is Green Belt; 
access - already disruption on Clayton Hall Road, and traffic from the 
Hyndburn Bridge to the Hare and Hounds is already far too heavy. The 
new bus lane does not improve public transport links; impact on wildlife 
through disposal of habitat and noise and light pollution

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

621 Site 202 includes Ancient and Semi-Natural Woodland, Brownsills Wood 
Biological Heritage Site and deciduous woodland which is listed on the 
Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Amy

James

Indigo Planning

1110 Detailed supporting letter which generally welcomes the site assessment 
process. Representation adds significant further detail for site at Cottams 
Farm:
- assessment of the site context and green belt, proposes reducing 
developable site area of site to minimise impacts and a green belt 
assessment on the smaller area of land is provided;
- further information provided on criteria from the site assessment 
process that was incomplete at Reg18(2) stage (left grey) - includes 
visual impact and landscape impact, highways capacity and ownership 
information;
- further information provided on criteria scored red in the initial 
assessment (ecology, priority species, accessibility by train, and merging 
of settlements)

202Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Brendan

Duffy

814 Table 2: Number of sites assessed in the local plan.  
Objects to the number of sites assessed outside the urban boundary (18) 
and specifically site 202

202Object 7 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Ian & Christine

Cairns

733 Objections relating to Green Belt land, bluebell wood, bat habitat, site of 
open cast mining, access from Whalley road already a problem when 
sports events are on at Wilsons, schools already oversubscribed, 
sewage/liability to flooding, destruction of natural habitats, and pollution 
from increased traffic.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Brendan

Duffy

815 Objection to site 202 (land at Cottams Farm) on grounds which can be 
summarised as:
- site is Green Belt
- site is a nature reserve part of which is protected bluebell wood and bat 
activity
- previous planning permission was denied in the area due to open cast 
mine and mine shafts
- traffic congestion is already the worst in Hyndburn
- traffic parking and access will be a major problem due congestion
- air quallity is a problem issues due to proximity to Whinny Hill Recycling 
Centre and traffic volume on Whalley Road

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Jennie

Bradley

1148 Objection to development of site 202 Cottams Farm on the following 
grounds: Green Belt; traffic problems especially with access being from 
Whalley Road; destruction of natural wildkife habitats; and schools are 
already over-subscribed.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Angela

Emanuel

1149 Objection to site 202 Cottams Farm on the following grounds: will create 
traffic issues on a quiet residential road and accentuate parking 
problems (particularly when events are held on Wilson Playing fields); 
insufficient local infrastructure to support development (schools, 
hospitals, doctors etc); and it will make traffic worse on Whalley Road, 
which is currently very heavy.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

S

Nicholson

1150 Objection to site 202 Cottams Farm on grounds of: traffic in Clayton is 
already at a stand still every week day; doctors are over subscribed; and 
schools are full.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Cookson

752 Objects to Green Belt land when opportunity to develop brownfield sites 
and revitalise run-down urban areas is there to achieve target number of 
new homes (360 in Clayton-le-Moors). Woodland and diverse wildlife 
present on the site. Poor access to proposed site and traffic problems 
already exist which would only be exacerbated.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Cheryl

Duffy

822 Objects to all greenfiled sites being accessed specifically site 202202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Graham

Walmsley

1151 objection to site 202 Cottams Farm on following grounds: access along 
Woodlands Drive would be unacceptable, it is a quiet estate and 
development would create problems with parking and traffic; there is no 
infrastructure in place to support more families i.e. schools, doctors, A&E 
and hospital facilities; Whalley Road is already a nightmare with traffic 
and additional traffice would create a gridlock.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Alison

Whybrow-Parker

727 Objections relating to Green Belt land seperating exisiting settlements, 
habitat for wildlife (including bats), services already struggling to cope 
(including schools already full), volume of traffic is a significant problem 
and site is adjacent to to waterways which regularly flood. Access to the 
site is extremely restricted for construction and future residents.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Elizabeth

Knox

812 Objection to site 202 (land at Cottams Farm) on grounds which can be 
summarised as:
- site is Green Belt
- site is a nature reserve with bat activity and a parrot
- previous planning permission was denied in the area due to open cast 
mine and mine shafts
- traffic congestion is already the worst in Hyndburn
- air quallity issues due to proximity to Whinny Hill Recycling Centre, 
- traffic and access will be a problem due to volume of traffic on Whalley 
Road, stationary and slow moving traffic
- close to the flood line, which could rise with global warming

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1001 site 202 Land at Cottams Farm
site may constitute strategic gap. Revised capacity should be 0.

202Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Maureen

Kenyon

772 Detailed comments re site 202 Cottams Farm Clayton le Moors 
amounting to objection to the development of the site on following 
grounds:
- the land is greenbelt, little remains in the vicinity, it must help with 
pollution;
- land is bound by a well used footpath, the Ladybird trail.
- it would be inappropriate to build two storey buildings adjacent to the 
Woodlands estate of bungalows;
- access would be a problemfor residents and traffic using Whalley;
- it would be a prime site in attracting high value homes which would 
attract commuters and add to congestion; 
- few jobs available to support high price properties;
- local people need affordable local homes and jobs

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Cheryl

Duffy

819 Objection to site 202 (land at Cottams Farm) on grounds which can be 
summarised as:
- site is Green Belt
- site is a nature reserve with bat activity.  Nature is abundant with bats, 
bluebells, robins, bluetits, coaltits, blackbirds, jays, butterflies, 
chaffinches, wood pigeons, woodpeckers, foxes, deer, weasels which 
can be seen daily. 
- previous planning permission was denied in the area due to open cast 
mine and mine shafts
- traffic congestion is already the worst in Hyndburn, parking and access 
would be a major issue
- air quallity - Companies House Global Renewables 2016 Report

202Object 42 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Brendan

Duffy

816 concerns at level of secrecy surrounding development plan, few knew of 
it, few buy the Accrington Observer or use Facebook.  Questions why a 
proposal to build 193 houses was not communicated to residents.  
Concerns also that the plans are not showing on recents searches when 
buying properties.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

M.G.

Courtney

596 Assessment on accessibility to employment from site 202 is incorrect as 
the Abattoir Site on Wood St is closed; visual impact of development 
would be unacceptable; impacts on river and surrounding land would be 
unacceptable; site is a wildlife corridor (deer, bats, herons); lack of 
demand for new housing in the area; no major employers nearby; oak 
trees would need TPOs; traffic on A680 already ridiculous at peak times.

202Object 77 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Cheryl

Duffy

820 concerns at level of secrecy.  Questions why the potentail development 
is not showing up on solicitirs searches.  Local residents are of an age 
that don't use social media - Facebook.  193 will tripe size of estate and 
why was it not communicated directly?

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Irene

Pye

581 Objection relating to Green Belt, increased traffic flow, dangerous access 
to estate, residents unaware of plans, added air pollution causing ill-
health, and the current need for a by-pass in Clayton.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Hindle

713 Objections relating to Whalley Road can't cope with present volume of 
traffic, site is Green Belt and potential flooding issues around the 
Hyndburn Bridge pub.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Cheryl

Duffy

818 Table 2: Number of sites assessed in the local plan.  
Objects to the number of sites assessed outside the urban boundary (18) 
and specifically site 202

202Object 7 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Elizabeth

Knox

811 Table 2: Number of sites assessed in the local plan.  
Objects to the number of sites assessed outside the urban boundary (18) 
and specifically site 202

202Object 7 Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Wendy

Hindle

718 Objections relating to Green Belt land (before brownfield land), Whalley 
Road cannot cope with the potential for more traffic, severe flood risk to 
the area, local schools in Clayton already full and visual impact would be 
detrimental. Views from our side extension would be lost. Access to the 
site from the existing access road would be a safety hazard, and from 
Woodland Drive would be unacceptable to existing residents.

202Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

929 Site 203 Land adjacent to swing bridge, Dunkenhalgh Way
This site adjoins the boundary of the Church Canalside Conservation 
Area. The loss of this currently-undeveloped site and its subsequent  
development could harm elements which contribute to the significance of 
this area.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF  regarding 
conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of development on 
conservation area and its setting.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to 
assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

203Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

994 site 204 land south of Nook Lane and west of Margaret St/New Lane
site remote from adopted highway. Revised capacity should be 0.

204Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

974 site 205 Land opposite Old Mother Redcap
need to check if overhead cables have "lift and shift" clause.  
Significantly impact on developable area.

205Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

948 Site 205 Land opposite Old Mother Redcap, Knuzden
Peel Fold Farmhouse (immediately adjacent to the western edge of this 
site) and Knuzden Hall and Knuzden Hall Farmhouse (300 metres to the 
east) are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss of this currently-
undeveloped area and its subsequent development could harm elements 
which
contribute to their significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

See rep for full detail

205Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

699 Site No.205 is on a narrow, marginal strip of land adjoing the motorway 
which may preclude future widening of the M65 to three lanes. Proposed 
allocation does not make a sufficient contribution to the Borough's 
housing need to warrant their inclusion in the plan.

205Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

995 site 206 Front of Sunnybank Drive, rear of New Lane
site remote from adopted highway. Revised capacity should be 0.

206Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

975 Land off Moss Lane/Stanhill Lane
need to check extent of adopted highway against ownership, very wide 
verge

207Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

700 Site No.205 is on a narrow, marginal strip of land adjoing the motorway 
which may preclude future widening of the M65 to three lanes. Proposed 
allocation does not make a sufficient contribution to the Borough's 
housing need to warrant their inclusion in the plan.

207Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

622 Site 208 includes part of Woodnook Vale Local Nature Reserve, Priestly 
Clough and East Lancashire Railway Biological Heritage Site and 
deciduous woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. 
LWT objects unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from 
development and are enhanced through positive management that is 
made a condition of planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should 
be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) 
Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be delivered in line with 
NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

208Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Alison

Whybrow-Parker

849 Object on various grounds including impacts on Green Belt, local 
amenities/services, traffic and wildlife (including bat population)

209Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1174 site has significant water infrastructure passing through it and which may 
significantly restrict developable area and prevent access to site 212.  
LPA should request easement details from UU to ascertain developable 
area.

210Not Stated Further consideration required

Obtain details of easement from UU 
to assess developable area

Ian

Smith

Historic England

939 Site 211 Land at Moorside Farm 2, Altham (north of canal)
Moor Side House to the south of this site is a Grade II Listed Building. 
The loss of this currently-undeveloped area and its subsequent 
development could harm elements which contribute to the setting of this 
building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and the 1990 Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on the asset and desirability of preserving listed buildings 
etc.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

211Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1175 site has significant water infrastructure passing through it and which may 
significantly restrict developable area and prevent access to site 212.  
LPA should request easement details from UU to ascertain developable 
area.

211Not Stated Further consideration required

Obtain details of easement from UU 
to assess developable area

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1176 Access to site may be affected by easement issues related to sites 210 
and 211 (see separate reps 1174 and 1175)

212Not Stated Further consideration required

Pending outcomes of further 
consideration of UU comments re 
sites 210 and 211

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

623 Site 212 includes Ancient and Semi-Natural Woodland, Altham Clough 
Wood Biological Heritage Site and deciduous woodland which is listed 
on the Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats 
are avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through 
positive management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

212Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

1012 site 213 Land at Lower Barnes St 1
Site remote from highway. Revised capacity should be 0.

213Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1178 Site is isolated in relation to wastewater network and requires significant 
assessment assessment to obtain point of connection.  Sites on south 
west of Great Harwood are on fringe/limits of water supply/sewerage 
infrastructure networks with limited capacity to support future growth and 
could result in need to upsize to support growth.  A co-ordinated/phased 
approach to development/infrastructure provision is needed.

216Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

624 Site 217 includes Evidenced Local Wildlife Site Number 31 and 
deciduous woodland which is listed on the Priority Habitat Inventory. 
LWT objects unless sites and habitats are avoided/excluded from 
development and are enhanced through positive management that is 
made a condition of planning approval. The mitigation hierarchy should 
be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) Compensation, and d) 
Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be delivered in line with 
NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

217Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

940 Site 218 Land to west of Altham Lane
The Bridge over Leeds-Liverpool Canal at the south-eastern corner of 
this site is a Grade II Listed Building. The loss of this currently-
undeveloped area and its subsequent development could harm elements 
which contribute to the setting of this building.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and the 1990 Act 
regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impacts of 
development on the asset and desirability of preserving listed buildings 
etc.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess these matters.
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of the 
asset and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out any 
measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then this 
site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits that 
outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

218Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Derek

Glover

788 Objection to proposed housing on the site. The land is located in the 
Green Belt and was refused by the Planning Inspector of the 1996 Local 
Plan as an Area of Special Restraint on the basis of narrow access off 
Back Lane. Traffic and congestion issues have worsened over the last 
23 years. Extract from the 1996 Local Plan Public Inquiry Insepctor's 
report is attached which states that acquisition of private land would be 
likely to be required to resolve access constraints.

219Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Roy

Breare

753 Objects in relation to Green Belt land, this site was considered in 1996 at 
the last Local Plan as a potential Area of Special Restraint. The 
inspector considered that the land fulfilled the purposes of green belt 
land and that this should continue and refused its ASR proposed status 
by the Council. Also he identified formidable difficulties (in land 
acquisition and securing finances) in resolving highway network 
constraints to the site. Representee provides lengthy supporting letter 
outlining existing highways use and access (3 pages) emphasising that 
access is totally unsatisfactory.

219Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Sport England

1201 Allocation of this site would need to demonstrate how it complies with the 
NPPF (para 96-97) and Sport England's Playing Fields Policy (i.e. loss or 
prejudice of use of land meeting one or more of five specific exceptions). 
The site lies close to Baxenden Cricket Club which could have a 
detrimenal impact on cricket if developed. The LA is advised to consider 
the risk of ball strike from the cricket pitch if developed.

219Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Peter

Wilkinson

723 Objections remain from previous proposals to develop this site, relating 
to poor access, current traffic issues and further reduction of green belt. 
Brownfield sites would best meet future development needs.

219Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

625 Site 220 includes Local Wildlife Site Number 23, Evidenced Local 
Wildlife Site Number 31 and deciduous woodland which is listed on the 
Priority Habitat Inventory. LWT objects unless sites and habitats are 
avoided/excluded from development and are enhanced through positive 
management that is made a condition of planning approval. The 
mitigation hierarchy should be applied i.e. a) Avoidance, b) Mitigation, c) 
Compensation, and d) Enhancement. If developed, net gains must be 
delivered in line with NPPF paras 32, 170, 171 and 174.

220Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1172 UU has records of wastewater network issues in the area and have 
preference for development to be located in alternative location as a 
range of sites are being considered at this stage.

223Not Stated Further consideration required

Matters to be considered in 
developing preferred sites in 
consulation with UU and LLFA

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

976 site 223 land north of Haslingden Road
multiple titles and proximity to chicken farm. Revised capacity should be 
50.

223Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

977 site 224 land east of Haslingden Road
multiple titles and proximity to chicken farm. Revised capacity should be 
30.

224Not Stated Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

949 Site 228 land between Blackburn Rd and M65 slipway
Whitebirk Moss Farmhouse and Whitebirk North Farmhouse to the north 
of this site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss of this currently-
undeveloped area and its subsequent development could harm elements 
which contribute to their significance.
Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

228Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

837 Concern of multiple sites proposed around and on the approaches to 
J6 - likely access arrangements onto the roundabout (sites 106, 169, 88, 
105, 228, 229 and 230) and the possibility that multiple sites beyond 
these could share the same connection onto the roundabout, which 
already has five arms (two carrying M65 exit slips).

228General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

950 Site 229 land between Blackburn Rd, Sidebeet Lane, L&L Canal
Whitebirk Moss Farmhouse and Whitebirk North Farmhouse to the south 
of this site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss of this currently-
undeveloped area and its subsequent development could harm elements 
which contribute to their significance.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

229Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Wood and 
National Grid

580 Proposed site is crossed by a National Grid high voltage electricity 
transmission overhead line - plan provided and advice on statutory 
clearances and development near overhead lines.

229General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

838 Concern of multiple sites proposed around and on the approaches to 
J6 - likely access arrangements onto the roundabout (sites 106, 169, 88, 
105, 228, 229 and 230) and the possibility that multiple sites beyond 
these could share the same connection onto the roundabout, which 
already has five arms (two carrying M65 exit slips).

229General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Ian

Smith

Historic England

951 Site 230 land north of railway line between Sidebeet Lane and L&L Canal
Higher Side Beet Farmhouse and Canal Bridge No.106 to the east of this 
site are Grade II Listed Buildings. The loss of this currently-undeveloped 
area and its subsequent development could harm elements which 
contribute to their significance.

Detailed comments relating to requirements of NPPF and Planning Act 
Act regarding conserving heritage assets, considering impact of 
development on their significance and setting and desirability of 
preserving listed buildings.  Stage 3 detailed appraisal needs to assess 
these matters. 
 
Suggested changes relate to stage 3 detailed appraisal which should 
include: a) assessment of contribution of site towards significance of 
heritage assets and impact of loss of site on significance; b) setting out 
any measures in plan to remove or reduce harm; c) If harm remains then 
this site should not be allocated unless there are clear public benefits 
that outweigh the harm (NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

See rep for full details

230Object Further consideration required

Take into account in considering 
preferred sites for allocation

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

839 Concern of multiple sites proposed around and on the approaches to 
J6 - likely access arrangements onto the roundabout (sites 106, 169, 88, 
105, 228, 229 and 230) and the possibility that multiple sites beyond 
these could share the same connection onto the roundabout, which 
already has five arms (two carrying M65 exit slips).

230General 
Comment

Further consideration required

Further consultation to take place 
with Highways England and further 
evidence on Transport matters to be 
undertaken prior to considering 
preferred sites for allocation
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Representations made to the Sustainabilty Appraisal of the Hyndburn Core Strategy Review and Site Allocations DPDs 

Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Angela

Leigh

Natural England

1189 The environment assessment of the plan (SA and HRA) should 
consider detrimental impacts on the natural environment, and 
suggest appropriate avoidance or mitigation measures where 
applicable. NE advises that one of the main issues to be considered 
in the SA/HRA are proposals which are likely to generate additional 
nitrogen emissions as a result of increased traffic generation.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.

Carole

Woosey

Environment 
Agency

1036 We have reviewed the Sustainability Appraisal in relation to our 
remit and we have no objections to the approach that has been 
adopted or the conclusions that have been made.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.

Daniel

Owen

RPS Consulting 
Services Ltd

903 Concerns expressed that the outcome scores of the Sustainability 
Appraisal for Site 80 former Huncoat Power Station are overly 
negative and does not fully recognise the positive benefits of the 
site's development.   Particular concerns relate to the categorising 
of the site in relation to accessibility of site and location to 
sustainable transport links.  The Representor has undertaken own 
assessent  and has more positive outcomes in relation to SA 
objectives 2, 6, 7, 8, 14 & 17.

Although there are trees present on part of site, the whole of the site 
should be regarded as previously developed.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

688 The SA identifies a number of recommendations in relation to SA 
objective 8: Sustainable transport, including amending Policies 
CS2, CS5 and CS25. Highways England consider that an 
appropriate SA has been carried out for this stage in the Local Plan 
process. However, going forward we would expect to see a full 
assessment of Huncoat, and that consideration is given to the 
quality of sustainable transport facility being accessed by users.

Support Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

687 A limitation of the SA is that assessment has only considered the 
proximity of developments to sustainable transport and not the 
quality of the facility being accessed. In addition, as the Huncoat 
Masterplan has not been finalised and adopted by the council, it 
has not been considered in this SA. Highways England note that it 
will be taken into consideration at Regulation 19 stage.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Ian

Smith

Historic England

810 Historic England strongly advises that the Council’s Conservation 
Section and
archaeological advisors are closely involved throughout the 
preparation of the SA of the plan. They are best placed to advise 
on; local historic environment issues and priorities, how the policies 
or proposals might be tailored to minimise potential adverse 
impacts on the historic environment; the nature and design of any 
required mitigation measures; and opportunities for securing wider 
benefits for the future
conservation and management of historic assets.
Finally, we should like to stress that this opinion is based on the 
information provided by you the document dated February 2109. To 
avoid any doubt, this does not affect our obligation to provide 
further advice and, potentially, object to specific proposals which 
may subsequently arise (either as a result of this consultation or in 
later versions of the Plan) where we consider that, despite the 
SA/SEA, these would have an adverse effect upon the historic 
environment.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Ian

Smith

Historic England

809 Comments relate to SA of Site Allocations DPD:
We also have a number of concerns about the proposed scoring 
which has been used to evaluate the likely impact upon the historic 
environment in Appendix 5 (and as illustrated in Appendix 7):-
o ‘0’ - As the NPPF makes clear, the significance of a heritage asset 
can be harmed by inappropriate development in its setting and as 
the
NPPG makes clear, the setting of a heritage asset can make a 
positive contribution to its significance. Consequently, even though 
a site does
not, itself, contain any heritage assets, its development could still 
result in harm the significance of heritage assets nearby.
o ‘-‘ - In some cases, the ‘setting’ of a heritage asset can be quite 
extensive encompassing land at some distance from the asset itself.
Therefore, a development does not have to be ‘adjacent to’ the 
asset to cause it harm.
O ‘- - ‘ – In some circumstances, the development of sites which are 
‘neither brownfield or currently developed within a Conservation 
Area’
might be capable of being developed without harming the 
significance of the Conservation Area. The same is true of such 
sites where they
contain Listed Buildings. 
In all these cases, without any detailed evaluation, it would be more 
appropriate to record the effect as ‘uncertain’.

Not Stated Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Ian

Smith

Historic England

808 Comments relate to the SA of the Site Allocations DPD:
Whilst, in some cases, we would agree with the assumption made 
in Appendix 5 that the effect of all the proposed allocations against 
SA Objective 11 (historic environment) will be ‘uncertain as it will 
depend on the design, scale and layout of the development’, in the 
case of currently-undeveloped sites, the impact upon the historic 
environment may not depend upon these factors at all but, rather, 
the impact will be dependent upon the contribution which the site in 
its present form makes to the significance of the heritage assets 
around
them. In such cases it is not so much the form of the development 
which is the key consideration but, instead, whether or not the 
principle of the loss of these open areas and their subsequent 
development is compatible with the appropriate conservation of the 
heritage assets in its vicinity.
In order to reduce the amount of sites where an ‘uncertain impact 
might be scored against SA Objective 11, in the case of currently-
undeveloped areas whose development might affect the 
significance of a heritage asset, the SA should recommend the 
following:-
As part of the Stage 3 Detailed Appraisal:
(a) An assessment needs to be undertaken of the contribution 
which this site makes to those elements which contribute towards 
the significance of the heritage assets in its vicinity and what impact 
the loss of this undeveloped site and its subsequent development 
might have upon their
significance.
(b) If it is considered that the development of this site would harm 
elements which contribute to the significance of any heritage 
assets, then
the Plan needs to set out the measures by which that harm might  
be removed or reduced.
©  If, at the end of the process, it is concluded that the development 
would still be likely to harm elements which contribute to the 
significance of a
heritage asset, then this site should not be allocated unless there 
are clear public benefits that outweigh the harm (as is required by 
NPPF, Paragraph 195 or 196).

Not Stated Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Ian

Smith

Historic England

807 Comments relate to the SA of the Core Strategy 
Given the strategic nature of this document, we would broadly 
concur with the conclusions about the likely significant effects which 
the emerging Policies and options might have upon the historic 
environment.

Not Stated Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.

John

Lamb

The Wildlife 
Trust for 
Lancashire, 
Manchester and 
North Merseyside

600 135 sites of the 179 for the sustainability appraisal score a single 
negative for SA Objective 16 (Biodiversity and geodiversity) and 44 
sites score a double negative for the SA Objective 16. Therefore 
appropriate mitigation and compensation will be required to deliver 
net gains for biodiversity/nature in line with the NPPF (paras 32, 
170, 171, 174) for any of the 179 sites taken forward. Site 
Allocations DPD should adopt the mitigation hierarchy: avoidance; 
mitigation; compensation; enhancement.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rep will be passed to SA consultants 
(LUC) for review/response.
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Adam

Brennan

United Utilities

1155 General comments regarding aims of UU, that seek to work closely with 
the Council in preparing the plan, delivering infrastructure and 
sustainable development and encouraging early contact with applicants 
through pre-application service.

General 
Comment

Noted

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

963 Comments on Growth Options and Spatial Options Justification Paper: 
Spatial Options
Detailed comments that the reasoning behind the weightings and 
adjustments in relation to the distribution of housing between the 
different spatial areas for the differents options is not immediately 
apparent.

General 
Comment

Noted

These are set out in footnotes to 
Figure 1 and 2 (pages 35 and 36) of 
the Growth Option and Spatial 
Option Justification Paper.

Rachael

Graham

Persimmon 
Homes 
(Lancashire)

962 Comments on Growth Options and Spatial Options Justification Paper: 
Growth Options
- general support for strategy for growth;
- evidence suuports medium to high growth option so does not make 
sense as to why Council has not sought to meet medium housing target 
of 240 dw/annum;
- no evidence to support potential increased housing delivery rates of 
75-100 at Huncoat; considered to be unrealistically high, particularly in 
initial years.

See rep for full details

Not Stated Noted

The HENA study (2018) updated 
housing figures that related to 
'medium' and 'high' growth options. 
Paragraphs 2.32-2.2.44 provide 
detailed commentary as to the 
reasons behind selection of the 
housing growth option which did not 
just rely non the evidence base but 
a number of other factors set out in 
Table 4 (p13).
Housing delivery rates at Huncoat 
based on advice from Masterplan 
consultants. Figures will be updated 
appropriately for Regulation 19 once 
a final masterplan is agreed.

Warren

Hilton

Highways 
England

831 Comments relate to the Core Strategy Growth Options and Spatial 
Options Justification Paper. Highways England note that the 
masterplanning exercise is underway for Huncoat and that further work 
has been commissioned on a delivery strategy. They would like to be 
fully engaged in this work to understand the cumulative impact of the 
preferred level of growth on the SRN in East Lancashire. Local Plan 
evidence should be developed in full accordance with the MHCLG 
guidance entitled 'Transport evidence bases in plan making and 
decision taking'.

General 
Comment

Noted

Further engagement to take place 
with Highways England in relation to 
the Huncoat masterplan and 
Publication version Local Plan. 
Further evidence base work on 
Transport also still to be undertaken
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Rep I Name Response Summary of comments / reasonsPolicy Ref. Page Ref. Proposed Council Response

Jeanette

Lord

Allsprings 
Development 
LTD

778 Consultee as landowner has had no consultation from the Council on 
the CS or SA DPD

General 
Comment

Noted

Error in contact details now 
corrected in Local Plans database

Maureen

Kenyon

774 Residents in area unaware of Core Strategy and consultation meetings 
not widely publicised. Process is complicated and those going off hear-
say are concerned and more confused. Please make us aware of next 
steps.

General 
Comment

Noted

Contacts in the Local Plan database 
are directly informed of 
consultations and will continue to be 
so. The Council also used 
community groups, local press, 
libraries, website and social media 
to publicise. At the next stage 
(Publication in 2020), properties 
immediately adjoining proposed site 
allocations will also be advised 
directly.

Elizabeth

Knox

813 Residents in other areas were informed by letter of the proposed 
planning applications.  People in the area are mainly elderly so should 
not be expected to search on line for information, many do not have 
broadband.

Object Noted

Contacts in the Local Plan database 
are directly informed of 
consultations and will continue to be 
so. The Council also used 
community groups, local press, 
libraries, website and social media 
to publicise. At the next stage 
(Publication in 2020), properties 
immediately adjoining proposed site 
allocations will also be advised 
directly.

Mohammed

Ahmed

Lancashire 
County Council 
(Environment 
Directorate)

841 We recommend that a cumulative impact approach is adopted at a 
strategic level to develop a retail offer that is supportive of health and 
wellbeing, and that specific quotas for non-retail uses such as hot food 
takeaways and betting shops are included as the Development 
Management DPD is reviewed. We also request that the policy 
recommendations contained within the Public Health Advisory note on 
Hot Food Takeaways are included within the Development 
Management DPD as it is reviewed.

DM4General 
Comment

Noted

These are matters to be addressed 
on review of the DM DPD, any plans 
for which will be set out in future 
Local Development Schemes of the 
Council.
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